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Announcements and News
Includes information about conferences, community events, and product news.

The Broadcom Suite of VM Management Products is Now Certified for Use on z/VM 7.3, the latest release of
IBM's Virtualization Platform

Among other z/VM 7.3 features, Broadcom's VM suite of products now supports:

• Up to eight members in an SSI cluster.
• External security manager (ESM) enhancements for DEFINE MDISK authorizations
• NVMe emulated Fixed-Block Architecture (FBA) device (EDEVICE) support
• For details on the PTFs that are required to enable the new functionality, refer to the Release Notes/New

Features for VM:Secure, VSEG, VM:Spool, Mainframe VM Product Manager, and Explore PM for z/VM.

New Security Advisories Consolidated CSV File
Broadcom now offers a .CSV file that contains a consolidated list of security advisories affecting all supported
Broadcom mainframe products. This file lets you easily search the Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE)
information. You can also access the Security Advisory articles that include more details and context about
the security or integrity exposure. Broadcom updates this file daily. For CSV download instructions, see this
Broadcom Support article (login required).

Mainframe Technical Exchanges: June and October 2023
Join us for the Mainframe Technical Exchanges in person in Plano, Texas (June 13-15) and virtually on October
3-5. Connect with Mainframe Experts who share the latest technical education and product demos and respond
to your questions and feedback. These no-cost educational events are a great way to network with peers and
experts from across the globe.
Bookmark this page for current registration and event information.

Custom Maintenance Acquisition Interface
Use the Create Service Order Online Interface to order, download, and receive maintenance packages for
Broadcom mainframe product solutions. This option is more streamlined than using the SMP/E Internet Service
Retrieval batch JCL option and requires no firewall changes.

Direct Product Acquisition into z/OSMF
A new GIMZIP download option is available to acquire a portable software instance from a secure Broadcom
download server directly from z/OSMF. To determine if your product is GIMZIP enabled, see Mainframe Products
using z/OSMF for Software Management.

Consolidated Product Lifecycle Overview
Use the new Broadcom Mainframe Product Lifecycle Page to determine the end-of-service (EOS) or end-of-life
(EOL) support dates for Broadcom mainframe products and releases. This information is useful when planning
installations and upgrades.

Chorus Software Manager (CSM) End of Life
As part of our ongoing commitment to customer success and to help our customer base achieve their strategic
business initiatives, we are investing our resources in z/OSMF for software management. We are discontinuing
technical support for CSM effective June 30, 2023. Thereafter, CSM will have limited functionality. In accordance
with the terms and conditions, guidelines, and parameters of the Broadcom support program, which is
documented in the Broadcom Software Maintenance Policy Handbook, this announcement provides written
notification of End of Life for CSM. For full details, see the End of Life Announcement. If you do not have CSM
installed, we recommend that you install z/OSMF to manage your software. For installation and usage details, see
the IBM documentation and the Broadcom product installation best practices at techdocs.broadcom.com.
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NOTE
For migration assistance and access to z/OSMF trainings from Broadcom, see z/OSMF Migration. To
migrate existing environments, see Migrate SMP/E Environments to z/OSMF.
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Release Notes
 Contents 

  

This Release Notes contains the following:

• Information about new features and enhancements to existing features in VM:Sort Release 1.4.
• Required corrections to the product documentation.

New Features

This section provides a summary of new features provided in the current release of the product.

New Installation Procedure

IBM VMSES/E (Virtual Machine Serviceability Enhancements Staged/Extended) and a new Broadcom utility, Mainframe
VM Product Manager, are now required to install, deploy, and maintain VM:Sort. 

Support for RSU ( Recommended Service Upgrade) Installation

Broadcom is now able to generate RSU tapes in VMSES/E PSU (Product Service Upgrade) format, delivered by a
published PTF. The  VM:Sort Installation Guide has been updated to include the new Installation Topic Installing a Product
RSU (Recommended Service Upgrade). The new topic documents the procedure. Providing RSU installation PTFs will
help reduce the effort needed when you have several published PTFs to apply to VM:Sort for product stability; or, that are
required to install a new VM:Sort feature.

Changes to Existing Features

There are no changes made to the existing features of the product in this release.

Documentation Changes

The following changes and corrections have been identified:

•  Control File Statement Quick Reference -- Non-binary format field length description was added.
• Global -- Administration user ID VMRMAINT was replaced with VMANAGER.
• Added Installation Topic Installing a Product RSU (Recommended Service Upgrade).
• Updated Installation Topic Servicing Your Product to included detailed information on what to do if VMSES/E

message VMFBLD2185R is received when you run the VMFBLD step.

Changes to Messages

This section lists the new messages in Release 1.4.

NOTE
 For information about each message, see Messages.

New Messages

There are no new messages for this release.
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Changed Messages

There are no changes for the messages in this release of the product.

Product Names and Abbreviations
This documentation references the following products and abbreviations:

• VM:Sort™ (VM:Sort)
• Mainframe VM Product Manager
• VM:Batch™ (VM:Batch)
• VM:Schedule™ (VM:Schedule)
• VM:Secure™ for z/VM (VM:Secure)
• VM:Tape™ for z/VM (VM:Tape)

 14
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Getting Started
The VM:Sort product sorts and merges files. Its features include:

• Control statement compatibility with OS and DOS
• COBOL and PL/1 sort verb support
• User exits that can be written in REXX or assembly language
• Dynamic allocation of work space
• Reduction of CMS sort resources by more than 50%

 What VM:Sort Can Do 

• Sorted data is easier to analyze and use than randomly distributed data. With VM:Sort, you can:
• Sort records in ascending (A-Z) or descending (Z-A) order.
• Sort up to 16 disk, tape, and reader files at a time.
• Sort fixed-length and variable-length records.
• Send sorted records to disk, tape, your virtual printer, or your virtual punch.
• Rearrange and delete fields, either before or after sorting.
• Write user exits to create records, delete records, and change data in existing records.
• Merge separate files into a single file.
• Select the records you want to include in the sorted file.
• Save and reuse commonly used sort specifications.
• Call VM:Sort from programs written in assembly language, COBOL, EXEC 2, FORTRAN, PL/1, REXX, SAS, and

others.
• Prepare files for use by other programs.
• Copy files with greater flexibility and speed than with the CMS-COPYFILE command.

Sample File
The sample file shown in this article is used throughout this documentation (except where noted) to show you what
happens when you use various VM:Sort functions. Remove this page and refer to it as you read about tasks in the manual
and compare the examples to the original file.

This file might be used by a personnel department to record employee information.

Records and Fields

Each horizontal line represents a record. For example, the last line in the file in Figure 2 is the employee record for Franz
Kafka. Each column in a record is a field or a position within a field. For example, column 12 is the starting position for the
first name field, which is FRANZ in the last record. It is also part of the larger name field, columns 1 through 20 (KAFKA
FRANZ), in the last record.

 15
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Data Format

  

All fields are in character format (CH). For more information on data formats, see Data Format Quick Reference.

Using Commands and Control Statements
Contents

VM:Sort operates through one line-mode command and optional control files.

VMSORT input output ( options

The command consists of the product name, an input source (one or more disk or tape files and a reader file), an output
destination (a disk, print, punch, or tape file), and one or more options.

Control Files and Control Statements

Control files store sort options for reuse. They consist of one or more control file statements. A control file statement is
an instruction. For example, a SORT statement is a sort specification, while an OMIT statement excludes records before
sorting. Some functions such as merging files, reformatting records, totaling numeric fields, and including or omitting
records can be specified only in a control file. See Saving and Reusing Sort Specifications for more information.
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Formatting Control File Statements

Control file statements must begin in column 2. Do not start control file statements in column 1.

Control file statements consist of keywords, options, and variables. In the following statement, SORT is the control file
statement keyword, FIELDS is an option, and p1,l1,df1,o1  are variables:

SORT FIELDS=(p1,l1,df1,o1)

Keywords, options, and variables must be entered in uppercase letters. You can use lowercase letters in character
constants on INCLUDE or OMIT statements.

You can enter options in any order. For example, the SORT statement can be written in either of the following formats:

SORT FILSZ=number,FIELDS=(p,l,df,o) 

SORT FIELDS=(p,l,df,o),FILSZ=number

Options are separated by commas. For example, to specify the FIELDS and FILSZ options in this SORT statement, enter:

SORT FIELDS=(p,l,df,o),FILSZ=number

When an option has more than one variable, the variables must be enclosed in parentheses, separated by commas, and
entered in uppercase letters in the order indicated. For example:

SORT FIELDS=(1,11,CH,A)

Equal signs (=) associate options with their variables and must be included as shown. Do not put blanks before or after
equal signs. For example:

OMIT COND=(1,11,CH,NE,C’DATA’)

You can use more than one line for a control statement. To continue a statement onto the next line, break it at a comma.
Continuation lines can begin anywhere within columns 2 through 71. For example:

SORT FIELDS=(1,1,CH,A,2,1,CH,A,3,1,CH,A,4,1,CH,A,5,1,

CH,A,6,1,PD,A)

There is no limit on the number of lines you can use. Do not split a keyword or option.

To continue a constant in an INCLUDE or OMIT statement, put an asterisk (*) in column 72 and continue the constant in
column 16 on the next line. For example:

OMIT COND=(1,30,CH,EQ,C’ This is an example of a * 

   constant that won’’t fit on one line.’)

Also note that the apostrophe (’) in won’t is represented by two single quote marks.

Control files must have a record length (LRECL) of 80 and be in fixed-record format (RECFM F).

Examples
Contents

Except where noted, examples in this documentation use Sample File: EMPLOY DATA A on page 3 as the input file.
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Control Statements

Long control file statements that normally fit on a single line in a control file may span more than one line in an example.
To avoid confusion they are shown as continued statements. For example:

SORT FIELDS=(1,2,CH,A,3,4,CH,A,5,6,CH,A,7,8,CH,A,9,10,CH,A), SKIPREC=2,STOPAFT=10

VM:Sort Processing
Field specifications used on an option, such as the FIELDS option, can be changed from the original by other options
or control file statements. To guarantee correct results, you need to be aware of the order in which VM:Sort processes
command line options and control file statements. For example, the SORT control file statement is processed after
the INREC control file statement. This means that if you use an INREC control file statement and a SORT control file
statement, the fields specified on the SORT statement must reflect the changes made by the INREC statement. Table 1
and Table 2 outline the processing steps when sorting or merging files.

Sorting

Step and Function

Read record
Get an input record.

SKIPREC
Skip over a specified number of records in the beginning of the input file.

User Exit E15 or R15
Modify records before sorting.

INCLUDE or OMIT
Conditionally include or omit input records.

STOPAFT
Stop processing after a specified number of records. The record count begins after SKIPREC, E15 and R15, and
INCLUDE or OMIT processing.

INREC
Reformat input records. The new input record is made up of only the fields specified on this control file statement.

SORT
The records are sorted by the specified sort fields.

SUM
Total the values of two SUM fields when the SORT fields are the same and discard the second record.

OUTREC
Reformat output records. The new output record is made up only of the fields specified on this control file
statement.

User Exit E35 or R35
Change, delete, or create output records after sorting.

Write record
Write the processed record to a disk file, a tape file, the virtual punch, or the virtual printer.

Merging

Step and Function

 18
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Read Record
Get a record from a merge input file and process it according to the MERGE field specifications.

SUM
Total the values of two SUM fields when the SORT fields are the same and discard the second record.

OUTREC
Reformat output records. The new output record is made up only of the fields specified on this control file
statement.

User Exit E35 or R35
Change, delete, or create output records after sorting.

Write record
Write the processed record to a disk file, a tape file, the virtual punch, or the virtual printer.

Sort Fields

A sort field is an area in a record used by VM:Sort to arrange records in a file. This is defined by a sort field specification.
A sort field specification is a field’s starting column position, its length, its data format, and the sort order.

When you sort more than one field, the first field specified is sorted first. For example, sorting last names before first
names in alphabetical order makes Jones Jane appear before Jones John.

Sort fields can come from anywhere in a record. They do not need to be next to each other and they can overlap.

Sort Order

You can sort records in ascending or descending order. VM:Sort uses the Extended Binary Coded Decimal Interchange
Code (EBCDIC) sorting (or collating) sequence.

In an ascending sort, VM:Sort sorts blanks first, followed by these characters:

¢ . < ( + | & ! $ * ) ; ^ - / , % _ > ? : # @ ’ = "

VM:Sort then sorts a through z, A through Z, and 0 through 9.

A descending sort is the opposite of an ascending sort.

To change the sort sequence from EBCDIC to, for example, American Standard Code Information Interchange (ASCII),
use the ALTSEQ control file statement described in Changing the Sorting Sequence.

Help with Commands and Control File Statements
You can get help on command options and control file statements through the CMS help facility. To see an overview of
help and a list of components that have help available, enter the following command from CMS:

help vmsort menu

To see the help on one of the commands listed in the overview, move the cursor to that command and press PF1. When
you are finished reading the help, press PF3 to return to the help overview screen, and press PF3 again to exit to CMS.

You can bypass the help overview screen and get help on a control statement directly by entering help vmsort and the
name of the statement you need help for. For example, to see the help available on the INCLUDE statement, enter the
following from CMS:

help vmsort include

For more information on using the CMS help facility, refer to the CMS user’s guide appropriate for your system.
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OS/DOS Compatibility
VM:Sort accepts OS and DOS sort control statements, command line options, and assembly language user exits. This
means you do not need to change your existing sort control statements before moving an application to this product.

Some control file statement options are accepted by VM:Sort but are not processed; these are included for compatibility
only. Options included for compatibility only are indicated as such in the Control File Statement Quick Reference.

About This Documentation
This documentation was written for anyone who needs to sort data for analysis and use.

It assumes you have some experience using VM/CMS, that you know the conventions for naming CMS files and Shared
File System (SFS) directories, and know how to receive files from your virtual reader. If you are not familiar with any of
these, you might need help from someone who is.

Most of the information in this documentation is presented in a task-oriented format. There is also a quick reference
section listing data formats, commands and control file statements; a configuration file reference; and a section containing
VM:Sort messages and codes.

Format Conventions for Code Syntax
This section describes the format and conventions used to document commands, utilities, and user exits. Each convention
provides examples, describing how to use commands, how to use options, or how the system responds to user entries.
Also, note that the examples and instructions throughout this document use VMANAGER as the user ID for
system administrator and maintenance functions. If you use a different user ID for the system administrator or the
service virtual machine, replace those names in any instructions in which the default ones appear throughout this
document. Contents    

 Command Abbreviations 
When a command contains uppercase and lowercase letters, then the uppercase letters denote the shortest acceptable
abbreviation that you can use to type the command. However, when a code item appears entirely in uppercase
letters, you cannot abbreviate the item.You can type the code item in uppercase letters, lowercase letters, or any
combination. Example: 
CMDNAme

In this example, you can enter CMDNA, CMDNAM, or CMDNAME in any combination of uppercase and lowercase letters.

 Continuation 
The code syntax or code fragment definitions can continue from one line to the next line. The following examples describe
code continuation: Example 1: 
A | B C | D

This code is equivalent to the following code:
A

| B C

| D

 Example 2: 
{choice1 | choice2 | choice99}

This code is equivalent to the following code:
 { choice1

 | choice2

 | choice99 }
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 Default Values 
An underlined code item denotes the default value. The system uses the default value unless you override it. You can
override the default value by coding an option from the available list. Example: 
[parm1 | parm2 | parm3]

In this example, the code item parm1 is the default value, and this is used by the system when you do not specify any of
the options. However, you can code parm1, parm2, or parm3. 

 Keywords and Constants 
A keyword name or constant always appears in uppercase letters. Code the keyword name or constant exactly as shown
in the following example: Example: 
STOP {tracenumber | * | [USER] userid}

This example displays the USER keyword.

 Optional Choices 
Defines optional code items -- denoted by square brackets around a code item. Example: 
CMDName [parm1]

In this example, you can choose parm1 or no parameter at all. However, when two or more items are enclosed in square
brackets and separated by vertical bar characters, all of them are optional.

 Multiple Optional Choices 
When two or more items are enclosed in square brackets and separated by vertical bar characters, all of them are
optional. Example: In this example, you can choose parm1, parm2, parm3, or nothing at all.
[parm1 | parm2 | parm3]

 Positional Parameters 
Commands with positional parameters are identified by nested square brackets. Each positional parameter requires the
specification of all previous positional parameters. The following example describes the positional parameter: Example: 
CMDName [posparm1 [posparm2 [posparm3]] ]

In this example, posparm3 can be specified only when posparm1 and posparm2 are also specified.

 Repetition 
An ellipsis following a code item means that the code item can be repeated. A list of code items enclosed in brackets and
followed by an ellipsis means that you can select more than one item or, in some cases, repeat a single item. Example 2: 
Repeat...

 Example 3: 
{Operand1 | Operand2}...

In this example, you must choose at least one operand and you can choose both operands. If one of the operands is a
variable, you may also be able to repeat that operand with different values.

 Required Choices 
You must select one item from a list of items when they are enclosed in curly braces. The items are separated by a
vertical bar character. Example: 
CMDNAme {A | B | C}

In this example, your choice results in CMDNAME A, CMDNAME B, or CMDNAME C.

 Special Symbols 
The following list describes the meaning of the special symbols used in codes:
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• {} (encloses a list of operands, one of which is required).
• [] (enclose an optional operand or operands).
• " " (enclose the name of a syntax fragment)
• underline (identifies a default value)
• | (separates alternative operands)
• . . . (Indicates that the preceding item or group can be repeated).

 Symbols 
The following list displays symbols. These symbols should be coded exactly as they appear in the code syntax.

• * (Asterisk)
• : (Colon)
• , (Comma)
• = (Equal Sign)
• -- (Hyphen)
• ( )(Parentheses)
• . (Period)

 Syntax Fragments 
Some codes use fragments, when the code syntax is too lengthy. The fragment name appears between double quotes in
the code syntax.
The expanded fragment appears in the syntax after all other parameters or at the bottom of the code syntax. A heading
with the fragment name identifies the expanded fragment. Example1: 
CMDName "Parms"

Parms:

[ParmA] [ParmB] [ParmC]

In this example, the fragment is named "Parms", and the expanded fragment appears at the bottom of the code
syntax. Example 2: 
CMDName [( "Options"]

Options:

  OptionA

| OptionB

| OptionC

| OptionD [OptionD1]

In this example, the fragment is named Options. The list of options is too long to fit on one line, so they are listed vertically.
Note that the outermost brackets and the "(" symbol are in the main line, not in the vertical list. Also note that one option
has its own optional parameter.

 System Response 
Uppercase characters represent system responses or prompts. Example: 
ENTER YOUR LOGON PASSWORD:

This example displays a system response.

 User-Entered Commands or Records 
User-entered commands are shown in bolded lowercase letters even though you can enter commands in either upper or
lower case. Example: 
vmsecure addentry writers tcom (noformat nowait
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This example shows what a user-entered command looks like.In this example "writers tcom" is the file name and file type
of the directory entry you are adding.However, if the entry is a record, it appears in uppercase letters. Example: 
ACCESS DRCT 1B0 U

This example shows a configuration record that is entered by a user.

 Variables 
Lowercase items in italics denote variables. Example: 
CMDNAme varname

In this example, varname represents a variable that you must specify when you code the command CMDNAME.
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Installing
This section describes how to install, deploy, and service the VM:Sort product.

Audience

Readers of this documentation must have knowledge in the following areas:

• CP, CMS components
• VMSES/E procedures
• VM environment and installing software in this environment
• Your organization's IT environment, processes, and procedures

You may need to work with the following personnel:

• Systems programmer, for CP and CMS definitions
• Storage administrator, for disk space allocation
• Security administrator, for establishing resource authorizations

Installation Process

The installation process is a series of steps which installs product materials and deploys a product instance from a
tape image envelope file. You obtain the envelope file by downloading it or transferring it from a DVD. Following initial
installation preparations, the product code is loaded to a staging area, where it can be serviced. Next, the product code
is deployed either into a server virtual machine, or to a user accessible location for use. This allows a single copy of the
code to be maintained in the staging area over time, and deployed to the various machines and runtime locations where
the product code is accessed for execution.

The following steps describe the installation process:

1. Prepare for installation by ensuring that hardware, software, and security prerequisites are satisfied.
2. Install the product code for a specific product and version level.

a. Retrieve informational files to determine the contents of the envelope file, and obtain the latest information about
the product or products in the file.

b. Retrieve the resource requirements for a particular product. These requirements include user ID definitions and
disk space allocations.

c. Allocate disk space to hold the product materials, either on minidisks or Shared File System directories.
d. Load the product code from the envelope file. The code is loaded to a staging area where it can be updated with

any needed fixes, without impacting running product servers.
e. Update the build status table to complete the product code installation.

3. Deploy the product. This activity may occur many times for a single set of product code to create multiple executable
instances of the product.
a. Define the attributes for a product server virtual machine or a runtime code location. A default set of server

attributes is provided in the product code, and is tailored, if needed, for a specific server instantiation.
b. Allocate any needed server virtual machines and the associated disk space for the server.
c. Copy the needed code and other files from the product staging area to where it will be used by a server or by

an end user. The staging area may then be maintained and updated without impacting running server or user
processing.

d. Test the deployed product.
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Service Process

The service process is a series of steps which installs updates to product materials and deploys a product instance from
the updated materials. Following initial installation preparations, the product code is updated on the staging area created
during initial installation. Next, the updated product code is deployed either into a server virtual machine or to a user
accessible location for use.

Preparing for Installation
This section describes what you need to know and do before you install the product.

Hardware Requirements

This product requires a level of the z/VM licensed program which is currently supported by IBM. IBM specifies the
hardware level of each computer system supported by each level of VM, and only those hardware levels are supported for
running this product.

Software Requirements

The following software is required for installing this product:

• An installed VM system running a release of VM which is supported by IBM.
• An installed deployment of the Mainframe VM Product Manager system. See the  Mainframe VM Product Manager

installation documentation for details on installing and configuring this facility.

Resource Requirements

All user ID characteristics, directory entry definitions, and disk space resources are defined in a PLANINFO report created
by VMSES/E during the installation process, as described below. You must be prepared to allocate these resources during
the installation procedure.

Concurrent Releases

You can install this release of VM:Sort and continue to use a deployed instance of an older release for your production
environment. If you plan to continue to run a previous release, consider the following points:

Certain public files for this product, such as the product command MODULE, may only operate with a specific version of
the product server. Take care to prevent product public files from one level from overlaying the same files from an earlier
level of the product. You should keep such public files on different public disks or directories.

Installing Product Materials

Installation Process Overview

The following is a brief description of the main steps in installing this product using VMSES/E.

1. Plan your Installation
Use the VMFINS command to load several VMSES/E files from the product envelope and to obtain product resource
requirements.

2. Allocate Product Resources
The information obtained from the previous step is used to allocate the appropriate minidisks (or SFS directories) and
a user ID to own them. This set of disks contains the loaded product materials and is where the code is serviced. The
allocation of resources used to deploy the product is described separately in the section Deploying the Product.

3. Install the Product Materials
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Use the VMFINS command to load the product files from the envelope to the test BUILD and BASE minidisks/
directories. VMFINS is then used to update the VM SYSBLDS file used by VMSES/E for software inventory
management.

4. Update the Software Inventory
Use the VMFINS command to update the software inventory to prepare the product materials for later service
application by updating the Software Inventory status tables.

Step 1. Plan Your Installation

Follow these steps to obtain planning information for this product.

1. Prepare SERVLKPK files for Product Installation
2. Establish the Mainframe VM Product Manager Environment.
3. Load Product Control Files and VMFINS PRODLIST.
4. Load and Generate the Planning Resource File.

Step 1.1 Prepare SERVLKPK Files for Product Installation

The product download file is in SERVLKPK format. The SERVLKPK files are VMFPLC-format VMSES/E product envelope
files that have been compressed using the CMS COPYFILE command with the PACK option.

Follow these steps:

1. Upload the packed product envelope file to your mainframe z/VM ID, using a file transfer program, such as IND$FILE
or an FTP client.
The packed product envelope file that you extracted from the zip file product package has a name similar to
nnnnnnnnnnn.SERVLKPK. The file transfer must use a binary protocol. Rename the file during the file transfer to
conform to the z/VM file name file type naming conventions. Use a file type of SERVLKPK.

NOTE
For more information about the required file names, see your product Cover Letter.

2. Unpack the file using the CMS PIPE command with the UNPACK option:

PIPE < ifn ift ifm | FBLOCK 1024 | UNPACK | > ofn SERVLINK ofm 

where:
3. ifn

Indicates the file name of the packed envelope.
4. ift

Indicates the file type of the packed envelope.
5. fm

Indicates the file mode of the packed envelope.
6. ofn

Indicates the file name to give to the unpacked envelope file. For this release, the CMS filename is ZVMS014A.
7. ofm

Indicates the file mode to give to the unpacked envelope file.

NOTE
SERVLINK appears for the unpacked file type because VMSES/E requires an envelope file to have a file type of
SERVLINK.

Step 1.2 Establish the Mainframe VM Product Manager Environment

Follow these steps to establish the Mainframe VM Product Manager environment:

1. Log on to the VMANAGER user ID to access the Mainframe VM Product Manager environment.
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2. Make the SERVLINK file available to the VMANAGER user ID. The SERVLINK file must be on a minidisk or Shared
File System directory accessed as file mode A or C.

Note: The PROFILE EXEC on the VMANAGER user ID will access the disks or SFS directories needed for the Mainframe
VM Product Manager environment as follows:

• The work disk is accessed as file mode A.
• The Mainframe VM Product Manager code is accessed as file mode B.
• The VMSES CA Software Inventory disk is accessed as file mode D.
• The Mainframe VM Product Manager database is accessed as file mode V.
• The Mainframe VM Product Manager Common disk is accessed as file mode W.
• The IBM VMSES system disk is accessed as file mode X.

Step 1.3 Load Product Control Files and VMFINS PRODLIST

The product control files include the following:

• Memo-to-Users file (MEMO)
• Product Parameter File (PPF)
• PRODPART file

The VMFINS PRODLIST contains a list of products on the installation envelope file.

The VMFINS command loads the control files to the Software Inventory Disk and creates the VMFINS PRODLIST file on
the A-Disk. VMFINS loads from an envelope file. The envelope is either downloaded or retrieved from a DVD media.

Issue the following command to install the product control files and create the VMFINS PRODLIST file:

VMFINS INSTALL INFO ( NOMEMO ENV ZVMS014A

NOMEMO
Specifies that the Memo-to-Users file is to be loaded, but VMSES/E will not issue a prompt to send it to the
system printer. The CMS file type of this file is MEMO.

ENV
Indicates the value following this option keyword, which is the name of the envelope file for a specific product and
release. For this release the CMS file name is ZVMS014A. The CMS file type of this file is SERVLINK.

Step 1.4 Load and Generate the Planning Resource File

The planning resource file (PLANINFO) contains the planning information required to install the product. The VMFINS
command with the PLAN option loads the necessary components from the envelope file and generates the PLANINFO
file.

Files may be loaded either to minidisks or to Shared File System (SFS) directories using the following command:

VMFINS INSTALL PPF ppfname component ( PLAN NOMEMO ENV ZVMS014A

PPF
Indicates the values following this keyword, and the values are the Product Parameter File (PPF) file name,
followed by the name of a component defined in the PPF.
In most cases, to specify the ppfname use the name of the supplied PPF file for this release, which is ZVMS014A.
If you have created a PPF Override file, as described below and in the appendix Create Product Parameter File
(PPF) Override, you specify the file name of your PPF override file.
For the component value, use VMSORT for installing on minidisks. Specify VMSORTSFS for installing on the
Shared File System directories.
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PLAN
Creates a PLANINFO file. This file contains product requisites and resources required for the product (user IDs,
minidisks, and SFS directories). PLAN does not generate, allocate, or commit any system resources.

NOMEMO
Specifies that the Memo-to-Users file is to be loaded, but VMSES/E will not issue a prompt to send it to the
system printer. The CMS file type of this file is MEMO.

ENV
Indicates the value following this option keyword, which is the name of the envelope file for a specific product and
release. For this release the CMS file name is ZVMS014A. The CMS file type of this file is SERVLINK.

During the execution of the VMFINS command, you are prompted to create an override for the ppfname and component
you specified:

VMFINS2601R Do you want to create an override for :PPF ZVMS014A

VMSORT :PRODID ZVMS014A%VMSORT?

Enter 0 (No), 1 (Yes) or 2 (Exit)

Do one of the following:

• If you are accepting the default resource names and values, specify NO to the override prompt and skip to the next
section.

• If you specify YES, you are presented with a panel for changing resource values such as disk owners, disk addresses,
or SFS directory names. See the appendix Create Product Parameter File (PPF) Override for a sample of creating a
PPF override.

Note: If you are not familiar with creating PPF overrides using VMFINS, you should review the Using the Make Override
Panel section of the IBM VMSES/E Introduction and Reference before you continue.

Step 2. Allocate Product Resources

The VMFINS command in the previous section produces a report file containing a list of the resources needed to install
and service the product. The file has the same CMS file name as the PPF file, and the file type is PLANINFO. It is created
on the VMANAGER A-disk. Several alternative methods are available to allocate the needed user ID entry and disk space
specified in the PLANINFO file.

In this step, disk space is allocated and owned by a VM user ID created specifically for one release of this product. The
default user ID for this user is the same as the PPF CMS file name.

Disk space may be allocated either on minidisks or on Shared File System (SFS) directories. Minidisk space is often
easier to setup, but is more complex to manage in that they need to be enlarged when more files are added during
service. SFS directories provide more automatic space management, but need more time to setup initially.

NOTE
For more information about how the VMALLOC command is configured and used, see the appendix Allocating
User ID Entries and Disk Space, and then issue the command as described.

To create the product staging area user ID and allocate minidisk space, enter the following command:

VMALLOC PRODUCT ppfname component

ppfname
Specifies the CMS file name for the Product Parameter File for this specific version of the product. If you created
a PPF override file, use its file name here. If you use the supplied PPF, its name is ZVMS014A.
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component
Specifies the name of the component. Use the name VMSORT for installing on minidisks. Use the name
VMSORTSFS for installing on SFS.

Depending on the configuration described in the appendix Allocating User ID Entries and Disk Space, you may have to
perform additional steps to finish the allocation task using DIRECTXA or a Directory Manager product.

Allocating SFS Directories

An SFS Installation requires the following additional steps:

Enroll the user ZVMS014A in a SFS filepool using the CMS ENROLL command. This command may only be issued from
a user authorized as an SFS Administrator for the filepool.

Create the necessary directories for user ZVMS014A with the CMS CREATE DIRECTORY command. The suggested
fully qualified directory names are defined in the :DCL  section of the VMSORTSFS component override section of the
ZVMS014A PPF file.

Give the VMANAGER user ID WRITE and NEWWRITE access to those directories with the CMS GRANT AUTHORITY
command.

Step 3. Install the Product Materials

Use the VMFINS command to load the product files from the installation media to the BUILD and BASE minidisks or SFS
directories. Enter the following command:

VMFINS INSTALL PPF ppfname component ( ADD NOMEMO ENV ZVMS014A

PPF
Indicates the values following this keyword, and the values are the Product Parameter File (PPF) file name,
followed by the name of a component defined in the PPF.
In most cases, to specify the ppfname use the name of the supplied PPF file for this release, which is ZVMS014A.
If you have created a PPF Override file, as described below and in the appendix Create Product Parameter File
(PPF) Override, you specify the file name of your PPF override file.
For the component value, use VMSORT for installing on minidisks. Specify VMSORTSFS for installing on Shared
File System directories.

ADD
Loads the product materials onto disk areas. These materials will later be deployed to a product server for
production use.

NOMEMO
Specifies that the Memo-to-Users file is to be loaded, but VMSES/E will not issue a prompt to send it to the
system printer. The CMS file type of this file is MEMO.

ENV
Indicates the value following this option keyword, which is the name of the envelope file for a specific product and
release. For this release the CMS file name is ZVMS014A. The CMS file type of this file is SERVLINK.

Step 4. Update the Software Inventory

Update the software inventory to prepare the product materials for later service application by updating the Software
Inventory status tables.

Enter the following command to update the software inventory:

VMFINS BUILD PPF ppfname component ( SERVICED
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PPF
Indicates the values following this keyword, and the values are the Product Parameter File (PPF) file name,
followed by the name of a component defined in the PPF.
In most cases, to specify the ppfname use the name of the supplied PPF file for this release, which is ZVMS014A.
If you have created a PPF Override file, as described below and in the appendix Create Product Parameter File
(PPF) Override, you specify the file name of your PPF override file.
For the component value, use VMSORT for installing on minidisks. Specify VMSORTSFS for installing on Shared
File System directories.

SERVICED
Specifies that the Software Inventory Status tables be built.

Deploying the Product
If you previously installed the product using the AIM facility, you must use the procedure in the section Deploying the
Product for the First Time to deploy the product with the Mainframe VM Product Manager.

If you are upgrading an existing version of this product, which was installed using Mainframe VM Product Manager, you
must use the procedure in the section Deploying the Product for an Upgrade to deploy the product.

If none of those situations apply, only then proceed with the procedure in the section Deploying the Product for the First
Time.

Deploying the Product for the First Time
The following is a brief description of the main steps in deploying an instance of this product by issuing Mainframe VM
Product Manager commands. One installation of the product materials for a specific product version can be used to
deploy multiple instances of the product. These instances might run on the same VM system, or on different VM systems
at your installation.

1. Define the Product Deployment
Use the VMDEFINE command to establish a set of parameters for the deployment. These parameters include the
server machine user ID and the target disks or directories to contain the product files used by the server or end user.

2. Tailor the Product Deployment
Follow the steps in this section to modify the default values for the allocation and deployment parameters established
by the VMDEFINE command. Tailor the values to meet your requirements.

3. Allocate Resources for Production Use
Use the VMALLOC command to create any user IDs and allocate disk space needed for the product deployment.
Server products need a server virtual machine and its own copy of the product code. A running server is protected
from code changes made by service updates, because it has its own copy.

4. Deploy the Product Materials
Use the VMDEPLOY command to populate the product disk space from the installed product materials. Initial
configuration files are created and the deployment is readied for its first use.

5. Start the Product
Follow the steps in this section to bring up the deployed product server machine for the first time.

6. Test the Product
Follow the steps in this section to perform initial testing of the deployed server virtual machine.

7. Make the Product Available
This step describes how to place the deployed product into production use.

Step 1. Define the Product Deployment

The VMDEFINE command creates an entry in the VMSERVER NAMES file. Attributes for the deployment are defined as
tags in this standard NAMES file. A set of initial attributes for a deployment is presented and may be updated during the
definition phase.
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To bring up the initial NAMES file modification screen, enter the VMDEFINE command. The format is:

VMDEFINE name ppfname component

name
Specifies the user ID of the product server machine to be created.

ppfname
Specifies the CMS file name for the Product Parameter File for this specific version of the product. If you created
a PPF override file, use its file name here. If you use the supplied PPF, its name is ZVMS014A.

component
Specifies the name of the component. Use the name VMSORT for installing on minidisks. Use the name
VMSORTSFS for installing on SFS.

Step 2. Tailor the Product Deployment

The VMDEFINE command creates the entry and then enters a NAMES panel for you to view or modify the definitions.
You may tailor the characteristics of the VM:Sort product server machine on the VMSERVER NAMES panel. Name panel
usage is described in the IBM NAMES command documentation and HELP file. To change entries just overtype the
values and press PF6 to change the entry. Press PF3 to exit the panel.

Required Tags

The tag names in this section are required. Although changing the device numbers is permitted, Broadcom strongly
suggests that you use the standard device numbers. Do not remove any of the following tags:

• PUBLIC

Step 3. Allocate Resources for Production Use

The runtime interfaces for the VM:Sort product are deployed to the PUBLIC disk defined during the installation of the
Mainframe VM Product Manager. The HELP files for the product are optionally deployed to the Broadcom VM product
HELP disk, also defined when the software manager is installed. No additional user IDs or disk space are allocated.

Step 4. Deploy the Product Materials

The steps in this section create a usable product instance by copying the installed product build materials to the disk
areas defined in the NAMES file entry.

Step 4.1. Copy Product Materials to Runtime Areas

Enter the VMRMDS command to collect configuration information from your VM system and create a set of status files.
These files are used to create the VMSORT CONFIG file. Enter the command as follows:

VMRMDS

Enter the VMDEPLOY command to verify the product disks, create default configuration files, and copy product materials
to the public disk space.

VMDEPLOY name PRIMARY

name
Specifies the user ID of the product being deployed.
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PRIMARY
The default VMSORT CONFIG file and the product materials for VM:Sort are placed on the disk defined on the
PUBLIC tag in the VMSERVER NAMES file for VM:Sort.

NOTE
For more information about deploying optional Product Materials, such as HELP files, see the Mainframe VM
Product Manager Reference Guide.

Step 4.2 Configure for PL/1

If you wish to configure VM:Sort to handle calls from PL/1, VM:Sort needs a modified version of the PL/1 run-time library
that directs sort calls to VM:Sort. To build the VMSLIB TXTLIB to handle calls from PL/1, VMANAGER must have read
access to the SCEELKED TXTLIB. Enter this command to build a new VMSLIB TXTLIB file:

VMSPLI vmode opt SCEELKED pmode

vmode
Specifies the disk access mode where VMSLIB TXTLIB resides.

opt
Specifies the option to be run (PL1OPT1/PL1OPT2).

SCEELKED
Defines the filename of the PL/I TXTLIB file.

pmode
Specifies the disk access mode where SCEELKED TXTLIB resides.

Step 5. Start the Product

VM:Sort is fully operational at the completion of the Deploy the Product Materials step above. VM:Sort is deployed to the
VMANAGER 193 minidisk.

Step 6. Test the Product

Refer to the  VM:Sort User Guide to familiarize yourself with the VMSORT command and its parameters and to learn how
to invoke VM:Sort from a program.

Test the Installation

Log on to VMANAGER. Verify the VM:Sort release level by entering:

vmsort (version

Verify the existence of the VMSLIB TXTLIB file by entering:

listfile vmslib txtlib *

Testing Data File Sorts

Code a VM:Sort command line to sort an input file. Run this sort several times, changing the order of the sort fields.
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Step 7. Make the Product Available

After you finish installing the product, you must make it available to your users before they can use it. For more
information about making the product available to your users, see the section "Releasing Products to Users" in the
Mainframe VM Product Manager Reference Guide.

Deploying the Product for an Upgrade
The following is a brief description of the main steps in deploying an instance of this product by issuing Mainframe VM
Product Manager commands. Use this process to deploy to a target user ID that is running a previous release of the same
product. The procedure allows an easy transition to a new product release while preserving the ability to go back to the
older release, if necessary.

WARNING
We recommend that you back up the product configuration files, program materials, and data files before
upgrading the product.

1. Redefine the Product Deployment
Use the VMSERVER command to update a set of parameters for the deployment. These parameters include the
Product Parameter File (PPF) name, and possibly the target disks to contain the product files used by the server or
end user.

2. Allocate Resources for Production Use
VM:Sort is a utility product, and is deployed to a disk area already allocated by the Mainframe VM Product Manager.
No additional resources are allocated when the default deployment disk space is used.

3. Deploy the Product Materials
Use the VMDEPLOY command to populate the product disk space from the installed product materials.

4. Back Out the Upgrade
Follow the steps in this section to restore the previous release of the product, if necessary.

5. Discard the Product Materials from the Older Release
Follow the steps in this section to discard the previous release of the product and release the disk space it occupied.

Step 1. Redefine the Product Deployment

The VMSERVER command displays an entry in the VMSERVER NAMES file. Attributes for the deployment are defined as
tags in this standard NAMES file. A set of previously defined attributes for a deployment is presented and may be updated
during the redefinition phase. In this step you will update the entry for a deployment to reflect attributes of the new product
release.

To display the NAMES file modification screen, enter the VMSERVER command. The format is:

VMSERVER name

name
Specifies the user ID of the product server machine to be updated. You assigned this name when the product was
originally installed, as described in Define the Product Deployment.

A new product release is installed with a new Product Parameter File. You will update the PPF Name field on the screen
by overtyping it.

For the first token, specify the CMS file name for the Product Parameter File for this specific version of the product. If you
created a PPF override file, use its file name here. If you use the supplied PPF, its name is ZVMS014A.

For the second token, specify the component name VMSORT for a minidisk installation or VMSORTSFS for a Shared File
System installation.

After updates are made, press PF6 to change the entry. Press PF3 to exit the panel.
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Step 2. Allocate Resources for Production Use

The runtime interfaces for the VM:Sort product are deployed to the PUBLIC disk defined during the installation of the
Mainframe VM Product Manager. The HELP files for the product are optionally deployed to the Broadcom VM product
HELP disk, also defined when the software manager is installed. No additional user IDs or disk space are allocated.

Step 3. Deploy the Product Materials

The steps in this section create a usable product instance. Copy the installed product build materials to the disk areas you
allocated in the previous step.

Enter the VMDEPLOY command to verify the product server disks, and copy product materials to the product disk space.

VMDEPLOY name [PRIMARY|ALTERNATE]

name
Specifies the user ID of the product server machine being deployed. For more information about this ID, see
Define the Product Deployment.

PRIMARY
Copy to the product primary disk space. This value results in overwriting the deployed Product Materials from
the older product release or version with the new release materials. We suggest that you backup all deployed
minidisks before using this operand. Restoring the backup could be used to revert to the older release, if needed.

Step 4. (Optional) Back Out the Upgrade

The steps in this section restore the previous release of the product if restoration becomes necessary.

To display the NAMES file modification screen, enter the VMSERVER command. The format is:

VMSERVER name

name
Specifies the user ID of the VM:Sort server. For more information about this ID, see Define the Product
Deployment.

The first step in Deploying the Product for an Upgrade documented how to update the entry in the VMSERVER NAMES
file to define a new Product Parameter File. You updated the PPF Name field on the screen by overtyping it. Reverse that
step to restore the field to its original contents.

If you deployed the new product release to the PRIMARY disk space, you can repopulate that space with the older
release product materials. To copy product materials to the runtime disk space, enter the VMDEPLOY command using the
following format.

VMDEPLOY name PRIMARY

name
Specifies the user ID of the product server machine being deployed.

PRIMARY
Copies product files to the product PRIMARY disk space. This value results in overwriting the upgraded Product
Materials from the newer product release or version with the older release materials.

After you resolve the situation that required you to back out the upgrade, repeat the upgrade procedure from the
beginning to re-install the upgrade.
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Step 5. Discard the Product Materials from the Older Release

When you have no further use for the the previous release of VM:Sort, follow the steps in this section to discard the
previous release and free the disk space that it occupied.

Each release of a product is installed and maintained on minidisks or SFS directories owned by a unique user ID. For
this release, that ID is . Using your Directory Manager product or procedures, simply remove the product specific user ID
which was used by the older release. Use the VMSERVER command to ensure that no entry in the VMSERVER NAMES
file still references the old product materials ID.

Step 6. Make the Product Available

After you finish upgrading the product, you must make it available to your users before they can use it. For more
information about making the product available to your users, see the section "Releasing Products to Users" in the
Mainframe VM Product Manager Reference Guide.

Servicing Your Product
This section provides information on how to perform service updates using VMSES/E.

Service is a process that includes the following:

• Correcting a software problem
• Circumventing a software problem
• Adding function to a previously installed product

There are two basic types of service.

• Corrective service is intended to resolve a specific software defect. A corrective service envelope contains a specific
Program Temporary Fix (PTF) for one specific problem, plus any requisite fixes.

• Preventive service is a collection of fixes as of a certain calendar date. It might contain all published PTFs, or some
subset of them (for example, high impact fixes). The procedure for processing either type of service is identical, so the
procedures below work for either type. In a collection of fixes, VMSES will ignore any fixes in the collection which have
already been applied to your product materials.

NOTE
For more information about VMSES Service Process, see the section "Using VMSES/E for Service" in the IBM
VMSES/E Introduction and Reference manual.

Servicing VMSES/E components consists of the following steps; each step is described in detail in later sections.

1. Prepare to Receive Service
Load informational files from the PTF envelope file. Establish the search order for working with the product code.
Optionally, you may merge the alternate APPLY disk to the production APPLY disk to isolate the new service you are
about to receive.

2. Receive the Service
Load the product service from the PTF envelope file, using the VMSES VMFREC command.

3. Apply the Service
Define a new service level by applying the PTFs. The VMSES VMFAPPLY command validates the loaded PTFs before
adding them to the maintenance level.

4. Update the Build Status Table
Use the VMSES VMFBLD command with the STATUS option to update the Build Status Table.

5. Build Serviced Objects
Use the VMSES VMFBLD command with the SERVICED option to build the serviced objects.

6. Deploy Service to Production
Use the VMDEPLOY command to copy the serviced code to the production disks.
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Step 1. Prepare to Receive Service

Follow these steps to prepare to receive service.

1. Prepare the VMANAGER Administration User ID.
2. Receive the Documentation.
3. [Optional] Merge the Alternate APPLY disk.

NOTE
The ppfname used throughout these servicing instructions is ZVMS014A, which assumes that you are using the
PPF supplied for VM:Sort. If you have created your own PPF override file for the product, you must use your
override file name instead of ZVMS014A. The ppfname must be used throughout the rest of this procedure,
unless otherwise stated.

Step 1.1. Prepare the VMANAGER Administration User ID

Log on to VMANAGER.

The PROFILE EXEC establishes the correct search order for applying service.

It is a good practice to create a backup copy of the current VM:Sort disks or SFS directories, which contain product
materials. Save this backup until you have completed installing the service and you are confident that the service runs
correctly.

Make the service envelope (SERVLINK) file available on the A-disk or any minidisk or SFS directory accessed as file
mode C.

Setup the installed product materials access search order by issuing the VMFSETUP command as follows:

VMFSETUP ppfname component ( LINK

ppfname
Specifies the value of the PPF filename. In most cases, use the name of the supplied PPF file for this release,
which is ZVMS014A. If you have created a PPF Override file, use the file name of your PPF override file.

component
Specifies the name of the component. Use the name VMSORT for installing on minidisks. Use the name
VMSORTSFS for installing on SFS.

WARNING
The steps in the service application procedure assume that the product search order has been established
before you begin the procedure. The search order is lost if disks are released manually, if CMS is restarted
by the IPL command, or if you logoff and logon again. If the search order is lost at any time, re-establish it
by issuing the VMFSETUP command before proceeding to the next VMFREC, VMFMRDSK, VMFAPPLY, or
VMFBLD command.

Step 1.2. Receive the Documentation

Load from an envelope file by issuing the following command:

VMFREC INFO ( ENV envfilename

INFO
Specifies that the documentation, including the product service memo, is loaded to the A-disk.

ENV
Indicates the value following this option keyword, which is the name of the envelope file for the service being
applied. The CMS file type of this file is SERVLINK.
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Check the receive message log ($VMFREC $MSGLOG) for warning and error messages. Use the PF5 key to show all
status messages which identify the products with service.

VMFVIEW RECEIVE

Read the product memo file ZVMS014A MEMO for the latest information about this service.

Step 1.3. Optional Merge the Alternate APPLY disk

This step is optional. The APPLY string contains the files that define service levels. Before receiving a new service, you
may choose to consolidate service levels by merging previously processed service from the alternate APPLY disk to the
production APPLY, where it is permanently stored. The merge operation provides a clean alternate APPLY disk for new
service. Issue the VMFMRDSK command as follows:

VMFMRDSK ppfname component APPLY

ppfname
Specifies the value of the PPF filename. In most cases, use the name of the supplied PPF file for this release,
which is ZVMS014A. If you have created a PPF Override file, use the file name of your PPF override file.

component
Specifies the name of the component. Use the name VMSORT for installing on minidisks. Use the name
VMSORTSFS for installing on SFS.

If you merged your APPLY disks, review the merge message log ($VMFMRD $MSGLOG). If necessary, correct any
problems before proceeding.

VMFVIEW MRD

NOTE
For more information about handling specific error messages, see the appropriate VM Messages and Codes
publication, or use online HELP.

Step 2. Receive the Service

Receive the service for each service electronic envelope you want to process. If you have multiple service envelopes to
process, you may receive all of the service before applying and building it. Enter the following command:

VMFREC PPF ppfname component ( ENV envfilename

PPF
Indicates the values following this keyword, and the values are the Product Parameter File (PPF) file name,
followed by the name of a component defined in the PPF.
In most cases, to specify the ppfname use the name of the supplied PPF file for this release, which is ZVMS014A.
If you have created a PPF Override file, as described below and in the appendix Create Product Parameter File
(PPF) Override, you specify the file name of your PPF override file.
For the component value, use VMSORT for installing on minidisks. Specify VMSORTSFS for installing on Shared
File System directories.

ENV
Indicates the value following this option keyword, which is the name of the envelope file for the service being
applied. The CMS file type of this file is SERVLINK.

Review the receive message log ($VMFREC $MSGLOG). If necessary, correct any problems before proceeding.
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VMFVIEW RECEIVE

NOTE
For more information about handling specific error messages, see the appropriate VM Messages and Codes
publication, or use online HELP.

Step 3. Apply the Service

Apply all received service. This command applies the service that you just received. The version vector table (VVT)
is updated with all serviced parts and all necessary AUX files are generated on the alternate APPLY disk. You must
review the VMFAPPLY message log if you receive a return code (RC) of a 4, as this may indicate that you have local
modifications that need to be reworked.

To apply the service, enter the following command:

VMFAPPLY PPF ppfname component

PPF
Indicates the values following this keyword, and the values are the Product Parameter File (PPF) file name,
followed by the name of a component defined in the PPF.
In most cases, to specify the ppfname use the name of the supplied PPF file for this release, which is ZVMS014A.
If you have created a PPF Override file, as described below and in the appendix Create Product Parameter File
(PPF) Override, you specify the file name of your PPF override file.
For the component value, use VMSORT for installing on minidisks. Specify VMSORTSFS for installing on Shared
File System directories.

Review the receive message log ($VMFREC $MSGLOG). If necessary, correct any problems before proceeding.

VMFVIEW APPLY

NOTE
For information about handling specific error messages, see the appropriate VM Messages and Codes
publication, or use online HELP.

Step 4. Update the Build Status Table

To update the build status table, enter the following command:

VMFBLD PPF ppfname component ( STATUS

PPF
Indicates the values following this keyword, and the values are the Product Parameter File (PPF) file name,
followed by the name of a component defined in the PPF.
In most cases, to specify the ppfname use the name of the supplied PPF file for this release, which is ZVMS014A.
If you have created a PPF Override file, as described below and in the appendix Create Product Parameter File
(PPF) Override, you specify the file name of your PPF override file.
For the component value, use VMSORT for installing on minidisks. Specify VMSORTSFS for installing on Shared
File System directories.

WARNING

VMFBLD2185R The following source product parameter files have

 been serviced:

VMFBLD2185R ppfname $PPF
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VMFBLD2185R When source product parameter files are serviced,

 all product

            parameter files built from them must be recompiled

 using VMFPPF

            before VMFBLD can be run.

VMFBLD2185R Enter zero (0) to have the latest levels of the

 source product

            parameter files copied to your A-disk and exit

 VMFBLD so you can

            recompile your product parameter files with VMFPPF

            Enter one (1) to continue only if you have already

 recompiled

            your product parameter files with VMFPPF

You must Enter ZERO (0), then press ENTER to have the latest levels of the source product parameter
files copied to your A-Disk. VMFBLD will complete with RC=500. Then issue the following sequence of
commands:

Recompile the product base PPF file:

VMFPPF 

ppfname

 *

If you use a PPF override file, after recompiling the product base PPF file, then you must also recompile your
product override PPF file:

VMFPPF 

ppf_override

 *

Reissue this VMFBLD command. You will receive the VMFBLD2185R messages again. However, this time
Enter ONE (1) to continue; you Enter ONE (1) becuase you just completed recompiling your product parameter
file(s) with VMFPPF:

VMFBLD PPF ppfname component ( STATUS

Use VMFVIEW to review the build status messages.

VMFVIEW BUILD

Step 5. Build Serviced Objects

To build the serviced objects, enter the following command:

VMFBLD PPF ppfname component ( SERVICED

PPF
Indicates the values following this keyword, and the values are the Product Parameter File (PPF) file name,
followed by the name of a component defined in the PPF.
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In most cases, to specify the ppfname use the name of the supplied PPF file for this release, which is ZVMS014A.
If you have created a PPF Override file, as described below and in the appendix Create Product Parameter File
(PPF) Override, you specify the file name of your PPF override file.
For the component value, use VMSORT for installing on minidisks. Specify VMSORTSFS for installing on Shared
File System directories.

Review the build message log ($VMFBLD $MSGLOG). If necessary, correct any problems before proceeding.

VMFVIEW BUILD

NOTE
For information about handling specific error messages, see the appropriate VM Messages and Codes
publication, or use online HELP.

Step 6. Deploy Service to Production

To deploy serviced product materials to production, enter the following VMDEPLOY command to copy serviced product
materials to the runtime disk space.

VMDEPLOY name [PRIMARY|ALTERNATE]

name
Specifies the name of the product deployment. You assigned this name when the product was originally installed,
as described in the section “Define the Product Deployment.”

PRIMARY
Copy to the product primary disk space. This value results in overwriting the deployed Product Materials from the
product release or version with the new serviced materials. We suggest that you backup all deployed minidisks
before using this operand. Restoring the backup could be used to remove a level of service, if needed.

ALTERNATE
Copy to the alternate disk space location. This value retains your older product material deployment. Setting the
Runtime Environment tag value in the VMSERVER NAMES file to PRIMARY or ALTERNATE causes that set of
deployed disks to be used when the product server is next started. Testing the new service, or backing out to the
old level just requires setting a new value for Runtime Environment and restarting the server.

Installing a Product RSU (Recommended Service Upgrade)
This section provides information on how to perform a Product Service Upgrade (PSU) from a Recommended Service
Upgrade (RSU) installation SERVLINK PTF using VMSES/E.

This installation process updates the installed base product with a preapplied set of published PTFs, and the associated
parts prebuilt from the base product files with those PTFs applied:

• The product BASE minidisks/directories are not changed.
• The product APPLY and DELTA minidisks/directories are populated with any PTFs included on the RSU that are not

already  received.
• The product BUILD minidisks/directories are populated with the prebuilt parts built from the base product files with the

PTFs included on the RSU applied.
• If your APPLY and DELTA minidisks/directories have PTFs  applied  that are not included on the RSU, those PTFs are

flagged as such, then automatically reapplied as part of this process.
• If you have installed LOCALMODs that are affected by any of the PTFs included on the RSU and that are not already

applied, those LOCALMODs will be flagged, and you will be instructed to rework those LOCALMODs.
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NOTE
For more information about the VMSES Product Service Upgrade Process, see the chapter "Using the Product
Service Upgrade (PSU)" in the IBM VMSES/E Introduction and Reference manual.

The following is a brief description of the main steps to install a product RSU using VMSES/E.

1. Plan Your Product Service Upgrade (PSU)
Use the VMFINS command to load several VMSES/E files from the product RSU SERVLINK PTF (envelope) and to
obtain product resource requirements.

2. Prepare to Receive the Product RSU
Use the VMFPSU command to determine and resolve the following:
– A list of all the PTFs that are contained on the RSU but not applied to the product.
– A list of all PTFs that are applied to the product and not on the RSU.
– A list of excluded PTFs, if any.
– A list of the parts with LOCALMODs, if any, that need to be reprocessed after you receive the RSU. Their local

modification IDs (modids) are also provided.
3. Install the Product RSU for the Base Product 

Use the VMFINS command to load the preapplied service files and the associated prebuilt parts from the envelope to
the APPLY, DELTA, and BUILD minidisks/directories.

4. Update the Software Inventory and Rebuild Objects, if Necessary 
Use the VMFINS command to update the software inventory to the installed RSU Level. If any objects were flagged to
be rebuilt, they will be rebuilt at this time.

5. Deploy the Upgraded Product at this RSU Level
Follow the procedure for "Deploying the Product for an Upgrade" to test and implement the new level of code.

Step 1. Plan Your Product Service Upgrade (PSU)

Follow these steps to prepare to receive service.

1. Prepare the VMANAGER Administration User ID.
2. Remove Existing Product Base PPF and $PPF Files from the A-Disk.
3. Load Updated Product Control Files.
4. Recompile Your PPF Override File Now.

NOTE
The ppfname used throughout these servicing instructions is ZVMS014A, which assumes that you are using the
PPF supplied for VM:Sort. If you have created your own PPF override file for the product, you must use your
override file name instead of ZVMS014A. The ppfname must be used throughout the rest of this procedure,
unless otherwise stated.

Step 1.1. Prepare the VMANAGER Administration User ID

Log on to VMANAGER.

The PROFILE EXEC establishes the correct search order for applying service.

It is a good practice to create a backup copy of the current VM:Sort disks or SFS directories, which contain product
materials. Save this backup until you have completed installing the service and you are confident that the service runs
correctly.

Make the service envelope (SERVLINK) file available on the A-disk or any minidisk or SFS directory accessed as file
mode C.

Setup the installed product materials access search order by issuing the VMFSETUP command as follows:
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VMFSETUP ppfname component ( LINK

ppfname
Specifies the value of the PPF filename. In most cases, use the name of the supplied PPF file for this release,
which is ZVMS014A. If you have created a PPF Override file, use the file name of your PPF override file.

component
Specifies the name of the component. Use the name VMSORT for installing on minidisks. Use the name
VMSORTSFS for installing on SFS.

WARNING
The steps in the service application procedure assume that the product search order has been established
before you begin the procedure. The search order is lost if disks are released manually, if CMS is restarted
by the IPL command, or if you logoff and logon again. If the search order is lost at any time, re-establish it
by issuing the VMFSETUP command before proceeding to the next VMFREC, VMFMRDSK, VMFAPPLY, or
VMFBLD command.

Step 1.2. Remove Existing Product Base PPF and $PPF Files from the A-Disk

If a ZVMS014A PPF or ZVMS014A $PPF file currently exist on your A-Disk, they must be erased because they may not
be consistent with the RSU Level that is being installed. The correct versions of these files will be installed on the software
inventory disk.  Do not erase any override PPF or $PPF files you may have for this product.

ERASE ZVMS014A PPF A

ERASE ZVMS014A $PPF A

 

Step 1.3. Load Updated Product Control Files

Load any updated product control files from the RSU envelope file by issuing the following command:

VMFINS INSTALL INFO ( NOMEMO ENV envfilename

INFO
Specifies that the documentation, including the product service memo, is loaded to the A-disk. Also, an updated
PRODPART file, and updated product base PPF and $PPF files are loaded to the software inventory disk.

NOMEMO
Specifies that the Memo-to-Users file is to be loaded, but VMSES/E will not issue a prompt to send it to the
system printer. The CMS file type of this file is MEMO.

ENV
Indicates the value following this option keyword, which is the file name of the envelope file for the RSU being
installed. The CMS file type of this file is SERVLINK.

Step 1.4. Recompile Your PPF Override File Now

If you do not use a PPF overrride file for this product, then skip this step.  Otherwise, you must recompile your PPF
override file now.   This step enures that your PPF override file is recompiled with the same level of the base product
PPF file installed from the RSU. Issue the following command to recompile your PPF override file:

VMFPPF 

ppf_override *
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ppf_override
Specifies the value of your PPF override filename.

*
Specifies that all components in your PPF override will be recomplied.

 

NOTE
For more information about handling specific error messages, see the appropriate VM Messages and Codes
publication, or use online HELP.

Step 2. Prepare to Receive the Product RSU

VMFPSU compares the VMSES/E service level information files contained on the RSU with those of the current level for
the installed base product. VMFPSU then determines what actions must be preformed to complete the installation of the
RSU. Enter the following command:

VMFPSU ppfname component

• ppfname
Specifies the value of the PPF filename. In most cases, use the name of the supplied PPF file for this release, which is
ZVMS014A. If you have created a PPF Override file, use the file name of your PPF override file.

• component
Specifies the name of the component. Use the name VMSORT for installing on minidisks. Use the name VMSORTSFS
for installing on SFS.

 

NOTE
For more information about handling specific error messages, see the appropriate VM Messages and Codes
publication, or use online HELP.

Step 3. Install the Product RSU for the Base Product

VMFINS INSTALL will load all necessary service files and prebuilt parts from the RSU envelope to the APPLY, DELTA,
and BUILD minidisks/directories to bring the installed base product to this RSU Level. 

VMFINS INSTALL PPF ppfname component ( ADD NOMEMO ENV envelope

• ppfname
Specifies the value of the PPF filename. In most cases, use the name of the supplied PPF file for this release, which is
ZVMS014A. If you have created a PPF Override file, use the file name of your PPF override file.

• component
Specifies the name of the component. Use the name VMSORT for installing on minidisks. Use the name VMSORTSFS
for installing on SFS.

• ADD
Loads the product materials onto disk areas. These materials will later be deployed to a product server for production
use.

• NOMEMO
Specifies that the Memo-to-Users file is to be loaded, but VMSES/E will not issue a prompt to send it to the system
printer. The CMS file type of this file is MEMO.

• ENV
Indicates the value following this option keyword, which is the file name of the envelope file for the RSU being installed.
The CMS file type of this file is SERVLINK.
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WARNING

If you receive messages stating that some Local Modifications (LOCALMODs) must be reworked due to new
service files being applied,  you must rework those LOCALMODs now .

You can use the VMFUPDATE SYSLMOD command to obtain this list:

 

VMFUPDAT SYSLMOD

Step 4. Update the Software Inventory and Rebuild Objects, if Necessary

VMFINS BUILD will update the Software Inventory to indicate this RSU is now the current Service Level for the Base
Product. If any objects require rebuild because of reworked LOCALMODs or PTFs that were reapplied, those objects will
be rebuilt now.

Enter the following command to update the software inventory:

VMFINS BUILD PPF ppfname component ( SERVICED

• ppfname
Specifies the value of the PPF filename. In most cases, use the name of the supplied PPF file for this release, which is
ZVMS014A. If you have created a PPF Override file, use the file name of your PPF override file.

• component
Specifies the name of the component. Use the name VMSORT for installing on minidisks. Use the name VMSORTSFS
for installing on SFS. 

• SERVICED
Specifies that the Software Inventory Status tables be built, and to rebuild any objectes that require it due to the
service being applied.

Step 5. Deploy the Upgraded Product at this RSU Level

To deploy serviced product materials to production, enter the following VMDEPLOY command to copy serviced product
materials to the runtime disk space.

VMDEPLOY name [PRIMARY|ALTERNATE]

name
Specifies the user ID of the product server machine being deployed.

PRIMARY
Copy to the product primary disk space. This value results in overwriting the deployed Product Materials from the
product release or version with the new serviced materials. We suggest that you backup all deployed minidisks
before using this operand. Restoring the backup could be used to remove a level of service, if needed.

ALTERNATE
Copy to the alternate disk space location. This value retains your older product material deployment. Setting the
Runtime Environment tag value in the VMSERVER NAMES file to PRIMARY or ALTERNATE causes that set of
deployed disks to be used when the product server is next started. Testing the new service, or backing out to the
old level just requires setting a new value for Runtime Environment and restarting the server.
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References

VMSES/E Facilities

This product is installed and serviced using the VMSES/E component of VM. VMSES/E is described in the IBM VMSES/E
Introduction and Reference manual for your release of VM. VMSES/E provides the following:

• Commands to install Product Materials from an envelope file
• Commands to receive service, apply service, and build serviced components
• A software inventory database that stores product status, Program Temporary Fixes (PTFs) which have been applied,

and requisite relationships between products and fixes.

VMSES/E Commands

This section provides a brief description of VMSES commands and their purpose:

VMFINS EXEC
Retrieve product resource planning documents.
Install the product materials from a distribution media.
Delete previously installed products that are no longer used.

VMFVIEW EXEC
Review stored messages from previously issued commands.

VMFREC EXEC
Receive Program Temporary Fixes from a distribution media.

VMFAPPLY EXEC
Apply PTFs by resolving requisite relationships between fixes.

VMFBLD EXEC
Constructs usable forms from serviced parts.

VMFSETUP EXEC
Establishes a minidisk or Shared File System search order for one product version.

VMFSIM EXEC
Obtain the name(s) and/or status of local modifications you have installed.

VMFREM EXEC
Remove an installed local modification or PTF.

Create Product Parameter File (PPF) Override
This section provides information to help you create a product parameter file (PPF) override. The example used in this
section shows how to change the shared file system (SFS) file pool where the product installation files reside.

You must never modify the product supplied  $PPF or  PPF files to change the file pool name or any other installation
parameters. If the  $PPF file is serviced, the existing $PPF file will be replaced, and any changes to that file will be lost; by
creating your own $PPF override, your updates will be preserved.

The following process describes changing the default file pool name, VMSYS, to NEWPOOL.

Step 1. Create a New $PPF Override File

Create an override file either manually, using an editor, or use the Make Override Panel function when prompted by the
VMFINS INSTALL command during product installation.

Create or modify the variable declarations area (:DCL) so it looks like the following sample.
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************************************

* Rapid Reorg - SFS install        *  

************************************

:OVERLST. <vmcomp2>

:<vmcomp2>. <vmcomp2> <vmsesprodid>

:DCL. UPDATE

&LMODZ DIR NEWPOOL:<vmsesprodid>.LOCALMOD

&APPLX DIR NEWPOOL:<vmsesprodid>.APPLYALT

&APPLZ DIR NEWPOOL:<vmsesprodid>.APPLYPROD

&DELTZ DIR NEWPOOL:<vmsesprodid>.DELTA

&BLD2Z DIR NEWPOOL:<vmsesprodid>.TPUBLIC

&SAMPZ DIR NEWPOOL:<vmsesprodid>.SAMPLE

&BLD5Z DIR NEWPOOL:<vmsesprodid>.HELP

&BAS1Z DIR NEWPOOL:<vmsesprodid>.BASE

:EDCL.

:END.

If your $PPF override file was not created on the Software Inventory Minidisk at file mode letter D, then move the file to
that disk. Compile your changes to create the usable PPF file from the $PPF file.

VMFPPF overname <vmcomp2>

overname
Defines the name of your override file.

Step 2. Allocate the SFS Directories

Use the ENROLL command to allocate an SFS file space for the owner of the directories and then issue a CREATE
DIRECTORY command to create the directories named in your PPF Override file.

Allow the VMANAGER user ID to write into the directories by issuing the GRANT AUTHORITY command for each
directory, with the attributes WRITE and NEWWRITE.

NOTE
For more information about the use and format of the commands ENROLL, CREATE DIRECTORY, and GRANT
AUTHORITY, see IBM SFS documentation.

Step 3. Continue with the Product Installation

Restart the product installation in the section Installing Product Materials at step 1.3 by issuing the VMFINS command
with the PLAN option. In that step, and in subsequent steps, use the name of your PPF Override file wherever the
ppfname is present in the install commands.

Product Tags in VMSERVER NAMES File
This section lists the NAMES file tags that VM:Sort uses.

During deployment, you create a NAMES entry with default file tag values by using the Mainframe VM Product Manager
VMDEFINE command. You can alter these defaults during the deployment, when the screen created by VMDEFINE
appears. After the deployment, you can modify the entries in the NAMEs file using the VMSERVER command from the
VMANAGER user ID.
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NOTE
For more information about the VMSERVER command, see VMSERVER Command in the  Mainframe VM
Product Manager documentation. For more information about processing NAMES, see the Usage Notes in the
help panel brought up by the HELP NAMES command.

Nick
Name of a VM:Sort product deployment.

PPFname
The Product Parameter File (PPF) and base component name associated with this product server. This tag is
modified when upgrading to a newer product release.

Environment
This tag is modified to select between two sets of deployed product disks. The selected set becomes active the
next time the product is started. The deploy tag contains the tag names of disks defined as primary disks. The
same tag names are prefixed by the string “alt” to form the names of the tags defining the alternate set of product
disks.
Values: ‘primary’ or ‘alternate’

Prodname
Product identifier is a single token unique to each product. It must not be modified.

Deploy
List of tag names. Each tag defines a product minidisk, which will be populated by the VMDEPLOY command.
You must not modify this tag value.

Public
Primary minidisk containing the code executed by the general user from the user’s own user ID.

Help
Minidisk or SFS directory containing the product HELP files

Allocating User ID Entries and Disk Space
Contents

Installing product materials and deploying product servers requires that you create or update CP User Directory Entries,
and that you allocate minidisk space. Performing these tasks depends on policies and procedures that are specific to your
installation. The Mainframe VM Product Manager provides the VMALLOC command to assist you in performing these
tasks.

Configuring the VMALLOC command processor

You issue the VMALLOC command to either generate the data you need to allocate these resources, or to actually
perform the resource allocation task automatically.

The actions performed by the VMALLOC command depend on parameters you specify in an optional configuration file. To
specify these parameters, create a VMALLOC CONFIG file on the Mainframe VM Product Manager configuration file disk,
which is accessed as file mode V.

The following configuration file statements are supported:

DEVTYPE [3390 | 3380 | 9336 | FB-512]

This statement specifies MDISK Directory statements will be produced that define space in units of cylinders for Count
Key Data (CKD) devices or 512-byte blocks for Fixed Block Architecture (FBA) devices.
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VOLUME volser

This statement specifies MDISK Directory statements will be produced that define space to be allocated on a specific disk
volume.

USE VMSECURE

This statement specifies that an already installed and operational VM:Secure product is available, and that it will be
used to automatically allocate user ID entries and minidisk space. When this statement is specified, make sure that the
following conditions are met:

1. The Mainframe VM Product Manager must have a copy of the appropriate VMSECURE MODULE file on an accessed
minidisk or SFS directory. If your VM:Secure has another name, specify that name on the USE statement.

2. The VM:Secure server PRODUCT CONFIG file must contain a “PRODUCT VMSISERV VMANAGER” record to
authorize the VMANAGER ID for automatic allocation.

3. An entry for VMANAGER must exist in the VMSECURE MANAGERS file

POOL poolname

This statement specifies that automatic allocation will use a specific disk sub-pool defined in the DASD CONFIG file of
your VM:Secure server. The statement is ignored if the USE statement is not present.

Using the VMALLOC command processor

The VMALLOC command operates in one of two modes, depending on whether the “USE” configuration file statement is
specified. Without it, VMALLOC generates an input file suitable for processing by the DIRECTXA command, or by a VM
Directory Manager product. When “USE” is defined, VMALLOC calls VM:Secure to allocate the specified user ID and disk
space.

The syntax of the command is given earlier, in the sections where you use it.

Using VMALLOC with the DIRECTXA Command

You may add user ID entries and minidisk definitions to your USER DIRECT file and bring the changes online with the
DIRECTXA command. See the IBM CP Planning and Administration guide for your release of VM for details on creating
user directory entries. VMALLOC generates a directory entry file on the A-disk for use as input to DIRECTXA.

MDISK statements are generated as comments which specify the required disk sizes in units of blocks of a specified
block size. If you configure the DEVTYPE statement, sizes are given in units of cylinders or FBA 512-byte blocks. If you
configure the VOLUME statement, the specified volume will appear in the generated MDISK statements.

Using VMALLOC with a Directory Manager Product

VMALLOC generates a directory entry file on the A-disk for use as input to a directory manager product, such as
DIRMAINT from IBM or VM:Secure. See the relevant product manuals for details on adding user IDs and minidisk space
with these products.

MDISK statements are generated as comments which specify the required disk sizes in units of blocks of a specified block
size. If you configure the DEVICE statement, sizes are given in units of cylinders or FBA 512-byte blocks. If you configure
the VOLUME statement, the specified volume will appear in the generated MDISK statements.
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Using VMALLOC Automatic Resource Allocation with VM:Secure

If VM:Secure is installed and the "USE" parameter is configured, then VMALLOC callsVM:Secure directly to allocate the
needed user ID entries and disk space.
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Using
This section was written for anyone who needs to sort data for analysis and use.

It assumes you have some experience using VM/CMS, that you know the conventions for naming CMS files and Shared
File System (SFS) directories, and know how to receive files from your virtual reader. If you are not familiar with any of
these, you might need help from someone who is.

Most of the information in this documentation is presented in a task-oriented format. A quick reference section is also
provided, listing data formats, commands and control file statements.

Sorting and Merging Files
The articles in this section describe various file sorting tasks.

Simulating the CMS SORT Command
Contents

If you are new to VM:Sort but have used the CMS SORT command before, the CMSSORT option provides a good
introduction to the product. CMSSORT simulates the CMSSORT command. It uses a field’s starting and ending columns
as sort field specifications and sorts the specified file in ascending (A to Z) order.

Example 1
To sort EMPLOY DATA A by last name using the CMSSORT option and write the sorted records to OUTPUT
DATA A, enter:

vmsort employ data a output data a (cmssort

VM:Sort replies:

VMSENT000 VM:SORT 1.3A G0212 SP01 COPYRIGHT 1994, COMPUTER ASSOCIATES

VMSCMD002I VM:SORT IS PROCESSING THE COMMAND LINE. 

VMSCMD005I VM:SORT HAS FINISHED PROCESSING THE COMMAND LINE. 

VMSCMD035R ENTER THE SORT FIELDS: (ENTER QUIT TO END WITHOUT SORTING.)

Respond to the prompt by entering the last names’ starting column number and its ending column number:

1 11

VM:Sort replies: The sorted file looks like this:

ANDREWS JULIE    SALES     03/29/90 45000 120 40

ANDREWS DANA     SALES     11/30/88 32000 32  24

BAKER   JAMES    R&D       01/22/90 37000 40  8

CLARK   JACK     FINANCE   00/10/88 18000 80  40

CONRAD  JOSEPH   FINANCE   02/01/88 20000 160 80

GREENE  GRAHAM   SALES     05/04/87 35000 240 100

JONES   EDITH    SALES     11/20/87 40000 100 20

KAFKA   FRANZ    PERSONNEL 01/22/91 22000 80  80

RUSSELL JOHN     R&D       02/15/87 30000 120 40

SHANDY  TRISTRAM SALES     12/23/88 25000 40  16

SMITH   ANDRE    PERSONNEL 04/15/88 22000 0   40
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Example 2
This command is even simpler:

vmsort employ data a update data a

Your responses, the responses from VM:Sort, and the results are the same as in the first example. You can
also answer the prompt with a set of sort field specifications instead of the CMS sort field specifications. Refer
to Sorting in Ascending and Descending Order.
Example 3
You can specify the sort fields on the command line and receive the same results, but without prompting, by
entering:

vmsort employ data a output data a (fields 1 11

Sorting in Ascending and Descending Order
Contents

You can sort a file in ascending (A-Z, 0-9) or descending (9-0, Z-A) order. Sorting a file:

• Makes it easier to find and use information
• Makes it easier to analyze information
• Prepares files for other programs

Ascending Sort

The EMPLOY DATA A file contains employee information entered on the date an employee was hired. You need this
list sorted by last name. Specify SORTED DATA A as the output fileid so that EMPLOY DATA A is not changed. To sort
EMPLOY DATA A in alphabetical order by last name and put the sorted data in SORTED DATA A, enter:

vmsort employ data a sorted data a (fields 1,11,ch,a

Definitions

EMPLOY DATA A

specifies the unsorted input file. If you do not specify an input file, VM:Sort searches for the default input file FILE SORTIN
A. If the software cannot find the input file you specified or the default, it terminates.

SORTED DATA A

specifies the output file that contains the sorted data. If you omit the output file, VM:Sort creates the default output file
FILE SORTOUT A.

FIELDS 1,11,CH,A

selects the sort field specification. These parameters must be separated by commas and entered in the order shown
here. If you omit the sort field specification, VM:Sort prompts for it. This sort field specification consists of the following
parameters and their meanings:

1

specifies that the last name field starts in column 1.

11

specifies that the last name field is 11 columns long.
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CH

specifies that the last name field is in character format.

A

specifies that the file is sorted in ascending alphabetical order.

Sorted File

ANDREWS  JULIE    SALES     03/29/90 45000 120 40

ANDREWS  DANA     SALES     11/30/88 32000 32  24

BAKER    JAMES    R&D       01/22/90 37000 40  8

CLARK    JACK     FINANCE   00/10/88 18000 80  40

CONRAD   JOSEPH   FINANCE   02/01/88 20000 160 80

GREENE   GRAHAM   SALES     05/04/87 35000 240 100

JONES    EDITH    SALES     11/20/87 40000 100 20

KAFKA    FRANZ    PERSONNEL 01/22/91 22000 80  80

RUSSELL  JOHN     R&D       02/15/87 30000 120 40

SHANDY   TRISTRAM SALES     12/23/88 25000 40  16

SMITH    ANDRE    PERSONNEL 04/15/88 22000 0   40

File Sorted in Ascending Order by Last Name

ANDREWS JULIE comes before ANDREWS DANA because VM:Sort sorted only by last name. To sort by last name and
first name, change the sort field specification to one of the following :

(fields 1,11,ch,a,12,8,ch,a

(fields 1,20,ch,a

Sorting Variable-Length Records
Contents

You can sort and merge variable-length records. In files with fixed-length records, all of the records are the same length.
In contrast, files with variable-length records contain records with different lengths. CMS starts each variable-length record
with a four-byte record descriptor word (RDW). The first data field begins with the fifth byte.

When working with variable-length records you must add 4 to field starting positions to account for the RDW in:

• Sort and merge field specifications
• INREC and OUTREC control file statement field specifications
• INCLUDE and OMIT control file statement field specifications
• SUM control file statement field specifications
• RECORD control file statement record length specifications

You can determine a file’s record format by using the CMS FILELIST or LISTFILE (FORMAT command. If V appears next
to the filemode, the file has variable-length records and you must account for the RDW when specifying fields.

If the record format is VB (variable blocked), add 4 to record length specifications on the LRECL command line option to
account for the Block Descriptor Word (BDW).

Example
EMPLOY1 DATA A is the same as EMPLOY DATA A but it has variable-length records. To sort the file by
last name in ascending order and put the sorted records in SORTED DATA A, add 4 to the sort field starting
position to account for the RDW:
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vmsort employ1 data a sorted data a (fields 5,11,ch,a

Sorting More Than One Field
Contents

You can sort up to 64 fields (4096 bytes) in a single command in ascending and descending order. The fields are sorted in
the order that you specify them.

Example

Sort EMPLOY DATA A by department in alphabetical (ascending) order and within each department sort the salary field
from high to low (descending order). If two or more employees in the same department earn the same salary, sort their
names in alphabetical (ascending) order. To write the sorted records to a file named SALARY DATA A, enter:

vmsort employ data a salary data a (fields 21,10,ch,a,40,6,ch,d,1,20,ch,a

Definitions

21,10,CH,A

specifies the first sort field, Department. The Department field starts in column 21, is 10 columns long, is in character
format, and is sorted in ascending, alphabetical order. The records are sorted by department first.

40,6,CH,D

specifies the second sort field, Salary. The Salary field starts in column 40, is six columns long, is in character format,
and is sorted in descending order. Salary is sorted after the Department field. For example, JULIE ANDREWS’ $45,000
salary comes after JOSEPH CONRAD’s $20,000 salary in the output file because department is the primary sort field and
SALES sorts after FINANCE.

1,20,CH,A

specifies the third sort field, Names. The Names field starts in column 1, is 20 columns long, is in character format, and
is sorted in ascending order. Employee names are sorted after departments and salaries. For example, KAFKA comes
before SMITH in the output file because they are in the same department and they earn the same salary. CLARK comes
after CONRAD in the FINANCE department in the output file because CLARK’s salary is higher than CONRAD’s and
Salary has a higher sort priority than Names.

Sorted File

CONRAD  JOSEPH      FINANCE     02/01/88 20000 160  80  

CLARK   JACK        FINANCE     10/10/88 18000 80   40  

KAFKA   FRANZ       PERSONNEL   01/22/91 22000 80   80  

SMITH   ANDRE       PERSONNEL   04/15/88 22000 0    40  

BAKER   JAMES       R&D         01/22/90 37000 40   8   

RUSSELL     JOHN        R&D         02/15/87 30000 120  40  

ANDREWS     JULIE       SALES       03/29/88 45000 120  40  

JONES   EDITH       SALES       11/20/87 40000 100  20  

GREENE  GRAHAM  SALES       05/04/87 35000 240  100 

ANDREWS     DANA        SALES       11/30/90 32000 32   24  

SHANDY  TRISTRAM    SALES       12/23/88 25000 40   16  

Because all of the fields have the same data format, you could also enter:
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vmsort employ data a salary data a (fields 21,10,a,40,6,d,1,20,a format ch

Saving and Reusing Sort Specifications
Contents

You can create and use control files to:

• Save frequently used sort specifications.
• Ensure that sorts are always executed with the same specifications.
• Consolidate options and execute complicated sorts with a single command.
• Give other users access to standardized sort routines by putting control files on a public minidisk.
• Use functions such as merging files, selecting records, and reformatting records that are not supported on the

command line.

Creating a Control File

Use XEDIT to create a control file.

You can use any filename, up to eight characters long, for a control file. The filetype must be SORTCTL.

Control files must be in fixed-record format (RECFM F) and have a record length of 80 (LRECL 80).

Start entering your control file statements beginning in column 2.

A control file statement can start anywhere between columns 2 through 69, but the entire keyword (for example, SORT)
must fit on one line. Control file statements cannot begin in column 1. If you start a control file statement in column 1, the
software ignores the first word in the statement and tries to use the second word in the statement as the keyword. Users
who have recently switched from a sort package other than VM:Sort should be especially careful to examine their control
files before using this product and make sure that all the control file statements start in column 2.

Control file statements must be entered in uppercase

Start control file labels in column 1.

Labels document control file statements. Labels are not processed. Labels can be any length but the control file statement
keyword must fit on the same line. Labels cannot contain blanks. At least one blank must separate the label from the
control file statement.

Comments also document control files.

Comments begin in column 1 with an asterisk and are not processed by VM:Sort. Unlike labels:

Comments can contain spaces.

You cannot put a comment and a control file statement to be processed on the same line.

Note these restrictions:

You can use any control file statement only once in a control file. You cannot use an INCLUDE and an OMIT control file
statement in the same control file.

You cannot use the FIELDS option on the command line with a MERGE control file statement.

You cannot use a MERGE control file statement and a SORT control file statement in the same control file.

You can use control file statements in any order. However, if you use the optional END statement, make it the last
statement in the file; VM:Sort will not process any statements after it.

When you have created a control file, use the CTL command line option to pass processing to a control file. Use this
command format:
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VMSORT input output (CTL filename

If you have existing control files with serialization numbers in columns 73 through 80, use the SERIAL command line
option and VM:Sort will ignore the numbers. Otherwise, the software will interpret the numbers as part of a control
statement and it will terminate.

Control File Example

Merging Sorted Files
Contents

You can combine two to 16 files you have already sorted into a single output file. Merging lets you combine records from
different files in a single step instead of combining files with one command and then sorting the combined file with another.
Select merging over sorting multiple input files if all of your input files are pre-sorted. Merging is a function only available in
a control file.

Example
When people are hired by your company, their employee information is added to a CMS file, shown below,
named NEWHIRE DATA A. Once a month you need to combine the records from NEWHIRE DATA A
with those in EMPLOY DATA A and create a new file named UPDATE DATA A. The new file is sorted by
department, last name, and first name in ascending order.

SNYDER  DUKE  FINANCE 09/20/91 35000 4040

ZOLA    EMILE R&D     10/05/91 45000 6 24

AQUINAS TOM   SALES   10/10/91 35000 8 8

1. Sort EMPLOY DATA A and NEWHIRE DATA A by department, last names, and first names. See Sorting
More Than One Field on page 46 for information on sorting more than one field. Make sure the two output
files have different names, for example, SORTED DATA A and SORTED1 DATA A. When merging, sort
output files are merge input files.

2. Use XEDIT to create a control file named, for example, UPDATE SORTCTL.
3. Starting in column 2, write a MERGE control file statement that specifies the merge fields and the

number of files you are merging. The merge field specifications must be the same as the input file sort
specifications. In this case, the input files were sorted by department, last name, and first name. If the
merge input files use variable-length records, add 4 to all of the field starting positions to account for the
RDW.
MERGE is the only control file statement you need to merge files. The MERGE statement looks like this:

MERGE FIELDS=(21,10,A,1,20,A),FORMAT=CH,FILES=2

MERGE FIELDS
describes the fields by which the input files are merged. MERGE can be used only in control files. You can merge
up to 64 fields. The combined length of all of the merge fields cannot exceed 4,095 bytes.
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21,10,A,1,20,A
lists the merge field specifications. The field starting position, length, and order parameters must be the same
as the specifications used to sort the input files. Merge field parameters have the same meaning as sort field
parameters.

FORMAT=CH
is the syntax you can use if all of the merge fields have the same data format.

FILES=2
specifies the number of merge input files. You can merge two through 16 files.

For the complete syntax of the MERGE control file statement, see the Control File Statement Quick
Reference on page 25.

4. If any of the input files is a tape or reader file, enter CMS FILEDEF commands, such as those below, for
each merge input and output file. You must use these data definition names (DDNAMEs):

SORTIN01 for the first merge input file

SORTIN02 for the second merge input file

SORTIN03 to SORTIN16 for the third through sixteenth merge input files

SORTOUT for the output file (UPDATE DATA A)

If all of the merge input files are disk files, you may specify the merge input files and the merge output file
on the command line instead of using CMS FILEDEF commands.
This example shows the CMS FILEDEF commands required for merging a tape file and a disk file into
another disk file:

filedef sortin01 tap1 sorted data a

filedef sortin02 disk data file a

filedef sortout disk update data a

5. Merge the files with this command:

vmsort sorted data a sorted1 data a update data a (ctl update

The merged file, UPDATE DATA A, looks like this:

CLARK   JACK     FINANCE   10/10/88 18000 80  40

CONRAD  JOSEPH   FINANCE   02/01/88 20000 160 80

SNYDER  DUKE     FINANCE   09/20/91 35000 40  40

KAFKA   FRANZ    PERSONNEL 01/22/91 22000 80  80

SMITH   ANDRE    PERSONNEL 04/15/88 22000 0   40

BAKER   JAMES    R&D       01/22/90 37000 40  8

RUSSELL JOHN     R&D       02/15/87 30000 120 40

ZOLA    EMILE    R&D       10/05/91 45000 16  24

ANDREWS DANA     SALES     11/30/90 32000 32  24

ANDREWS JULIE    SALES     03/29/88 45000 120 40

AQUINAS TOM      SALES     10/10/91 35000 8   8

GREENE  GRAHAM   SALES     05/04/87 35000 240 100

JONES   EDITH    SALES     11/20/87 40000 100 20

SHANDY  TRISTRAM SALES     12/23/88 25000 40  16

NOTE
Note:If the records in the merged file are out of order, check the record format of the
input files with the CMS LISTFILE (FORMAT command. If the record format is variable-
length, make sure your sort and merge field specifications accounted for the RDW. If the
output file looks like the input files were strung together without merging, make sure your
sort and merge field specifications are the same.
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Sorting Multiple Input Files
Contents

You can sort up to 16 tape and disk files, and a reader file, then combine the sorted records into a single disk, punch,
tape, or print output file.

If you are creating a sort application using more than one disk input file, you might want to consider using this method
over merging files. Sorting multiple input files from disk requires a single command while merging requires presorting each
file separately in addition to issuing a VM:Sort command to merge the input files.

All of the input files must have the same record format (RECFM), fixed- or variable-length. You can mix files with fixed-
length format and fixed-block format records or files with variable-length format and variable-blocked format records. You
cannot mix files with variable- and fixed-format records.

To sort multiple tape files or a combination of tape, disk, and reader files, you must create a control file and issue CMS
FILEDEF commands on the CMS command line to specify each of the input files and the output file.

You can use any command line option when sorting multiple input files. The SKIPREC option operates only on the first file
specified.

You can specify only one reader file per sort.

Sorting Multiple Disk Files

You can sort up to 16 disk files on the command line or in a control file. For example, to sort (and combine) EMPLOY
DATA A and NEWHIRE DATA A into SORTED DATA A, enter:

vmsort employ data a newhire data a sorted data a (fields 1,11,ch,a

If you prefer to use a control file, use a SORT statement such as the following:

SORT FIELDS=(1,11,CH,A),FILES=2

Specify MULT as the control file:

vmsort employ data a newhire data a sorted data a (ctl mult

Definitions

EMPLOY DATA A

specifies the first disk input file.

NEWHIRE DATA A
specifies the second disk input file. You can specify up to 16 disk input files on the command line.

SORTED DATA A
specifies the output file containing the sorted records from the input files. When sorting more than one input file
you must specify an output fileid.  VM:Sort  interprets the last file specification on the command line as the output
file.

1,11,CH,A
selects sort field specifications. Both files are sorted by the first 11 characters in the input records in ascending
order.

• FILES=2
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specifies the number of input files to be sorted.

The sorted file looks like this:

ANDREWS DANA     SALES     11/30/90 32000 32  24

ANDREWS JULIE    SALES     03/29/88 45000 120 40

AQUINAS TOM      SALES     10/10/91 35000 8   8

BAKER   JAMES    R&D       01/22/90 37000 40  8

CLARK   ACK      FINANCE   10/10/88 18000 80  40

CONRAD  JOSEPH   FINANCE   02/01/88 20000 160 80

GREENE  GRAHAM   SALES     05/04/87 35000 240 100

JONES   EDITH    SALES     11/20/87 40000 100 20

KAFKA   FRANZ    PERSONNEL 01/22/91 22000 80  80

RUSSELL JOHN     R&D       02/15/87 30000 120 40

SHANDY  TRISTRAM SALES     12/23/88 25000 40  16

SMITH   ANDRE    PERSONNEL 04/15/88 22000 0   40

SNYDER  DUKE     FINANCE   09/20/91 35000 40  40

ZOLA    EMILE    R&D       10/05/91 45000 16  24

Sorting Reader, Tape, and Disk Files

You can sort any combination of (up to 16) tape files, disk files, and reader files. Unlike sorting disk files, if you sort a
combination of disk, tape, and reader files, you must use a SORT control file statement for specifying sort fields and you
must enter a CMS FILEDEF command for each input file and for the output file. You cannot specify the input files and the
output file on the command line.

Example

To sort EMPLOY DATA A and a reader file (NEWHIRE DATA A) containing more employee information by last name into
an output file named SORTED DATA A:

1. Use the PEEK command to examine the reader file.
If it is in DISK-DUMP or NETLOG format, use the RECEIVE command, put it on disk, and follow the procedures for
sorting multiple disk files.

2. Check the reader file for a header you may want to omit.
If so, specify the reader file as the first input file (SORTIN01) and use the SKIPREC option on the SORT control file
statement to exclude the header.

3. Use XEDIT to create a VM:Sort control file.
4. Starting in column 2, write a SORT statement that includes the sort field specification and the number of input files:

SORT FIELDS=(1,11,CH,A),FILES=2,SKIPREC=1

This SORT statement sorts the two input files by the first 11 columns in both files in ascending order (1,11,CH,A),
defines the number of input files (2), and skips over the first record in the first file. You can use any other VM:Sort
control file statement or command line option when sorting multiple files.

5. File the control file.
6. Enter CMS FILEDEF commands for each input file and the sort output file.

The input data definition names are SORTIN01 through SORTIN16 for the input files and SORTOUT for the sort output
file. The CMS FILEDEF commands for sorting a reader file and a disk file look like this:

filedef sortin01 reader

filedef sortin02 disk employ data a

filedef sortout disk sorted data a

7. Enter a VM:Sort command that indicates the control file to be used:
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vmsort (ctl filename

Replacing Output Files
Contents

You can replace existing output files with new ones without prompting with the REPLACE option or terminate the product
without prompting with the NOREPL option. Usually, if the output file you specified already exists, the software asks if
you want to replace it. REPLACE and NOREPL let you predetermine your answer to the prompts from the software. This
simplifies the process of running VM:Sort from an EXEC or with a product such as VM:Schedule or VM:Batch products.

Example
To sort EMPLOY DATA by last name and first name in ascending order and send the output to SORTED DATA
A, enter:

vmsort employ data a sorted file a (fields 1,20,ch,a replace

If SORTED DATA A already exists, VM:Sort replaces it. The following control file has the same effect as the
previous command:

OPTION REPLACE

SORT FIELDS=(1,20,CH,A)

Sort EMPLOY DATA by last name and first name in ascending order and send the output to SORTED DATA A.
If SORTED DATA A already exists, VM:Sort terminates:

vmsort employ data a sorted file a (fields 1,20,ch,a norepl

This control file has the same effect as the previous command:

OPTION NOREPL

SORT FIELDS=(1,20,CH,A)

Sorting Dates
Contents

You can sort dates in chronological and reverse chronological order. Do this by dividing the dates into three parts, where:

• The year is the primary sort field.
• The month is the secondary sort field.
• The day of the month is the last sort field.

The examples in this section use the following input file, DATE DATA A. The month and day fields are in the CH data
format, and the year data is in the Y2C data format. All sorts are in ascending order, and the sorted records are written to
SORTED DATA A.

Note that sort processing would be similar if the data were represented in packed data, zoned decimal, or binary data
types.

Date Data A

Yymmdd  mm dd yy  dd mm yy

980101  01/01/98  01/01/98

980102  01/02/98  02/01/98

970101  01/01/97  01/01/97
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970102  01/02/97  02/01/97

000601  06/01/00  01/06/00

011001  10/01/01  01/10/01

980401  04/01/98  01/04/98

970401  04/01/97  01/04/97

Year-Month-Day Format

For dates in year-month-day format yymmdd (for example, 980101), the year is in the first two columns, the month is in
the next two columns, and the day of the month is in the last two columns. To sort DATE DATA A by the year-month-day
field in ascending order, enter:

vmsort date data a sorted data a (fields 1,2,y2c,a,3,4,ch,a

The sorted field looks like this:

Month-Day-Year Format

To sort a month-day-year format (mm dd yy) date field, divide the field into year (columns 16-17), month (columns 10-11),
and day (columns 13-14) fields. This command sorts DATE DATA A in chronological order by the month-day-year field:

vmsort date data a sorted data a (fields 16,2,y2c,a,10,2,ch,a,13,2,ch,a

The sorted field looks like this:

Day-Month-Year Fields

To sort a day-month-year field (dd mm yy), divide the field into year (columns 26-27), month (columns 23-24), and day
(columns 20-21) fields. This command sorts DATE DATA A by the day-month-year field:
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vmsort date data a sorted data a (fields 26,2,y2c,a,23,2,ch,a,20,2,ch,a

The sorted field looks like this:

Copying Files With VM:Sort
Contents

You can use this product to copy files without sorting them. VM:Sort is faster than the CMS COPYFILE command and
your applications will run faster when you substitute calls to the CMS COPYFILE command with calls to VM:Sort.

You can use any command option, control file statement, or user exit to manipulate and edit the data before or after
copying.

Simple Copying

Use VM:Sort to copy the records in EMPLOY DATA A into new file without sorting them:

vmsort employ data a new file a (fields copy

Replacing the FROM and FOR Options on the CMS COPYFILE Command

Use the SKIPREC and STOPAFT options on the command to replace the FROM and FOR options on the CMS
COPYFILE command. These options let you skip over records in the beginning of a file before copying (SKIPREC or
FROM), or stop before reaching the end of a file (STOPAFT or FOR). Refer to Skipping Records for more information on
SKIPREC and STOPAFT.

Replacing the APPEND Option on the CMS COPYFILE Command

Use the APPEND option on the command to replace the APPEND option on the CMS COPYFILE command. Refer to
Appending Files on page 59 for more information on the APPEND option.

Replacing the SPECS Option on the CMS COPYFILE Command

VM:Sort replaces the SPECS option on the CMS COPYFILE command with an INREC or OUTREC control file statement.
Refer to Changing Records and Fields on page 68 for more information on the INREC and OUTREC statements.

Using REXX to Replace CMS COPYFILE Options

This example is from another REXX program. The EXEC:

1. Erases a temporary control file:

ERASE VMSWORK SORTCTL A
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2. Creates a temporary control file:

EXECIO 1 DISKW VMSWORK SORTCTL A (STRING INREC FIELDS=(1,30)

3. Writes an INREC statement in the temporary control file that reformats the records from EMPLOY DATA A leaving only
the names and department fields:

INREC FIELDS=(1,30)

4. Issues the following command:

‘VMSORT EMPLOY DATA A INPUT DATA A (CTL VMSWORK FIELDS COPY,  SKIPREC 4 STOPAFT 11 REPLACE NOPROMPT PRINT NONE’

5. Finally, the EXEC erases the temporary control file again:

ERASE VMSWORK SORTCTL A

The EXEC looks like this:

`ERASE VMSWORK SORTCTL A'

`EXECIO 1 DISKW VMSWORK SORTCTL A (STRING',

` INREC FIELDS = (1,30)'

`VMSORT EMPLOY DATA A INPUT DATA A (CTL VMSWORK

FIELDS COPY,

SKIPREC 4 STOPAFT 11 REPLACE NOPROMPT PRINT NONE'

`ERASE VMSWORK SORTCTL A'

The output file looks like this:

RUSSELL JOHN      R&D

GREENE  GRAHAM    SALES

JONES   EDITH     SALES

CONRAD  JOSEPH    FINANCE

ANDREWS JULIE     SALES

SMITH   ANDRE     PERSONNEL

CLARK   JACK      FINANCE

SHANDY  TRISTRAM  SALES

BAKER   JAMES     R&D

ANDREWS DANA      SALES

KAFKA   FRANZ     PERSONNEL

COPYFILE Example

This COPYFILE example is from a REXX program. The Names and Department fields are extracted from EMPLOY DATA
A with the SPECS option, and the header and footer lines are excluded with the FROM and FOR options. The response
required by the COPYFILE prompt is in the first line of the EXEC. The records are copied to INPUT DATA A.

push `1-30 1'

`COPYFILE EMPLOY DATA A INPUT DATA A (SPECS

NOPROMPT FROM 5 FOR 11'

Appending Files
Contents
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You can sort, merge, or copy a file and add its records to the end of another file if the appended records have the same
record format as those in the file to which they are appended. This also replaces the APPEND option on the CMS
COPYFILE command.

Examples
To sort EMPLOY DATA A by last name and add the sorted records to the end of NEWHIRE DATA A, enter:

vmsort employ data a newhire data a (fields 1,11,ch,a append

NEWHIRE DATA A looks like this:

Sort the entire file by last name, replacing NEWHIRE DATA A, with this command:

vmsort newhire data a = = = (fields 1,11,ch,a

You can use VM:Sort to combine up to 16 files into one output file. For example, enter:

vmsort employ data a newhire data a newhire1 data a new file a (fields copy append

NEW FILE A looks like this:

The first 11 records are from EMPLOY DATA A, the next three are from NEWHIRE DATA A, and the last
record is from NEWHIRE1 DATA A.

Changing Records and Files
The articles in this section describe different tasks in the general category of changing records and files.

Skipping Records
Contents
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You can sort parts of a file by skipping records at the beginning of a file, at the end of a file, or both. Skipping records:

• Increases sort speed by giving VM:Sort less to do
• Prevents headers and footers from appearing in unexpected places in sorted files
• Produces cleaner and more useful output files by sorting only the records you need
• Makes testing easier and faster
• Replaces the FROM and FOR options on the CMS COPYFILE command

Skipping Records at the Beginning of a File

Use the SKIPREC option to skip over one or more records in the beginning of a file. If you are sorting multiple input files,
SKIPREC operates only on the first file.

For example, you have a copy of EMPLOY DATA A with a three-line report header, two lines of text, and a dividing line. To
sort EMPLOY DATA A in alphabetical order by last name without the header, putting the sorted records in SORTED DATA
A, enter:

vmsort employ data a sorted data a (fields 1,20,ch,a skiprec 3

You can get the same result with this control file statement:

SORT FIELDS=(1,20,CH,A),SKIPREC=3

The sorted file looks like this:

ANDREWS JULIE    SALES     03/29/90 45000 120 40

ANDREWS DANA     SALES     11/30/88 32000 32  24

BAKER   JAMES    R&D       01/22/90 37000 40  8

CLARK   JACK     FINANCE   00/10/88 18000 80  40

CONRAD  JOSEPH   FINANCE   02/01/88 20000 160 80

GREENE  GRAHAM   SALES     05/04/87 35000 240 100

JONES   EDITH    SALES     11/20/87 40000 100 20

KAFKA   FRANZ    PERSONNEL 01/22/91 22000 80  80

RUSSELL JOHN     R&D       02/15/87 30000 120 40

SHANDY  TRISTRAM SALES     12/23/88 25000 40  16

SMITH   ANDRE    PERSONNEL 04/15/88 22000 0   40

If you did not use SKIPREC, the first two header lines would appear among the data and the line of dashes would appear
at the top of the file.

Skipping Records at the End of a File

Use the STOPAFT option to stop sorting before the end of a file.

For example, to sort EMPLOY DATA A in alphabetical order by last name without the two-line footer, putting the sorted
records in SORTED DATA A, enter:

vmsort employ data a sorted data a (fields 1,20,ch,a stopaft 11

You can get the same result with this control file statement:

SORT FIELDS=(1,20,CH,A),STOPAFT=11
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The sorted file looks the same as the one in the previous example. If you did not use STOPAFT, the dashes appear at the
top of the file and the footer appears among the names.

Skipping Records at the Beginning and End of a File

EMPLOY DATA A has a three-line header at the top of the file, eleven records, and a two-line footer at the end of the file.
To sort only the eleven employee records, skipping the three header lines and stopping before the two footer lines, and
putting the sorted records in SORTED DATA A, enter:

vmsort employ data a sorted data a (fields 1,11,ch,a skiprec 3 stopaft 11

You can get the same result with this control file statement:

SORT FIELDS=(1,20,CH,A),SKIPREC=3,STOPAFT=11

The record count for STOPAFT begins after SKIPREC, INCLUDE or OMIT, or input user exit (E15 or R15 ) processing.
Therefore, the value for STOPAFT is 11 because the first three records are skipped before the sort began.

The sorted file looks the same as the one in Figure 16. If you did not use SKIPREC and STOPAFT, FILE SORTOUT A
would be five records larger and the header and footer lines would appear among the employee records.

To selectively include or exclude records from sorting, for example, to either sort only employees in SALES or to exclude
employees from FINANCE, see the next section, Selecting Records.

Selecting Records
Contents

You can make  VM:Sort  run faster by excluding records before processing begins. If you are preparing a file for another
program, that program runs faster because there are fewer records to process. Excluding records reduces the output and
lets you concentrate on the information you need. You can:

• Choose records for sorting with an INCLUDE control file statement.
• Exclude records from sorting with an OMIT control file statement.

This is done by performing one of the following tasks:

• Comparing a field value to a constant value, such as including employee records when the value of the department
field equals SALES

• Comparing one field to another field, such as omitting records when the amount of the sick time exceeds the amount of
vacation time

Records that meet your criteria are selected for processing (INCLUDE) or excluded from processing (OMIT).

Generally, you should make broad comparisons before making specific ones. Your performance will improve when many
records are included or omitted before making finer distinctions.

You cannot use an INCLUDE statement and an OMIT statement in the same control file.

INCLUDE and OMIT do not change the input records. Nothing is added to or deleted from the individual records. If you
need to add new records or change the information in existing records before sorting, use an E15 or R15 user exit. If you
need to add new records or change existing records after sorting, use an E35 or R35 user exit. Refer to Changing Data
With User Exits on page 76 for more information.
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Comparing a Field Value to a Constant

You need the records for people in the sales department who earn more than $35,000 sorted in alphabetical order in a file
named SALARY FILE. 35000 and SALES are the constants used to select the records. Follow these steps:

1. Use XEDIT to create a control file named SALES SORTCTL.
2. Beginning in column 2, write a sort statement that sorts the file by employee name in alphabetical order:

SORT FIELDS=(1,20,CH,A)

Remember to add 4 to the field starting position to account for the RDW if the input file has variable-length records.
3. On the next line, write an INCLUDE control statement, also starting in column 2, that selects records when the value of

the Department field is equal to SALES and the value of the Salary field is greater than or equal to 35000:

INCLUDE COND=(21,10,CH,EQ,C’SALES’,AND,40,6,CH,GE,’35000’)

This INCLUDE statement has the added benefit of eliminating the header and footer lines because none of the lines
meet the selection criteria.
The elements of this INCLUDE statement are:
21,10,CH
specifies the first comparison field as Department.
EQ
specifies that the comparison field must equal the specified constant value.
C’SALES’
specifies a character constant value of SALES.
AND
specifies a logical connector. Records are included only if both of the comparisons in the statement are true.
40,6,CH
specifies the second comparison field as Salary.
GE
specifies a logical connector. Records are included only if the value of the Salary field is greater than or equal to the
constant 35000.
C’35000’
specifies a character constant of 35000.

4. The control file should look like this:

SORT FIELDS=(1,20,CH,A)

INCLUDE COND=(21,10,CH,EQ,C'SALES',AND,40,6,CH,GE,C'35000')

The order of the control file statements is not important.
5. File the control file.
6. To sort EMPLOY DATA A, enter:

vmsort employ data a salary file a (ctl sales

7. The sorted file looks like this:

ANDREWS JULIE  SALES 03/29/88 45000 120 40

GREENE  GRAHAM SALES 05/04/87 35000 240 100

JONES   EDITH  SALES 11/20/87 40000 100 20

Comparing One Field to Another

To exclude records when the amount of vacation time is greater than the amount of sick time, sort the remaining records
by employee name, and put the sorted records in TIME DATA A:

1. Use XEDIT to create a control file named TIME SORTCTL.
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2. Beginning in column 2, write a sort statement that sorts the file by last name and first name and skips over the three
line header:

SORT FIELDS=(1,20,CH,A),SKIPREC=3

You can use SKIPREC to exclude the header lines because SKIPREC is processed before INCLUDE or OMIT.
STOPAFT is processed after INCLUDE or OMIT. It may be difficult to determine the correct value for STOPAFT if you
do not know how many records will be excluded by an INCLUDE or OMIT statement.

3. On the next line, starting in column 1, add:

* Sort by last and first name, skip the header and footer.

4. On the last line, starting in column 2, write an OMIT control statement that excludes records when the amount of sick
time exceeds the amount of vacation time and excludes the two footer lines.

OMIT COND=(46,4,GT,50,4,OR,1,6,EQ,

C’TOTALS’,OR,1,1,EQ,C’-’),FORMAT=CH

Note that the statement extends over two lines; you can break a control file statement at any comma.
The elements of this statement are:
46,4
specifies the first comparison field, Sick Time.
GT
specifies that records are omitted only if the value of the Sick Time field is greater than the value of the Vacation Time
field.
50,4
specifies the Vacation Time field.
OR
specifies a logical connector. Records are omitted if the first comparison or the second comparison is true.
1,6,EQ,C’TOTALS’
specifies that records are omitted if the first six characters in each record are the same as the constant. This excludes
the footer line beginning with TOTALS.
1,1,EQ,C’-’
specifies that records are excluded if the first character in each record is the same as the constant. This excludes the
line of dashes before the footer.
FORMAT=CH
is the syntax to use because the data format is the same for all fields.

5. The control file should look like this:

SORT FIELDS=(1,20,CH,A),SKIPREC=3

* Sort by last and first name, skip the header and footer.

OMIT COND=(46,4,GT,50,4,OR,1,6,EQ,

C'TOTALS',OR,1,1,EQ,C'-'),FORMAT=CH

6. File the control file.
7. To sort EMPLOY DATA A, enter:

vmsort employ data a time data a (ctl time

8. The sorted file looks like this:

KAFKA FRANZ PERSONNEL 01/22/91 22000 80 80

SMITH ANDRE PERSONNEL 04/15/88 22000 0  40
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Changing Records and Fields
Contents

You can delete unnecessary fields, rearrange fields, and add blanks to records before or after sorting. You can:

• Eliminate unnecessary fields before sorting. If, for example, you are only interested in when an employee was hired,
use the INREC control file statement to exclude all of the fields except the name and date-of-hire.
Deleting unnecessary fields saves processing time; the records are shorter, and VM:Sort processes less data. Also,
you can find the information you need immediately. INREC is useful when sorting large files with many fields and when
only some fields are relevant.

• Add spaces between fields with INREC to make room for a summarized field. For example, you need to increase the
size of the salary field in EMPLOY DATA A by 1 to make room for the total salary. See Totaling Fields and Eliminating
Duplicates on page 71 for more information.

NOTE
You can also move fields with INREC, but be aware that INREC will change your SORT field specifications.

• Use OUTREC to:
– Rearrange fields after sorting. For example, you can move the date-of-hire field in EMPLOY DATA A from column

31 to column 1.
– Add spaces between fields or to standardize record length.
– Add spaces or binary zeros or to rearrange fields after sorting when sort processing time is not an issue.

You can use a R15 or E15 user exit instead of INREC or OUTREC to add or change data in addition to reformatting the
input records if necessary. In addition, you can use an R35 or E35 user exit instead if you need to add new data or change
data in addition to reformatting the output records.

Reformatting Before Sorting

You need a list, without the header or footer lines, of employees in the sales department and the date they were hired.
The new list is sorted by date-of-hire in ascending order. The date-of-hire field starts in column 1 and the names in column
10. Take these steps:

1. Create a control file named HIRE and write three control statements:
– An OMIT statement to exclude departments other than SALES:

OMIT COND=(21,10,CH,NE,C’SALES’)

Note that the OMIT statement refers to a comparison field starting in column 21. OMIT and INCLUDE statements
are processed before INREC statements. OMIT and INCLUDE field specifications refer to the original input record.

– An INREC statement to reformat the input record, putting the Date-of-Hire field in column 1 and the Names field in
column 10:

INREC FIELDS=(31,8,10:,1,20)

The INREC statement moves the Date-of-Hire field from the original record (31,8) to column 1. The Names field
follows in column 10 (10:,1,20). Without the column specification, 10:, the Names field would have started in the
next available column.

– A SORT statement sorting the file in ascending sort order by year, month, and date of hire:

SORT FIELDS=(7,2,A,1,2,A,4,2,A),FORMAT=CH

The primary sort field (the date-of-hire year) begins in column 7 and not column 37, as in the original record. This is
because SORT is processed after INREC. SORT field specifications refer to the reformatted record.

2. The control file looks like this:

OMIT COND=(21,10,CH,NE,C'SALES')
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INREC FIELDS=(31,8,10:,1,20)

SORT FIELDS=(7,2,A,1,2,A,4,2,A),FORMAT=CH

You can use control file statements in any order. The statements in this example are in processing order.
3. To sort EMPLOY DATA A, write the sorted records to SORTED DATA A, file HIRE SORTCTL and enter:

vmsort employ data a sorted data a (ctl hire

4. The sorted file looks like this:

05/04/87 GREENE  GRAHAM

11/20/87 JONES   EDITH

03/29/88 ANDREWS JULIE

12/23/88 SHANDY  TRISTRAM

11/30/90 ANDREWS DANA

Variable-Length Records

If your input file uses variable-length records, you must include the record descriptor word (RDW) in the first four columns
(or bytes) in the reformatted record. Also, add 4 to each field starting position.

A HIRE SORTCTL file for an EMPLOY DATA A file containing variable-length records looks like this:

OMIT COND=(25,10,CH,NE,C'SALES')

INREC FIELDS=(1,4,35,8,15:,5,20)

SORT FIELDS=(11,2,A,5,2,A,8,2,A),FORMAT=CH

When using variable-length records, the INREC statement must start with 1,4, which represents the RDW for the
reformatted record. The first data field starts in column 5. Each sort field starting position is also increased by 4 to account
for the RDW.

Adding Spaces to Records After Sorting

SORTED DATA has a logical record length of 34. It is to be used by a program that requires a logical record length of 80.
You can add spaces with INREC but it is more efficient to add them after sorting when processing time is not as critical.
An exception to this is when space is needed for a summarized record. This is because OUTREC is processed after the
SUM control file statement.

Use XEDIT to modify HIRE SORTCTL, which you created in the previous example, and add an OUTREC statement to
the control file that adds seven blanks between the Date-of-Hire and the Names field, and 46 blanks to the end of each
record:

OUTREC FIELDS=(1,8,7X,15:,10,20,35:,46X)

The modified control file looks like this:

OMIT COND=(21,10,CH,NE,C'SALES')

INREC FIELDS=(31,8,10:,1,20)

SORT FIELDS=(7,2,A,1,2,A,4,2,A),FORMAT=CH

OUTREC FIELDS=(1,8,7X,15:,10,20,35:,46X)

SORTED DATA A looks like this:

05/04/87 GREENE  GRAHAM

11/20/87 JONES   EDITH
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03/29/88 ANDREWS JULIE

12/23/88 SHANDY  TRISTRAM

11/30/90 ANDREWS DANA

Totaling Fields and Eliminating Duplicates
The SUM control file statement evaluates groups of records organized by sort fields, totals the numeric fields, and
replaces each group of records with a single totaled record. For example, you can use the SUM statement to produce total
salary records for each department. The NONE option on the SUM control file statement lets you delete duplicate field
values without totaling a numeric field. When used with INREC, this lets you produce lists of unique field values without
other, unnecessary fields. This type of list is valuable in checking for data entry errors in critical fields.

If the output file is to be used with another program, having fewer records to process will help the other program run faster.
Also, if you are only interested in totals or unique values, the presence of other records may be confusing.

A SUM field cannot be the same as a SORT field or overlap any part of a SORT field. Also, SUM fields cannot overlap one
another.

Except for fields specified with the NONE option, SUM fields must be in one of the numeric data formats. These are BI,
FI, HX, FL, PD, ZD, or CH. The data format also controls field length. If a field is in BI, FI, or HX format, it can be 2, 4, or
8 bytes long. If a field is in FL format, it can be 4, 8, or 16 bytes long. If a field is in PD, ZD, or CH format, it can be 1 to 16
bytes long.

Example

To get the total salary for each department, sorted alphabetically by department in SORTED DATA A:

1. Use XEDIT to create a control file named SALARIES SORTCTL.
2. Enter an INREC statement to exclude all fields except for the department and salary fields. The following INREC

statement moves the Department field (21,10) to columns 1 through 10 and the Salary field (40,6) to column 15 (15:):

INREC FIELDS=(21,10,15:,40,6)

3. Follow the INREC statement with a SORT statement to sort the file by the department field:

SORT FIELDS=(1,10,CH,A)

Note that the sort field specifications reflect the changes made by the INREC statement.
4. Finally, use a SUM statement to add up the salaries for each department:

SUM FIELDS=(15,6,CH)

5. The control file looks like this:

INREC FIELDS=(21,10,15:,40,6)

SORT FIELDS=(1,10,CH,A)

SUM FIELDS=(15,5,CH)

6. To sort EMPLOY DATA A and write the reformatted and summed records to SORTED DATA A, enter:

vmsort employ data a sorted data a (ctl salaries

7. The output file looks like this: .

FINANCE   038000

PERSONNEL 044000

R&D       067000

SALES     177000
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Error Correction

The totals are wrong. There was not enough space for  VM:Sort  to write the one hundred-thousands (x00000) digit. You
need to add a space (or binary zero) to the left of the totaled field with the INREC statement to accommodate this digit.

NOTE
Do not move the field to the right by changing its starting position in the reformatted record (for example,
changing 15: to 16: in the INREC statement) or by using an OUTREC statement to add space.

1. XEDIT the control file and change the INREC statement to:

INREC FIELDS=(21,10,15:,1X,40,6)

1X adds a space between the Department and Salary fields.
2. The modified control file statement looks like this:

INREC FIELDS=(21,10,15:,1X,40,5,2X,25:,46,3,30:,2X,50,3)

SORT  FIELDS=(1,10,CH,A)

SUM   FIELDS=(15,5,25,3,32,3),FORMAT=CH

3. File the control file and enter:

vmsort employ data a sorted data a (ctl salaries

4. Now the output file looks like this:

FINANCE   038000 280 160

PERSONNEL 044000 080 120

R&D       067000 176 072

SALES     177000 540 240

Totaling More Than One Field

EMPLOY DATA A also contains vacation time and sick time information. You need a file similar to the previous example
but you need totals for the Salary, Vacation Time, and Sick Time fields. For this example only, these three fields are in
packed decimal format.

1. Modify the INREC statement and include the two new fields. If necessary, make space for the totaled fields. For
example:

INREC FIELDS=(21,10,15:,1X,40,5,2X,25:,46,3,30:,2X,50,3)

2. Add the new fields to the SUM statement. Remember to use the starting positions in the reformatted record. Because
all of the fields in the record have the same data format, you can use the following syntax:

SUM FIELDS=(15,5,25,3,32,3),FORMAT=CH

NOTE
You do not need to change the SORT statement because you are not changing the grouping of the summed
records.

3. The modified control file looks like this:

INREC  FIELDS=(21,10,15:,1X,40,5,2X,25:,46,3,30:,2X,50,3)

SORT   FIELDS=(1,10,CH,A)

SUM    FIELDS=(15,5,25,3,32,3),FORMAT=CH

4. File the control file with the FILE command, and enter the following command to reformat, sort, and total the three
fields by department:
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vmsort employ data a sorted data a (ctl salaries

The output file looks like this:

FINANCE   038000 40 40

PERSONNEL 044000 80 80

R&D       067000 32 24

SALES     177000 40 16

All three fields are totaled by department.

Error Correction

If the Vacation Time and Sick Time fields are omitted from the SUM statement, the values for the Vacation Time and Sick
Time fields are randomly selected and not summed. This happens because the two fields are neither sort fields nor sum
fields. At first glance, it appears that the total vacation time for the finance department is 40 hours and the total sick time
for the personnel department is 80 hours.

FINANCE   038000 40 40

PERSONNEL 044000 80 80

R&D       067000 32 24

SALES     177000 40 16

Deleting Duplicate Records Without Summing

In addition to totaling numeric fields, SUM can eliminate duplicate field values without totaling a numeric field. This
produces a list of unique values for the field. This is done with SUM’s NONE option.

To make an alphabetical list of departments in EMPLOY DATA A:

1. Use XEDIT to create a control file named DEPART SORTCTL A.
2. Write an OMIT statement to exclude the two-line footer:

OMIT COND=(1,13,CH,EQ,C’TOTALS:’,OR,1,1,CH,EQ,C’-’)

3. Write an INREC statement that eliminates all fields except for the Department field:

INREC FIELDS=(21,10)

4. Remove the duplicate department names with a SUM control statement:

SUM FIELDS=NONE

NONE deletes duplicate sort field values.
5. Write a SORT statement to sort the list in ascending order and skip over the three header lines:

SORT FIELDS=(1,10),SKIPREC=3

6. The control file looks like this:

OMIT COND=(1,13,CH,EQ,C'TOTALS:',OR,1,1,CH,EQ,C'-')

INREC FIELDS=(21,10)

SUM FIELDS=NONE

SORT FIELDS=(1,10),SKIPREC=3

7. File the control file.
8. Enter:
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vmsort employ data a sorted data a (ctl depart

The output file looks like this:

FINANCE

PERSONNEL

R&D

SALES

Changing Data With User Exits
A VM:Sort user exit is a REXX or assembly language program you create to take control during VM:Sort processing. You
can pass processing to a user exit at three different points:

• When preparing the CMS environment by issuing CMS FILEDEF commands or other CP and CMS commands before
sorting (Exit 11)

• To permit the selection, modification, insertion, or deletion of data before sorting (Exit 15)
• To permit the selection, modification, insertion, or deletion of data after sorting (Exit 35)

Contents

Naming Conventions

User exits are identified as Enn or Rnn, where E denotes an assembly language user exit (filetype is TEXT), R denotes
a REXX user exit (filetype is EXEC), and nn  is the user exit type code: 11, 15, or 35. This naming convention is OS/DOS
compatible.

When to Use User Exits

Use a user exit to perform tasks you cannot perform with a control statement or a command option. Create a user exit to
add new records or change the data in existing records.

Specifying User Exits

Specify user exits on the command line or on a MODS control file statement. For example, this command calls an
assembly language 11 user exit and an assembly language 35 user exit:

vmsort employ data a sorted data a (e11 sample11 e35 sample35

This MODS control file statement has the same effect:

MODS E11=(SAMPLE11),E35=(SAMPLE35)

You can specify each type of user exit 11, 15, or 35 only once during a sort.

Exclusive User Exits

An exclusive 15 (E15) user exit creates the input data or reads it in from a file specified in another program. There is
no input file specified on the command line or on a CMS FILEDEF command. An exclusive 35 (E35) user exit passes
the output data directly to another program, an output file, or an output device specified in the user exit and deletes the
records. VM:Sort does not create an output file.
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• An exclusive E15 or R15 user exit reads in the input records and passes them to VM:Sort. The software processes the
records it receives from the exclusive E15 or R15 user exit.

• An exclusive E35 or R35 exit writes all the records to an output file or device and deletes them, passing nothing to the
VM:Sort output routine.

Use exclusive user exits when a program creates the input or if the output data is to be passed directly to another
program. For example, one COBOL program passes the data to an exclusive input user exit, VM:Sort sorts the data, and
an exclusive output user exit passes the sorted data to another, or back to the same, COBOL program.

Many applications such as those written in SAS, COBOL, or PL/1, use exclusive user exits to call the VMSLIB TXTLIB.
This lets the application control the I/O instead of VM:Sort.

Specifying Exclusive User Exits

To specify an exclusive user exit, use one of the following command formats:

• Exclusive input, VM:Sort output, and user exit specified on the command line:

vmsort * file sortout a (E|R15 exitname

• Exclusive input, VM:Sort output, and user exit specified on a MODS control file statement:

VMSORT * file sortout a (CTL filename

The MODS control file statement looks like this:

MODS E|R15=(exitname)

• VM:Sort input, exclusive output, and user exit specified on the command line:

vmsort file sortin a * (E|R35 exitname

• Exclusive output, VM:Sort input, and user exit specified on a MODS control file statement:

VMSORT file sortin a * (CTL filename

The MODS control file statement looks like this:

MODS E|R35=(exitname)

• Exclusive input and output, and user exits specified on the command line:

vmsort * * (E|R15 exitname E|R35 exitname

• Exclusive input and output, and user exits specified on a MODS control file statement:

VMSORT * * (CTL filename

The MODS control file statement looks like this:

MODS E|R15=(exitname),E|R35=(exitname)

User Exit Registers

A register is used for storing processing information. Assembly language user exits use registers 1, 13, 14, and 15. You
can define the contents of these registers. Their contents are described in Table 8 and Table 9.

Register
Contents
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Register 1
Address of a parameter list (plist) containing two fullwords. The first fullword contains the address of the record
passed to the user exit. The second fullword contains the user exit address constant.

Register 13
Address of a standard register save area used by the user exit to save the registers.

Register 14
Return address to VM:Sort.

Register 15
Address of the entry point for the user exit. The exit is called once for every record. When control is passed back
to VM:Sort, register 15 should contain one of the return codes in the following table.

Register 1 Setup

Depending on the return code in Register 15, set Register 1 as described in Table 9:

Return Code Desired Action Register 1 Contents
0 Accept record Address of the record as listed in the

parameter list
0 Modify record Address of the altered record on return to

VM:Sort
A copy of the record referred to in the
parameter list is made by the user exit and
modified.

4 Delete record Ignored
8 Do not return Ignored
12 Insert a record Address of the record to be inserted upon

return to VM:Sort
16 Terminate VM:Sort Ignored

Setting Up The CMS Environment
Contents

You can use an E11 or R11 user exit for issuing CMS FILEDEF commands, CMS GLOBAL commands, or for allocating
temporary disk space. Exit 11 is called once at the beginning of VM:Sort processing, after the command line or MODS
control statement is processed. It prepares the CMS environment to meet the needs of the sort.

REXX Example

This R11 REXX user exit is used with the R35 user exit on page 92. It defines the variable (header) used by the R35 user
exit to insert a new record into the output file.

/* Sample R11 to set up global variable for adding records */

/* and to print a header on the output file. */

/* Used in conjunction with R15 REXX exit on page 87 */

/* and R35 exit on page 95

addflag = 0

header = 0

`GLOBALV SELECT VMSWITCH PUT ADDFLAG'

`GLOVALV SELECT VMSWITCH PUT HEADER'
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Manipulating Records Before Sorting
Contents

You can use exit 15 (R15 or E15) to add, delete, or change existing input records. Exit 15 is called during input after
each record is read, after a record is inserted, and again after the entire file is read. Exit 15 is called after STOPAFT and
SKIPREC, and before the sort begins. Exit 15 cannot be used with the MERGE control file statement.

If you want to include or omit records, skip over records in the beginning of a file, or stop after a range of records, use the
appropriate control file statement or command line option instead.

Calling Parameters

The calling parameters received by exit 15 are:

E15 input record

R15 input record

where input record is the record currently being read from the input file.

Return Codes

0

Accept this record from the user exit. If a different record was passed back to VM:Sort, it accepts the new or modified
record for input. You must use a RECORD control statement if the user exit changes the maximum record length. Return
code 0 is invalid after receiving an end-of-data condition.

4

Delet0065 a record. Return code 4 is invalid after receiving an end-of-data condition.

8

Do not return to this exit. Stop calling the user exit. This return code must be used at the end of the input data and
indicates that there are no more records to be added. A return code of 8 does not require that a record address be loaded
into Register 1.

12

Insert a record before the record whose address appears in the parameter list. After inserting the record, VM:Sort returns
control to the user exit, and the parameter list is unchanged. The user exit can then add another record or process the
current one.

Use this return code to create records. VM:Sort returns to the user exit routine adding records without changing the
parameter list until a different return code is passed. When the input data set is created this way, you must use a
RECORD control file statement including values for both TYPE and LENGTH.

16

Terminate VM:Sort with a completion code of 16, indicating that the sort was unsuccessful.

End-of-Data Condition

All user exits should check for an end-of-data (EOD) condition. If the user exit supplies all of the input, an EOD condition
is not required. EOD is signaled by the sort with a buffer address of zero. At this point, the user exit can issue return
code 8. If you want to insert additional records at this point, use return code 12. However, after you are finished inserting
records, you must return with return code 8.
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Assembly Language Example

This user exit changes the three-letter abbreviations for the months of the year into numbers (1 for JAN, 2 for FEB, and so
on) and sorts the numbers. Use this user exit with the sample output user exit, N2M TEXT, on page 88 to sort dates where
the month is a three-character alphabetic string.

Adjust the offset to account for the RDW in variable-length records or to sort dates where the month does not begin in the
first byte.

M2N TITLE ’A Sample E15 User Exit’

**

Month to numeric conversion, sample E15 user exit.

* Convert a three--character string containing the standard English abbreviation

* for the month of the year and return a three--character string in the following format:

* nnn where nnn ranges from 001 to 012.

*

M2N CSECT

*

STM R14,R12,12(R13) preserve the caller’s registers

LR R12,R15 set ----> csect base

USING M2N,R12 declare our addressability

LA R15,SAVEAREA get ----> savearea

ST R15,8(,R13) link caller’s savearea with ours

ST R13,4(,R15) link our savearea with caller’s

LR R13,R15 set standard savearea base reg

*

L R2,0(,R1) get ----> incoming data record

LTR R2,R2 is there a record ?

BP COPY yes, go to the next step

*

LA R15,8 set return code to say we are done

B EXIT and return to the caller

*

COPY MVC RECORD,0(R2) copy the record to our buffer

*

LA R2,0 this is the offset in the record to

* the first char. of the month string

*

LA R2,RECORD(R2) get ----> first character of month

OC 0(3,R2),BLANKS force month to be uppercase

*

LA R3,MONTHS get ----> beginning of table

USING MONTH,R3

LA R4,LENMON initialize the loop increment

LA R5,MONEND set loop exit condition

*

NEXTMON CLC CHRMON,0(R2) is this the month ?

BE FOUND yes, we found it

*

BXLE R3,R4,NEXTMON set ----> next month in table

**

search has failed, display error msg

LINEDIT TEXT=’ Value ... is not a valid month’,
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SUB=(CHARA,(R2))

*

LA R15,16 set disaster return code

B EXIT and return to caller

*

FOUND MVC 0(3,R2),NUMMON move char string of numeric month

LA R1,RECORD get ----> modified record

SR R15,R15 set return code for inserted record*

EXIT L R13,4(,R13) get ----> caller’s savearea

LM R2,R12,28(R13) restore caller’s registers

L R14,12(,R13) get address of return point

BR R14

* EJECT

* Constants

*

BLANKS DC CL3’ ’

MONTHS DC CL3’JAN’,CL3’001’

DC CL3’FEB’,CL3’002’

DC CL3’MAR’,CL3’003’

DC CL3’APR’,CL3’004’

DC CL3’MAY’,CL3’005’

DC CL3’JUN’,CL3’006’

DC CL3’JUL’,CL3’007’

DC CL3’AUG’,CL3’008’

DC CL3’SEP’,CL3’009’

DC CL3’OCT’,CL3’010’

DC CL3’NOV’,CL3’011’

MONEND DC CL3’DEC’,CL3’012’

*

EJECT

**

Equates

*

R0 EQU 0

R1 EQU 1

R2 EQU 2

R3 EQU 3

R4 EQU 4

R5 EQU 5

R6 EQU 6

R7 EQU 7

R8 EQU 8

R9 EQU 9

R10 EQU 10

R11 EQU 11

R12 EQU 12

R13 EQU 13

R14 EQU 14

R15 EQU 15

*

EJECT

*

* Variables
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*

SAVEAREA DS 18F

* assume record is RECFM=F, LRECL=80

RECORD DS CL80 buffer to hold copied record

*

EJECT

**

Dsect

*

MONTH DSECT

CHRMON DS CL3

NUMMON DS CL3

LENMON EQU *--MONTH

**

END

REXX Example

This user exit checks the value in the department field in EMPLOY DATA A and performs one of the following actions:

• Delete records from the R&D department.
• Change PERSONNEL to FINANCE.
• Add a new record after each existing SALES record.
• Perform no action on any other records and exit.

/* Sample R15 user exit */

/* Test for end of file */

parse arg record

testrc = arg(1,E) if testrc = 0 then return 8

/* Select the part of the record to compare */

parse value record with . . chkword . . . .

/* Define the actions based on the value of this field */

select;

/* To delete records from the R&D department */

when chkword = 'R&D' then return 4;

/* To change the name of a department from PERSONNEL TO FINANCE */

when chkword = 'PERSONNEL' then do;

newrec = SUBSTR(record,1,19) 'FINANCE ' SUBSTR(record,31)

return 0 newrec;

end;

/* To add additional records to the file when a department is z */

when chkword = 'SALES' then do;

/* Check whether a new record has already been added */

'GLOBALV SELECT VMSWITCH GET ADDFLAG'

if addflag = 0 then do;

newrec = 'NEW RECORD SALES 12/15/91 00000 0 0'

addflag = 1

'GLOBALV SELECT VMSWITCH PUT ADDFLAG'

return 12 newrec;

end;

else do;

addflag = 0 addflag
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'GLOBALV SELECT VMSWITCH PUT ADDFLAG'

return 0;

end;

end;

/* In all other cases, return the records with no changes */

otherwise return 0;

end;

This command calls the user exit and copies the records in EMPLOY DATA A to SORTED DATA A:

vmsort employ data a sorted data a (fields copy r15 sample15

This control file has the same effect as the command line options in the preceding example:

SORT FIELDS=(COPY)

MODS R15=(SAMPLE15)

The control file is called with this command:

vmsort employ data a sorted data a (ctl filename

The processed file looks like this:

NEW     RECORD   SALES   12/15/91 00000 0   0

GREENE  GRAHAM   SALES   05/04/87 35000 240 100

NEW     RECORD   SALES   12/15/91 00000 0   0

JONES   EDITH    SALES   11/20/87 40000 100 20

CONRAD  JOSEPH   FINANCE 02/01/88 20000 160 80

NEW     RECORD   SALES   12/15/91 00000 0   0

ANDREWS JULIE    SALES   03/29/88 45000 120 40

SMITH   ANDRE    FINANCE 04/15/88 22000 0   40

CLARK   JACK     FINANCE 10/10/88 18000 80  40

NEW     RECORD   SALES   12/15/91 00000 0   0

SHANDY  TRISTRAM SALES   12/23/88 25000 40  16

NEW     RECORD   SALES   12/15/91 00000 0   0

ANDREWS DANA     SALES   11/30/90 32000 32 24

KAFKA   FRANZ    FINANCE 01/22/91 22000 80 80

This user exit changes the abbreviations for the months of the year into numbers (1 for JAN, 2 for FEB, and so on) and
sorts the numbers. Use this user exit with the second REXX output user exit, N2M EXEC, on page 93 to sort dates where
the month is a three-character alphabetic string.

Add 4 to n in n = 1 to account for the RDW in variable-length records. Change  n  to the starting position of the month field
when the month does not begin in the first byte.

/* Month-to-numeric conversion, sample R15 user exit.

Convert a three-character string containing the standard

English abbreviation for the month of the year and

return a three-character string in the following format :

nnn where nnn ranges from 001 to 012. */

trace

if : arg(1,E) then return 8

parse arg datarec
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/* "n" is set to the index of the first character of the month */

n = 1

mstr = substr( datarec , n, 3 )

mstr = translate( mstr )

months = 'JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC '

nstr = pos( mstr, months )

if nstr = 0 then do

say 'Error in M2N exec, string ' mstr ' is not a valid month.'

return 16

end

len = 3 - length( nstr )

if len > 0 then

temp = left('000',len)

else

temp = ''

nstr = temp || nstr

datarec = overlay( nstr, datarec, n, 3 )

return 0 datarec

Exclusive User Exit Example

This exclusive R15 user exit:

• Reads in records from EMPLOY DATA.
• Passes the record to VM:Sort for processing.
• Checks for the end of the input file, closes it, and exits if it has reached the end of the file.

/* Sample R15 user exit */

/* Read in the next record */

address 'CMS' 'EXECIO 1 DISKR EMPLOY DATA A (FIFO'

/* Check the stack to see if you have reached end of FILE */

if queued() = 0 then do

/* If you have reached end of file, close the file and tell

VMSORT not to call this user exit again */

address 'CMS' 'EXECIO 0 DISKR EMPLOY DATA A (FINI'

return 8

end

/* If you have not reached end of file, pull the record from

the stack and pass it to CA VM:Sort */

else pull record

/* Pass the record to CA VM:Sort */

return 12 record;

end;

This command specifies the sort fields, calls the user exit, specifies the record length, and specifies the record format:

vmsort * sorted data a (fields 1,11,ch,a r15 excl15 lrecl 80 recfm f

VM:Sort needs the record length and record format to process the file named in the user exit.

This control file has the same effect as the command line options in the previous example:

SORT FIELDS=(1,11,CH,A)
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MODS R15=(EXCL15)

RECORD TYPE=F,(LENGTH=(80)

The control file is called with this command:

vmsort * sorted data a (ctl filename

The processed file looks like this:

ANDREWS JULIE    SALES     03/29/88 45000 120 40

ANDREWS DANA     SALES     11/30/90 32000 32  24

BAKER   JAMES    R&D       01/22/90 37000 4   8

CLARK   JACK     FINANCE   10/10/88 18000 80  40

CONRAD  JOSEPH   FINANCE   02/01/88 20000 160 80

GREENE  GRAHAM   SALES     05/04/87 35000 240 100

JONES   EDITH    SALES     11/20/87 40000 100 20

KAFKA   FRANZ    PERSONNEL 01/22/91 22000 80  80

RUSSELL JOHN     R&D       02/15/87 30000 120 40

SHANDY  TRISTRAM SALES     12/23/88 25000 40  16

SMITH   ANDRE    PERSONNEL 04/15/88 22000 0   40

Manipulating Records After Sorting
Contents

Exit 35 (E35 or R35) adds, deletes, or modifies records after  sorting and before output. Exit 35 is called after STOPAFT,
SKIPREC, INCLUDE, OMIT, INREC, OUTREC, and SUM processing and after the sort. Use Exit 35 for writing reports,
creating headers and footers, and creating total values without deleting records as with the SUM statement.

If you want to include or omit records, skip over records in the beginning of a file, or stop sorting after a range of records,
and use the appropriate control file statement or command option instead.

Calling Parameters

The calling parameters received by Exit 35 are:

E35 output record
R35 output record

where  output record is the data for the current record to be written to the output file or device.

Return Codes

0

Accept the record after sorting. This return code is used when selectively editing records in an output file. It passes the
record back to VM:Sort. A RECORD control file statement is required if the user exit changes the maximum logical record
length (LRECL). This return code is invalid after receiving an end-of-data condition.

4

Delete this record. Do not put the record in the output file. This return code is invalid after receiving an end-of-data
condition.

8
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Do not return to this user exit. Stop calling the user exit for the rest of the sort. Use this code at the end of the output file to
indicate that no more records are to be added.

12

Insert a record. Add a record to the output file.

16

Terminate VM:Sort with a completion code of 16, indicating that the sort was unsuccessful.

End-of-Data Condition

All assembly language and REXX user exits should check for an end-of-data (EOD) condition. EOD is signaled by the sort
with a buffer address of zero for assembly language user exits. At this point, the user exit can return a return code of 8. If
you want to insert additional records, use a return code of 12, but at some point you must issue a return code of 8.

Assembly Language Example

This user exit, named N2M TEXT, converts the numeric string created by the sample E15 assembler user exit (M2N TEXT
on page 81) back into its corresponding month abbreviation. You must use both user exits. As with M2N TEXT, adjust the
offset to account for the RDW in variable-length records or when the month field does not begin in the first byte.

N2M TITLE ’A Sample E35 User Exit’

**

Numeric to month conversion, sample E35 user exit.

* Convert a three--character string containing the numeric

* month value and return the standard English abbreviation

* for the month of the year.

*

N2M CSECT

*

STM R14,R12,12(R13) preserve the caller’s registers

LR R12,R15 set ----> csect base

USING N2M,R12 declare our addressability

LA R15,SAVEAREA get ----> savearea

ST R15,8(,R13) link caller’s savearea with ours

ST R13,4(,R15) link our savearea with caller’s

LR R13,R15 set standard savearea base reg

*

L R2,0(,R1) get ----> incoming data record

LTR R2,R2 is there a record ?

BP COPY yes, go to the next step

*

LA R15,8 set return code to say we are done

B EXIT and return to the caller

*

COPY MVC RECORD,0(R2) copy the record to our buffer

*

LA R2,0 this is the offset in the record to

* the first char. of the month string

LA R2,RECORD(R2) et ----> first character of month

*

MVC WORK,0(R2) copy month

NC WORK,MASK AND on the high nibble bits
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CLC WORK,MASK is it a character string of numbers ?

BNE ERROR no, go display an error message

*

LA R3,MONTHS get ----> beginning of table

USING MONTH,R3

LA R4,LENMON initialize the loop increment

LA R5,MONEND set loop exit condition

*

NEXTMON CLC NUMMON,0(R2) is this the month ?

BE FOUND yes, we found it

*

BXLE R3,R4,NEXTMON set ----> next month in table

**search failed, display error msg

ERROR LINEDIT TEXT=’ Value ... is not a valid month’,

SUB=(CHARA,(R2))

LA R15,16 set disaster return code

B EXIT and return to caller*

FOUND MVC 0(3,R2),CHRMON move char string of numeric month

LA R1,RECORD get ----> modified record

SR R15,R15 set return code for new record

*

EXIT L R13,4(,R13) get ----> caller’s savearea

LM R2,R12,28(R13) restore caller’s registers

L R14,12(,R13) get address of return point

BR R14

*

EJECT

**

Constants

*

MASK DC CL3’000’

MONTHS DC CL3’Jan’,CL3’001’

DC CL3’Feb’,CL3’002’

DC CL3’Mar’,CL3’003’

DC CL3’Apr’,CL3’004’

DC CL3’May’,CL3’005’

DC CL3’Jun’,CL3’006’

DC CL3’Jul’,CL3’007’

DC CL3’Aug’,CL3’008’

DC CL3’Sep’,CL3’009’

DC CL3’Oct’,CL3’010’

DC CL3’Nov’,CL3’011’

MONEND DC CL3’Dec’, CL3’012’

*

EJECT

**

Equates

*

R0 EQU 0

R1 EQU 1

R2 EQU 2

R3 EQU 3

R4 EQU 4
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R5 EQU 5

R6 EQU 6

R7 EQU 7

R8 EQU 8

R9 EQU 9

R10 EQU 10

R11 EQU 11

R12 EQU 12

R13 EQU 13

R14 EQU 14

R15 EQU 15

*

EJECT

*

* Variables

*

SAVEAREA DS 18F

* assume record RECFM=F, LRECL=80

RECORD DS CL80 buffer to hold copied record

WORK DS CL3

*

EJECT

**

Dsect

*

MONTH DSECT

CHRMON DS CL3

NUMMON DS CL3

LENMON EQU *--MONTH

**

END

This command calls both user exits and sorts the months of the year in chronological order:

vmsort month data a sorted data a (FIELDS 1,3,ch,a E15 m2n E35 n2m

This control file has the same effect:

SORT FIELDS=(1,11,CH,A)

MODS E15=(M2N),E35=(N2M)

This command calls the control file, MONTHSRT:

vmsort month data a sorted data a (ctl monthsrt

The output file looks like this:

Jan

Feb

Mar

Apr

May
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Jun

Jul

Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov

Dec

REXX Example

This user exit adds a header line to the beginning of the output file. The header variable is defined by the R11 user exit on
page 79.

/* SAMPLE R35 to print header and report */

/* Test for end of data */

parse arg record

testrc = arg(1,E)

if testrc = 0 then return 8

/* Check the global variable to determine if the

report header has been written */

'GLOBALV SELECT VMSWITCH GET HEADER' header

if header = 0 then do

newrec = 'THIS IS THE HEADING FOR A REPORT ON EMPLOY DATA'

header = 1

'GLOBALV SELECT VMSWITCH PUT HEADER'

return 12 newrec

end;

return 0

end;

This command calls the user exit and sorts the input file by last names in ascending order:

vmsort employ data a sorted data a (r11 sample11 r35 sample35 fields 1,11,ch,a

This control file has the same effect:

SORT FIELDS=(1,11,CH,A)

MODS R11=(SAMPLE11),R35=(SAMPLE35)

This command calls the control file:

vmsort employ data a sorted data a (ctl filename

The output file looks like this:

THIS IS THE HEADING FOR A REPORT ON EMPLOY DATA

ANDREWS JULIE    SALES     03/29/88 45000 120 40

ANDREWS DANA     SALES     11/30/90 32000 32  24

BAKER   JAMES    R&D       01/22/90 37000 40  8

CLARK   JACK     FINANCE   10/10/88 18000 80  40

CONRAD  JOSEPH   FINANCE   02/01/88 20000 160 80

GREENE  GRAHAM   SALES     05/04/87 35000 240 100
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JONES   EDITH    SALES     11/20/87 40000 100 20

KAFKA   FRANZ    PERSONNEL 01/22/91 22000 80  80

RUSSELL JOHN     R&D       02/15/87 30000 120 40

SHANDY  TRISTRAM SALES     12/23/88 25000 40  16

SMITH   ANDRE    PERSONNEL 04/15/88 22000 0   40

This user exit, named N2M EXEC, converts the numeric string created by the sample assembler user exit (M2N EXEC on
page 86) back into its corresponding month abbreviation. You must use both user exits. As with M2N EXEC, add 4 to n
in  n = 1 to account for the RDW in variable-length records. Change  n  to the starting position of the month field when the
month does not begin in the first byte.

/* Numeric-to-month conversion, sample r35 user exit.

Convert a three-character string containing the numeric

month value and return the standard English abbreviation

for the month of the year. */

trace

parse arg datarec

if : arg(1,E) then return 8

/* "n" is set to the index of the first character of the month */

n = 1

nstr = substr( datarec, n, 3 )

if : datatype( nstr, 'W' ) then do

say 'Error in N2M exec, string ' nstr ' is not a valid number.'

return 16

end

if nstr < 1 | nstr > 12 then do

say 'Error in N2M exec, string ' nstr ' is not a month value.'

return 16

end

months = 'Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec '

mstr = subword( months, nstr, 1 )

datarec = overlay( mstr, datarec, n, 3 )

return 0 datarec

Exclusive User Exit Example

This exclusive user exit example creates an output file that could be passed back to the program that called VM:Sort.

/* SAMPLE R35 to handle exclusive output */

/* Test for end of data */

parse arg record

testrc = arg(1,E)

if testrc = 0 then do;

'EXECIO 0 DISKW E35XOUT FILE A (FINI'

return 8;

end;

/* Write the record to a file and return a deletion return code */

'EXECIO 1 DISKW E35XOUT FILE A (STRING' record

return 4;

end;

This command specifies the sort fields, and calls the user exit:
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vmsort employ data a * (fields 1,11,ch,a r35 excl35

This control file has the same effect as the command line options in the previous example:

SORT FIELDS=(1,11,CH,A)

MODS R35=(EXCL35)

The control file is called with this command:

vmsort employ data a * (ctl filename

The processed file looks like this:

ANDREWS JULIE    SALES     03/29/88 45000 120 40

ANDREWS DANA     SALES     11/30/90 32000 32  24

BAKER   JAMES    R&D       01/22/90 37000 40  8

CONRAD  JOSEPH   FINANCE   02/01/88 20000 160 80

CLARK   JACK     FINANCE   10/10/88 18000 80  40

GREENE  GRAHAM   SALES     05/04/87 35000 240 100

JONES   EDITH    SALES     11/20/87 40000 100 20

KAFKA   FRANZ    PERSONNEL 01/22/91 22000 80  80

RUSSELL JOHN     R&D       02/15/87 30000 120 40

SMITH   ANDRE    PERSONNEL 04/15/88 22000 0   40

SHANDY  TRISTRAM SALES     12/23/88 25000 40 16

Using Tape, Reader, Punch and Print Files

Using Tape Files
2

You can sort tape files and send sorted files to tape. Use the CMS-FILEDEF command or control file statements to
describe input and output file data definition names, record formats, record lengths, and blocksizes. You can use tape
reels or tape cartridges.

VM:Tape

You can use VM:Sort with any tape management system, including VM:Tape product, to control tapes and tape drives. For
more information, refer to the documentation for the tape management system installed at your site.

DMSTVI

Use the OS Simulation Standard Label Tape Processing Exit to interface with your tape management system during OS
simulation processing. The interface, DMSTVI, is called by the CMS OS simulation OPEN, EOV, and CLOSE routines and
by the FILEDEF command. DMSTVI provides multiple volume tape support, detects end-of-volume conditions, and acts
as an interface between VM:Sort and your tape management system.

With DMSTVI and OS simulation QSAM support for standard label tapes, you no longer need to call your tape
management system directly for tape mounts. DMSTVI automatically generates all mount requests based on information
supplied on CMS FILEDEF and LABELDEF commands and passes this information to your tape management system.
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If you do not have DMSTVI installed, you must allocate and attach all tape drives before running VM:Sort as well as
mounting all tape volumes. Also, without DMSTVI, you cannot work with multi-volume files. For more information, refer to
the information on the OS simulation standard label tape processing exit in OS documentation.

VM:Tape provides a module, VMTTVI, that you can use to generate the DMSTVI module. For more information, see OS
Simulation Support

in the VM:Tape documentation.

Specifying Tapes

To use a tape input or output file, substitute input or output on the command line with one of the symbolic names in Table
10, or define it in a CMS FILEDEF command. You must specify tape input files with the CMS FILEDEF command if you
are sorting:

• More than one tape file
• One or more tape files with one or more disk files and/or a reader file

Symbolic Name Virtual Address Symbolic Name Virtual Address
TAP0 180 TAP8 288
TAP1 181 TAP9 289
TAP2 182 TAPA 29A
TAP3 183 TAPB 28B
TAP4 184 TAPC 28C
TAP5 185 TAPD 28D
TAP6 186 TAPE 28E
TAP7 187 TAPF 28F

Cartridge drives and open reel tape drives are on different controllers. When using both types of drives in the same
invocation of VM:Sort, specify one type of drive as TAP0 through TAP7 (virtual addresses 180 through 187) and the other
as TAP8 through TAPF (virtual addresses 288 through 28F).

Describing Input and Output Files

VM:Sort needs to know an input and output file’s logical record length, record format, and blocksize. This is not a problem
with standard label tapes. You must provide VM:Sort with this information for tape files with a CMS FILEDEF command or
the INPFIL, OUTFIL, and RECORD control file statements.

The CMS FILEDEF command is the easiest way to give VM:Sort this information. It also gives VM:Sort the data definition
name, for example, SORTIN, and the input source, for example, TAP1. This means you do not need to specify these
items on the command line.

Use the CMS FILEDEF command when you need to use different data definition names, when data definition names need
to be defined for another program, when sorting multiple files, or when you do not need to worry about compatibility with
other sort products.

Use the control file statements or the equivalent command options when you do not need to change data definition
names, when sorting a single file, or when you want to convert control statements from other OS/DOS-compatible sort
products.

Variable-Length Records

VM:Sort can make more efficient use of work and storage space when sorting variable-length records if it has information
on the maximum, minimum, and average record lengths. These are specified on a RECORD control file statement.
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You can specify up to seven different record lengths on the RECORD control statement:

l1
, the maximum record length including the RDW, is the only required length parameter on the RECORD
statement.

l2
(not used in the following example) is the maximum input logical record length after E15 or R15 processing.

l3
(not used in the following example) is the maximum output logical record length after E15 or R35 processing.

l4
is the minimum record length including the RDW.

l5
is the average input record length including the RDW.

l6
and l7 are included for OS/DOS compatibility and are not processed by VM:Sort.

For example, if you have a tape file with variable-length records where the maximum length is 100, the minimum length
after sorting will be 30 and the average length is 40. The missing values (l2 and l3) are represented by commas. The
RECORD control file statement should look like this:

RECORD TYPE=V,LENGTH=(100,,,30,40)

Add 4 to all field starting positions when sorting variable-length records.

Sorting Tape Files

Substitute one of the symbolic names listed in Table 10 on page 97 for input on the VM:Sort command line. Output can be
to disk, your virtual punch, your virtual printer, or another tape.

For example, this command processes data on a tape mounted at virtual address 181, sends the sorted output to a disk
file named OUT FILE A, and uses a control file to describe and sort the input file.

vmsort tap1 out file a (ctl input

If you are sorting more than one tape file, or one or more tape files with other types of input files, you must use CMS
FILEDEF commands for the input file and the output file.

topdiscfalse

Using the CMS FILEDEF Command

Clear all previously issued filedefs.

Enter this CMS FILEDEF command to sort input from a tape file mounted at virtual address 181 with 80 byte fixed-length
records blocked at 2400 bytes:

filedef sortin tap1 (lrecl 80 recfm f blksize 2400

If the input tape is a standard labeled tape and it has more than one file on it, you can designate a specific file.

For example, this FILEDEF command specifies the second file on a standard labeled tape mounted at virtual address 181
as the sort input:

filedef sortin tap1 sl 2 (blksize 2400 lrecl 80 recfm f

If you are sorting multiple input files, enter CMS FILEDEF commands for each input file and the sort output file. The input
data definition names are SORTIN01 through SORTIN16 for the input files, and SORTOUT for the sort output file. For
example:
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filedef sortin01 tap1 (lrecl 80 recfm fb blksize 800

filedef sortin02 disk employ data a

filedef sortout disk test file a

In this case, where you are sorting multiple input files using CMS FILEDEF commands, you must also use a control file to
specify the number of files. For this example, specify the following in a control file:

SORT FIELDS=(1,20,CH,A),FILES=2

FILES=2 is the number of files input to the sort. You must use the FILES= control file option if the input files are defined
using the CMS FILEDEF command.

You can also use the CMS FILEDEF command to define the output file. Then you do not need to specify it on the
command line. For example:

filedef sortout disk out file a

Enter this command to sort the input file by the first 20 characters in ascending order:

vmsort (fields 1,20,ch,a

Changing the Input Data Definition Name

If you are calling VM:Sort from a program and sorting one file after another, you may need a different data definition name
for each input file. Change the default input data definition name, SORTIN, with a CMS FILEDEF command and the
SORTIN option on the OPTION control file statement. For example, use this CMS FILEDEF command to change the input
DDNAME to DATAIN1 (the first data file):

filedef datain1 tap1 (recfm f lrecl 80 blksize 2400

Add this line to your control file:

OPTION SORTIN=DATAIN1

The DDNAME command option changes the first four characters in both the input and output data definition names. You
must enter CMS FILEDEF commands, specifying the same data definition name for both input and output, if you want to
use the DDNAME command line option.

Using Control Files for Tape Input

Except for defining the data definition name, which must be done with FILEDEF, you can give VM:Sort the input blocksize,
record format, and logical record length information it needs with the INPFIL and RECORD control file statements.

The following control file:

• Sorts the input file by the first 20 bytes in each record in ascending order with a SORT control file statement.
• Defines the record format as fixed-length (F) and the record length as 80 with a RECORD control file statement.
• Defines the blocksize at 2400, skips blocks in input files that are not multiples of BLKSIZE with the BYPASS option,

and unloads the tape after reading it with an INPFIL control file statement.

You can use the BYPASS option to skip records in input files containing variable-length records. The records you skip
must have record lengths which fall outside the minimum and maximum record lengths specified on the RECORD control
statement.

Also, you can rewind the input tape before and after processing with the OPEN and CLOSE options.

The control file gives VM:Sort the same record length, record format, and blocksize information as in this FILEDEF
command:

filedef sortin tap1 (lrecl 80 recfm f blksize 2400
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The control file looks like this:

SORT FIELDS=(1,20,CH,A)

RECORD TYPE=FB,LENGTH=(80)

INPFIL BLKSIZE=2400,BYPASS,CLOSE=UNLD

Command Line Example

This command has the same information as the control file except for the BYPASS and CLOSE options on the INPFIL
statement:

vmsort tap1 out file a (recfm f lrecl 80 blksize 2400 fields 1,20,ch,a

Sending Sorted Records to Tape

Substitute one of the symbolic names in Table 10 for tapeout on the VM:Sort command line. Input can be from disk, your
virtual reader, or another tape.

For example, enter this command:

vmsort employ data a tap2 (ctl tapeout blksize 2400

This command:

• Sends the sorted records from the input file, EMPLOY DATA A, to a tape mounted at virtual address 182.
• Calls a control file, named TAPEOUT, to sort the input file and describe the output file.
• Specifies the output blocksize.

If you are sorting data from multiple input files, and one of the input files is a tape file or a reader file, you must specify the
output file on a CMS FILEDEF command and not on the command line.

topdiscfalse

Using the CMS FILEDEF Command

Clear all previously issued filedefs.

Enter this CMS FILEDEF command, instead of using VM:Sort command line options or a control file, before using VM:Sort
to send the sort output to a tape mounted at virtual address 182 with 80 byte, fixed-length records blocked at 2400:

filedef sortout tap2 (lrecl 80 recfm f blksize 2400

You can also use the CMS FILEDEF command to define the input file. Then you do not need to specify the input file on
the command line. For example:

filedef sortin disk employ data a

Enter this command to sort the input file by the first 20 characters in ascending order and send the output to TAP2:

vmsort (fields 1,20,ch,a

Changing the Output Data Definition Name

If you are calling VM:Sort from a program and sorting one file after another, you may need a different data definition
name for each output file. Use the CMS FILEDEF command to change the default output data definition name, and the
SORTOUT option on the OPTION control file statement.

For example, use this CMS FILEDEF to change the output DDNAME to DATAOUT1 (the first output file):

filedef dataout1 tape2 (recfm f lrecl 80 blksize 2400
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Add this line to your control file:

OPTION SORTOUT=DATAOUT1

Using Control Files for Tape Output

Except for defining the data definition name and changing the record format, which must be done with the CMS FILEDEF
command, you can give VM:Sort the output blocksize and record length information it needs with the OUTFIL control
statement. Also, OUTFIL lets you control the output tape before and after using it with the OPEN and CLOSE options.

For example, this control file, named TAPEOUT SORTCTL:

Sorts the file.

• Unloads the output tape after writing on it.
• Gives VM:Sort the same record length and blocksize information as in the previous FILEDEF command.

* TAPEOUT SORTCTL

SORT FIELDS=(1,20,CH,A)

OUTFIL BLKSIZE=2400,LRECL=80,CLOSE=UNLD

Command Line Example

This command has the same information as the control file except for the CLOSE and LRECL options on the OUTFIL
statement:

vmsort employ data a tap2 (blksize 2400 fields 1,20,ch,a

You cannot specify output record length on the command line.

Defining Output Tape Density

By default, the output tape’s data density is that of the mounted tape. Use the DEN option to change the output tape’s
density. For example, this command sets the output tape density at 1600 bpi:

vmsort employ data a tap1 (fields 1,20,ch,a den 1600

You can also use the DEN option on FILEDEF. For example:

filedef sortout tap2 (lrecl 80 recfm f blksize 2400 den 1600

Sorting from Tape to Tape

You can use tape input and output files at the same time. Use separate CMS FILEDEF commands for the input and output
tape files. For example:

filedef sortin tap1 (recfm f lrecl 700 blksize 14000

filedef sortout tap2 (recfm f lrecl 700 blksize 14000

Use this command to sort the first tape file and send the sorted data to another tape:

vmsort (fields 5,6,ch,a

If you want to use a control file instead, you need:

• A RECORD statement
• An INPFIL statement
• An OUTFIL statement
• A SORT statement
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For example:

RECORD TYPE=F,LENGTH=(700)

INPFIL BLKSIZE=14000

SORT FIELDS=(5,6,CH,A)

OUTFIL BLKSIZE=14000,LRECL=700

Use this command to sort the file using the control file:

vmsort tap1 tap2 (ctl filename 

You cannot use the same tape drive for both input and output.

Sending Spill Files to Tape
Contents

If you are sorting or merging a very large file and you do not have enough read/write and/or temporary disk (TDISK)
space, for work (spill) files, use the SORTWK command line or control file option and send them to tape with one of the
following command lines or control file statements:

• Command line formats:

vmsort input output ( sortwk tap0,tap1,tap2[, ... ,tapf]

vmsort input output ( sortwk vaddr1, vaddr2, vaddr3 [,...,vaddr16]

• Control file statements:

OPTION SORTWK=( SORTWK TAP0,TAP1,TAP2[, ... ,TAPF])

OPTION SORTWK=(vaddr1, vaddr2, vaddr3 [,...,vaddr16])

You must specify a minimum of three and a maximum of 16 tape drives. If you have the DMSTVI module installed, linked,
and accessed, it will take care of allocating and attaching the tape drives. If not, you must allocate and attach the tape
drives before running VM:Sort. Also, if you have access to DMSTVI, you can use more than one tape volume per drive. If
not, you can only use one tape volume per drive. The tape devices specified cannot be the same drives as those specified
for the input or output files. You can specify a tape drive only once.

Restrictions

You cannot use the EQUALS option on the command line or on a SORT, MERGE, or OPTION control statement with
SORTWK. You cannot specify the WORKFULL STOP command line option or WORKFULL=STOP on the OPTION control
statement.

Unlike other VM:Sort tape functions, there are no user-defined filedefs associated with SORTWK.

Processing Steps

SORTWK processing is triggered when one of the following occurs:

• There is either no more TDISK for VM:Sort to use for work files or VM:Sort is precluded from using TDISK.
• The read/write minidisk used for work files fills.

SORTWK goes through these steps when processing spill files:

1. VM:Sort merges the disk spill files to tape.
2. Sorting or merging resumes and, if necessary, VM:Sort reuses the TDISK or read/write disk space made available

when the work files were sent to tape. If the disks fill again, VM:Sort sends more work files to tape. This process
continues until all of the input data has been processed.
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3. The tape spill files are merged and the sorted file is written to the output file.

Using Reader, Punch, and Print Files
Contents

You can sort reader files and send output to disk, tape, your virtual punch, or your virtual printer. You can sort any reader
file that has been spooled and punched to your reader by specifying RDR for input on the command line.

VM:Sort can send records from any input source to your virtual punch or to your virtual printer. Specify PUN for output
on the command line to send files to your virtual punch. Specify PRT for output when you want a hardcopy listing of the
sorted file.

If you are sorting more than one input file, and one of the files is a tape file or a reader file, all input and output
specifications must be made on CMS FILEDEF commands and not on the command line. For more information on sorting
multiple input files, see Sorting Multiple Input Files.

Sorting Reader Files

Another user punched you a copy of EMPLOY DATA A. You need a copy sorted by employee name in alphabetical order
on your A-disk in a file with the same name.

This command sorts the reader file and puts the sorted records in a file named EMPLOY DATA A:

vmsort rdr employ data a (fields 1,20,ch,a

Specifying rdr designates the reader as the input source. If the reader has more than one file in it, VM:Sort uses the first
file in the reader. You cannot designate a specific reader file with VM:Sort. However, you can change the order of your
reader files with the CP ORDER command.

If you are sorting multiple input files, you must specify the reader on a CMS FILEDEF command and not on the VM:Sort
command line. For example:

filedef sortin reader

If the file was punched with a header card, use the SKIPREC command line option to skip over the header card.

Files in NOTE format contain header and footer lines. Use SKIPREC and STOPAFT to eliminate these lines.

CMS deletes reader files when they are processed by VM:Sort. You can prevent this with the CP SPOOL RDR HOLD
command.

Before sorting, use the CMS PEEK command and examine the file for headers and footers, and to determine its format.

NETDATA and DISK-DUMP Files

VM:Sort cannot process files in NETDATA or DISK-DUMP format. Files sent to your reader by the CMS SENDFILE
command are in NETDATA format. Reader files created by the CMS DISK DUMP command are in DISK-DUMP format.
Use the CMS RDRLIST command and PEEK the reader file to determine its format before processing it. If the status line
includes FORMAT IS NETDATA or FORMAT is DISK-DUMP, use the RECEIVE command on the RDRLIST screen to
move the file to disk before sorting it.

Using PUNCH Files

You can send sorted data from any input source to your virtual punch. If you want to send sorted files to another user,
spool your virtual punch first.

These commands spool the file to USERA and send the sorted output from EMPLOY DATA A to your virtual punch:
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spool pun to usera

vmsort employ data a pun (fields 1,20,ch,a

If you are sorting multiple input files and one of the input files is a tape or reader file, you must specify the virtual punch on
a CMS FILEDEF command and not on the VM:Sort command line. For example:

filedef sortout punch

Using Print Files

You can send sorted data from any input source to your virtual printer. This command sends the sorted output from
EMPLOY DATA A to your virtual printer:

vmsort employ data a prt (fields 1,20,ch,a

If you are sorting data from multiple input files and one of the input files is a tape or reader file, you must specify the virtual
printer on a CMS FILEDEF command and not on the VM:Sort command line. For example:

filedef sortout printer

Advanced Features
The Advanced Features section covers features that would be used by product experts in unusual cases.

Changing the Sorting Sequence
You can change the sorting (or collating) sequence of characters in a particular field. For example, you can make
lowercase letters sort with their uppercase counterparts or change the entire character set from EBCDIC to ASCII.
You can reposition up to 256 characters in a single statement. The default sorting sequence is the EBCDIC collation
sequence. Refer to the IBM System/370 Reference Summary for a list of the EBCDIC codes.

Each character in the EBCDIC character set is represented by a hexadecimal (hex) value. For example, a is represented
by 81 and A by C1. The hex code also defines the character’s sort position. C1 is greater than 81 and A sorts after a in an
ascending sort. To make a sort between A and B, use the ALTSEQ control statement to reposition a. You must also use
the alternate sequence data format code (AQ) in your sort field specifications to recollate the data.

In the following command, the first field is affected by an ALTSEQ control file statement and the second is not:

vmsort employ data a sorted data a (fields 1,11,aq,a,12,8,ch,a

Example 1
This example moves hexadecimal codes before printing a CMS LOAD MAP:

* specified sort field location for a CMS LOAD MAP.

SORT FIELDS=(14,6,AQ,A)

* generic sort altseq for character string containing

* hexadecimal data

ALTSEQ FIELDS=(C1FA,C2FB,C3FC,C4FD,C5FE,C6FF,

81FA,82FB,83FC,84FD,85FE,86FF)
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Example 2
This example shows part of an ALTSEQ control file statement for changing the EBCDIC collation sequence to
ASCII. For this to be effective, you must change the entire character set. In this portion, the numbers 0 through
9 are recollated in ASCII sequence:

ALTSEQ FIELDS=(F030,F131,F231,F333,F434,F535,F636,F737,F838, F939)

Restricting Disk and Virtual Storage Use
You can:

• Restrict sorting to virtual storage with INCORE when temporary disk space (TDISK) and read/write minidisk space is
unavailable or at a premium.

• Restrict the amount of storage VM:Sort can allocate to itself with the STORAGE control file option. Normally, this
product uses all available storage.

• Specify the amount of storage allocated to other processes with the VSCORE control file option:
– When calling VM:Sort from an applications program and you do not want it to allocate the entire virtual machine,

which can result in storage management conflicts.
– To avoid storage allocation conflicts when using complex user exits.

• Restrict temporary disk use with the NOTDISK command line or control file option with the INCORE, VSCORE, and
NOTDISK options when temporary disk space is scarce or unavailable.

Sorting Large Files
Contents

You can use command options and control file statements to reduce the size of your input files and help VM:Sort run
faster. Other options assist you in allocating resources.

Using TDISK

Normally, VM:Sort tries to sort files in virtual storage. If this is not possible because of the size of the input file, the product
allocates one of the following to create temporary sort work files:

• Temporary disk space (TDISK), if so configured
• A read/write minidisk

If you do not have TDISK available, or if you have used the NOTDISK command option, make sure you have a read/write
minidisk with sufficient room for the sort work files: approximately 115% of the size of your input file.

If you use TDISK for your sort work files, use the TEMPINFO option to display information about the virtual address, type,
and size of temporary disk space allocated. For example:

vmsort employ data a output file a (fields 1,11,ch,a tempinfo

When VM:Sort allocates temporary disk space, it sends you a message similar to:

VMSDEV409I 3380 TDISK DEFINED AT VIRTUAL ADDRESS vaddr FOR number BLOCKS|CYLINDERS

See Editing the Configuration File for more information on defining TDISK.
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How To Enhance Performance

The number and size of the VM:Sort work files change with the size of your virtual machine. We recommend a virtual
machine size of at least two megabytes.

Increasing the size of your virtual machine lets you sort more records in virtual memory, thus reducing the need for
temporary disk or R/W disk work files. As a rule of thumb, the total size required for work files is 115% of the input data.

Sorting in virtual memory is best in terms of start I/Os (SIOs), but it is higher in terms of CPU time. Sorts or merges that
utilize work files use more SIOs.

Here are some additional ways to enhance performance:

• Try to exclude records with an INCLUDE or OMIT statement. If some or all of the unnecessary records come at the
beginning of the file, use SKIPREC to eliminate them. If some or all of the unnecessary records come at the end of the
file, use STOPAFT.

• Determine if you can eliminate unnecessary fields and shorten the record with an INREC statement. If your needs go
beyond reformatting the input record to changing information, use a R15 or E15 user exit.

• If you need to add spaces to the records, do it after sorting with an OUTREC statement.
• If you have numeric data, use packed decimal if possible; it sorts faster than zoned decimal.
• Specify input and output file size (FILSZ), record format (RECFM), record length (RECORD), and blocksize (BLKSIZE)

for tape and reader files. This helps VM:Sort allocate resources more efficiently.

Keep in Mind...

Some functions, such as the ALTSEQ statement, hamper speed. As a rule of thumb, if you do not need a function, do not
use it. For example, do not use the VSCORE|RESINV|RESALL options unless you need to allocate separate areas of
storage for different programs. User exits that call complicated subroutines also hinder sort speed.

3370s use fewer SIOs than 3380s.

The relationship between virtual storage and the number of spill files VM:Sort creates is illustrated by figure below:
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Calling VM:Sort From Programs
VM:Sort can be called from any program conforming to OS simulation standards including:

• Assembly language
• VS COBOL
• VS COBOL II
• EASYTRIEVE
• EXEC 2
• FORTRAN
• PL/1
• REXX
• SAS

TXTLIB and MODULE Files

When you are running VM:Sort from a program, you are calling the VMSLIB TXTLIB file. When you are running VM:Sort
as a stand-alone utility, you are calling the VMSORT MODULE file.

Standard Call Parameter Lists
Use the standard parameter list with any program to pass information from the program to VM:Sort.

To pass the parameter list to VM:Sort, load the address of a fullword pointer into Register 1. This pointer is the address of
the parameter list’s byte count. The byte count specifies the number of bytes, in hexadecimal, remaining in the list. The
byte count must be located in the last two bytes of the first fullword entry in the parameter list. Do not include these two
bytes in the total byte count.

The first seven entries in the parameter list are required in the order shown in the figure. The remaining entries are
optional. You can specify them in any order after the first seven required entries. These entries must contain a clean 24-bit
address.

The following figure illustrates Register 1, the fullword pointer, and the parameter list.
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Required Entries

The total length of the required entries is 24 bytes.

Beginning address of SORT or MERGE statement
Must be in the last three bytes of this fullword. The first byte must contain X’00’.

Ending address of SORT or MERGE statement
Must be in the last three bytes of this fullword. The first byte must contain X’00’.
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Beginning address of RECORD statement
Must be in the last three bytes of this fullword. The first byte must contain X’00’. The RECORD statement must
include a value for the LENGTH parameter if you are using an E15 user exit.

Ending address of RECORD statement
Must be in the last three bytes of this fullword. The first byte must contain X’00’.

Address of an E15 user exit
Must be in the last three bytes of this fullword. The first byte must contain X’00’. If you are not using an E15 user
exit, fill the last three bytes with zeros.

Address of an E35 user exit
Must be in the last three bytes of this fullword. The first byte must contain X’00’. If you are not using an E35 user
exit, fill the last three bytes with zeros.

Optional Entries

All optional entries are four bytes long except for those otherwise noted.

Main storage value
The first byte must contain X’00’. The next three bytes contain either MAX or a hexadecimal value. This
parameter specifies the maximum amount of storage allocated to VM:Sort. This parameter corresponds to the
STORAGE option on the OPTION control file statement.

Reserved main storage value
The first byte must contain a hexadecimal 1 (X’01’). The next three bytes specify the amount of storage reserved
for processes other than VM:Sort. This parameter corresponds to the VSCORE option on the OPTION control file
statement.

Beginning address of MODS statement
The first byte must contain X’02’. The next three bytes contain the address of the MODS statement.

Ending address of MODS statement
The first byte must contain X’00’. The next three bytes contain the ending address of the MODS statement. This
parameter must immediately follow the beginning address of the MODS statement.

Beginning address of message DDNAMES to replace SYSOUT
The first byte must contain X’03’. The next three bytes contain the address of an eight-byte field containing
the name. You can use any unique and valid data definition name (DDNAME). Pad the field with blanks if the
DDNAME is shorter than eight bytes.

Number of merge input files.
Use this parameter only if you are merging files with an E32 user exit. You do not need this parameter if you
are merging files with the MERGE control file statement. The first byte must contain X’04’. The next three bytes
contain the number of input files in hexadecimal.

Reserved for future use
The address beginning with X’05’ is not used by VM:Sort.

Beginning address of ALTSEQ statement
The first byte must contain X’06’. The last three bytes contain the beginning address of the ALTSEQ control file
statement.

Ending address of ALTSEQ statement
The first byte must contain X’00’. The next three bytes contain the ending address of the ALTSEQ control file
statement. The ending address of the ALTSEQ statement must immediately follow the beginning address of the
ALTSEQ statement.

Beginning address of SUM statement
The first byte must contain X’07’. The last three bytes contain the starting address of the SUM control file
statement.
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Ending address of SUM statement
The first byte must contain X’00’. The next three bytes contain the ending address of the SUM control file
statement. The ending address of the SUM statement must immediately follow the beginning address of the SUM
statement.

Beginning address of INCLUDE/OMIT statement
The first byte must contain X’08’. The last three bytes contain the starting address of the INCLUDE or OMIT
control file statement.

Ending address of INCLUDE/OMIT statement
The first byte must contain X’00’. The next three bytes contain the ending address of the INCLUDE or OMIT
control file statement. The ending address of the INCLUDE or OMIT statement must immediately follow the
beginning address of the INCLUDE or OMIT statement.

Beginning address of OUTREC statement
The first byte must contain X’09’. The last three bytes contain the starting address of the OUTREC control file
statement.

Ending address of OUTREC statement
The first byte must contain X’00’. The next three bytes contain the ending address of the OUTREC control file
statement. The ending address of the OUTREC statement must immediately follow the beginning address of the
OUTREC statement.

Beginning address of INREC statement
The first byte must contain X’0A’. The last three bytes contain the starting address of the INREC control file
statement.

Ending address of INREC statement
The first byte must contain X’00’. The next three bytes contain the ending address of the INREC control file
statement. The ending address of the INREC statement must immediately follow the beginning address of the
INREC statement.

Beginning address of OUTFIL statement
The first byte must contain X’0B’. The last three bytes contain the starting address of the INREC control file
statement.

Ending address of OUTFIL statement
The first byte must contain X’00’. The next three bytes contain the ending address of the OUTFIL control file
statement. The ending address of the OUTFIL statement must immediately follow the beginning address of the
OUTFIL statement.

Beginning address of OPTION statement
The first byte must contain X’20’. The last three bytes contain the starting address of the OPTION control file
statement.

Ending address of OPTION statement
The first byte must contain X’00’. The next three bytes contain the ending address of the OPTION control file
statement. The ending address of the OPTION statement must immediately follow the beginning address of the
OPTION statement.

Beginning address of INPFIL statement
The first byte must contain X’31’. The last three bytes contain the starting address of the INPFIL control file
statement.

Ending address of INPFIL statement
The first byte must contain X’00’. The next three bytes contain the ending address of the INPFIL control file
statement. The ending address of the INPFIL statement must immediately follow the beginning address of the
INPFIL statement.
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Beginning address of the translation table
The first byte must contain X’F6’. The next three bytes contain the address of a 256-character translation
table used instead of the default EBCDIC character table or the ALTSEQ control file statement. If you use this
parameter, VM:Sort ignores the ALTSEQ parameter (X’06’).

User exit address constant
These four bytes are passed to an E15 user exit (at offset 4 in the E15 parameter list) or to an E35 user exit (at
offset 8 in the E35 parameter list) after VM:Sort replaces X’F7’ with X’00’.

IMS flag
This is included for OS/DOS compatibility only. Parameters beginning with X’FD’ are not processed by VM:Sort.

Pointer to STAE work area
This is included for OS/DOS compatibility only. Parameters beginning with X’FE’ are not processed by VM:Sort.

Message option
This is included for OS/DOS compatibility only. Parameters beginning with X’FF’ are not processed by VM:Sort.

Extended Parameter List
Use the extended parameter list instead of the standard parameter list with your assembly language, VS COBOL II
programs, and XA applications.

The first parameter is required, and the last parameter must be followed by X’FFFFFFFF’ in VS COBOL II or 8X’FF’ in
assembly language. All of the other parameters are optional. The parameters must appear in the indicated position, which
must contain a 31-bit address or a clean 24-bit address (that is, the first 8 bits containing zeros). If you omit a parameter, it
is treated as if it was specified as zeros.

Register 1 must contain the address of the parameter list. To distinguish the extended parameter list from the standard
parameter list, the high-order bit in the register must be zero. The following table includes the list format and the pointer
containing the address that is passed to VM:Sort.

Bits 0-7 Bits 8-31
X'00' Address of control statements (zeros if none)
X'00' Address of user exit E15 or E32 (zeros if none)
X'00' Address of user exit E35 (zeros if none)
X'00' User exit address constant (zeros if none)
X'00' Address of ALTSEQ translation table (zeros if none)
X'00' Address of STAE area field (zeros if no STAE routine)
X'00' Accepted for compatibility
X'00' Accepted for compatibility
X'FFFFFFFF'

Notes About Parameter List Entries

Address of control statements
Address of the area containing the VM:Sort control statements, if any. Otherwise, specify this parameter as all
zeros. If this parameter is specified as zeros, you must supply the control file statements by means of the CTL
command line option. This is the only required parameter.

Address of user exit E15 or E32
Address of an E15 or E32 user exit your program has placed in main storage, or zeros.

Address of user exit E35
Address of an E35 user exit your program has placed in main storage, or zeros.
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User exit address constant
User exit address constant, if any; otherwise, specify all zeros. The contents of this field are passed to an E15 or
E35 user exit.

Address of ALTSEQ translation table
Address of a 256-byte translation table to be used instead of an ALTSEQ control statement, if any; otherwise,
specify all zeros. If this parameter is specified, it will override any other translation tables.

Address of STAE area field
VM:Sort accepts this parameter but does not process it.

Accepted for compatibility only
VM:Sort accepts this parameter but does not process it.

Accepted for compatibility only
VM:Sort accepts this parameter but does not process it.

Assembly Language
Contents

Write your program using either the standard or extended parameter lists.

Using the Standard Parameter List

To pass the list to VM:Sort, load the address of a fullword pointer into Register 1. Code the address of the parameter list’s
byte count in the last three bytes. The byte count specifies the number of bytes, in hexadecimal, remaining in the list. The
byte count must be in the last two bytes of the first fullword entry in the parameter list. Do not include these two bytes in
the total byte count.

Sample Program 24

The assembly language program in Figure 33 uses the standard parameter list to sort employee names within a specified
department in EMPLOY DATA A. The user enters the program name, SAMPLE24, followed by a department name. The
department name entry is passed to an INCLUDE statement:

DC   C' INCLUDE COND=(21,8,CH,EQ,C'''   

DEPT    DS   CL8    dept specified by user  

DC   C''') '    

The INCLUDE statement selects records where the value in the department field is the same as the user’s input. The file
is sorted by last name in alphabetical order.

For example, a user enters:

sample24 sales

The sorted file looks like this:

ANDREWS DANA     SALES 11/30/90 32000 32  24

ANDREWS JULIE    SALES 03/29/88 45000 120 40

GREENE  GRAHAM   SALES 05/04/87 35000 240 100

JONES   EDITH    SALES 11/20/87 40000 100 20

SHANDY  TRISTRAM SALES 12/23/88 25000 40  16

Output File from Assembly Language Program Using Standard Parameter List
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*---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

*

*       This     is a simple example of a program to call Unicenter VM:Sort               

*       to   sort the EMPLOY DATA file. There is no error checking            

*       done     in this example.                                               

*                                                                         

*       To   run the program, issue the following commands:                   

* 

*           GLOBAL   MACLIB CMSLIB OSMACRO                                         

*           ASSEMBLE     SAMPLE24                                                        

*           LOAD     SAMPLE24                                                               

*             GENMOD   SAMPLE24                                                             

*           SAMPLE24     <department>                                                                                                                 *---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

SAMPLE24    CSECT    

            STM      R14,R12,12(R13)          save     the callers registers 

            LR           R12,R15                 get  the base address 

            USING        SAMPLE24,R12                      get  addressability 

            ST          R13,SAVEREG+4              store    save area address 

            LA          R13,SAVEREG              get  address of new save area 

*                                                        

*           The  address of a "tokenized" list of parameters specified    

*           on   the command line is in R1. 

*

            MVC DEPT,8(R1)                    move     DEPT into the sort plist 

*

*                       Issue    the following CMS commands: 

*                      FILEDEF  SORTIN DISK EMPLOY DATA * 

*                 GLOBAL   TXTLIB VMSLIB 

* 

            LA           R1,FILEDEF                   get  address of ’filedef’ plist 

            SVC     202                 invoke   the command 

            DC      AL4(1)                  ignore   any errors 

* 

            LA      R1,GLOBAL                    get  address of ’global’ plist 

            SVC     202                 invoke   the command 

            DC      AL4(1)                  ignore   any errors 

*

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

*-- call  Unicenter VM:Sort

            LA      R1,POINTER               load     address of parameter list point 

            LINK         EP=SORT                      call     Unicenter VM:Sort 

* 

*-- return to CMS

            L       13,SAVEREG+4                 get  address of callers save area

            L            R14,12(,R13)                   restore  original regs,..

            LM           R0,R12,20(R13)             ...preserving    R15, the return code

            BR           R14                           return   to CMS

        EJECT   
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* 

*-- data areas, dsects, equates, etc. 

SAVEREG DS         18F                         local    save area 

* 

*-- ’filedef’ command parameter list 

FILEDEF     DC      CL8’FILEDEF’,CL8’SORTIN’,CL8’DISK’  

             DC      CL8’EMPLOY’,CL8’DATA’,CL8’*’,8X’FF’ 

* 

*-- ’global’ command parameter list

GLOBAL       DC          CL8’GLOBAL’,CL8’TXTLIB’,CL8’VMSLIB’,8X’FF’  

*

*-- Unicenter VM:Sort parameter list 

            DS      0F                          align    to fullword

POINTER     DC      X’80’,AL3(COUNTER)           address  of parameter list 

*-- required parameter list entries follow 

            CNOP    2,4                               align    to last 2 bytes of a word

COUNTER     DC          AL2(PLISTLEN)                parameter    list byte count 

PLIST                DC          A(SORTBGN)               beginning    address of sort stmt

            DC          A(SORTEND)               ending   address of sort stmt 

            DC         A(RECBGN)                    beginning    of record stmt 

            DC          A(RECEND)                    ending   address of record stmt 

            DC          A(0)                               E15  address (none) 

            DC          A(0)                               E35  address (none) 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

*-- optional parameter list entries follow

            DC         X’08’,AL3(INCLBEG)           begin    of include stmt

            DC         AL4(INCLEND)                 end  of include stmt

PLISTLEN     EQU        *-PLIST,2   

* 

SORTBGN      DC          C’   SORT FIELDS=(1,11,CH,A) ’ 

SORTEND      EQU    *

*

RECBGN       DC         C’   RECORD TYPE=F,LENGTH=80 ’

RECEND           DC        C’   ’ * 

INCLBEG      DC          C’   INCLUDE COND=(21,8,CH,EQ,C’’’ 

DEPT         DS          CL8                      dept     specified by user

            DC           C’’’)    ’       

INCLEND     EQU    *

* 

            EJECT   

            REGEQU   ,

            END 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Using the Extended Parameter List Sample Program 31

The assembly language program on the next page uses the extended parameter list to sort EMPLOY DATA A. The user
enters the program name, SAMPLE31, followed by a department name. The department name entry is passed to an
INCLUDE statement:
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DC  C' INCLUDE COND=(21,8,CH,EQ,C'''    

DEPT    DS  CL8 dept specified by user  

DC  C''') ' 

The INCLUDE statement selects records where the value in the department field is the same as the user’s input. The file
is sorted by last name in alphabetical order.

For example, a user enters:

sample31 sales

The sorted file looks like this:

ANDREWS DANA     SALES 11/30/90 32000 32  24

ANDREWS JULIE    SALES 03/29/88 45000 120 40

GREENE  GRAHAM   SALES 05/04/87 35000 240 100

JONES   EDITH    SALES 11/20/87 40000 100 20

SHANDY  TRISTRAM SALES 12/23/88 25000 40  16

Output File from Assembly Language Program Using Extended Parameter List

*-----------------------------------------------------------------------------*                         *

This is a simple example of a program to call CA VM:Sort                  

*       to   sort the EMPLOY DATA file. There is no error checking              

*       done     in this example.                                                 

*                                                                           

*       To   run the program, issue the following commands:                     

*                                                                           

*           GLOBAL   MACLIB CMSLIB OSMACRO                                           

*           ASSEMBLE     SAMPLE31                                                          

*           LOAD     SAMPLE31                                                              

*             GENMOD   SAMPLE31                                                            

*           SAMPLE31     <department>                                                    

*                                                                          

*-----------------------------------------------------------------------------*

SAMPLE31     CSECT    

            STM      R14,R12,12(R13)           save     the callers registers

            LR          R12,R15                       get  the base address 

            USING        SAMPLE31,R12                      get  addressability 

            ST         R13,SAVEREG+4            store    save area address 

            LA          R13,SAVEREG               get  address of new save area

*

*                 The  address of a "tokenized" list of parameters specified

*                  on   the command line is in R1. 

*

            MVC     DEPT,8(R1)               move     DEPT into the sort plist 

*

*           Issue    the following CMS commands:

*

*                   FILEDEF  SORTIN DISK EMPLOY DATA *

*                   GLOBAL   TXTLIB VMSLIB

*

            LA          R1,FILEDEF              get  address of ’filedef’ plist 
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            SVC        202                               invoke   the command 

            DC          AL4(1)                  ignore   any errors

*

            LA          R1,GLOBAL               get  address of ’global’ plist 

            SVC      202                            invoke   the command

                 DC      AL4(1)                       ignore   any errors 

* 

*-- call  CA VM:Sort     

            LA         R1,PLIST            load     address of parameter list point

            LINK         EP=SORT         call     CA VM:Sort

*

*-- return to CMS

            L           R13,SAVEREG+4       get  address of callers save area

            L   R14,12(,R13)                          restore  original regs,.. 

            LM     R0,R12,20(R13)             .preserving  R15, the return code

            BR     R14                            return   to CMS 

            EJECT   

*

*-- data areas, dsects, equates, etc.

SAVEREG DS           18F                         local    save area 

*

*-- ’filedef’ command parameter list 

FILEDEF DC           CL8’FILEDEF’,CL8’SORTIN’,CL8’DISK’  

            DC          CL8’EMPLOY’,CL8’DATA’,CL8’*’,8X’FF’ 

* 

*-- ’global’ command parameter list 

GLOBAL       DC          CL8’GLOBAL’,CL8’TXTLIB’,CL8’VMSLIB’,8X’FF’   

* 

*-- parameter list

PLIST                DC          A(SORTPLST)      set  address of sort plist 

            DC          A(0)                      address  of "exclusive" E15 user exit

            DC          A(0)                           address  of "exclusive" E35 user exit 

            DC           A(0)                 user     exit address constant 

            DC          A(0)                       address  of altseq translation table 

            DC          A(0)                       address  of stae area field 

            DC         XL8’FF’         plist    fence 

*

SORTPLST     DC          AL2(SORTEND-SORTBEG)     

SORTBEG      EQU     *    

            DC          C’   SORT FIELDS=(1,20,CH,A) ’ 

            DC          C’   RECORD TYPE=F,LENGTH=80 ’ 

            DC          C’   INCLUDE COND=(21,8,CH,EQ,C’’’ 

DEPT         DS          CL8              dept     specified by user 

            DC          C’’’)    ’ 

SORTEND      EQU        *    

*

            EJECT    

            REGEQU   ,

            END 

Calling VM:Sort From an EXEC
Contents
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You can call VM:Sort from REXX programs. Using this product with EXECs lets you integrate several functions and
execute them with a single command. For example, a single EXEC can issue the CMS FILEDEF commands for merging
files, sort the input files, and merge the sorted files into a single output file. EXECs also let you stack responses to
VM:Sort prompts if you use a product such as VM:Schedule to run your programs during off-hours.

Example

Once a month you need to merge the two files described in Sample File and Merging Sorted Files during off-peak hours.

The EXEC in Figure 36:

• Sorts EMPLOY DATA A and NEWHIRE DATA A
• Issues the CMS FILEDEF commands for the merge input and merge output files
• Merges the two files into UPDATE DATA A

/* Merge Example */

'VMSORT EMPLOY DATA A FILE DATA A (FIELDS 21,10,A,1,20,A

FORMAT CH'

'VMSORT NEWHIRE DATA A FILE1 DATA A (FIELDS 21,10,A,1,20,A

FORMAT CH'

'FILEDEF SORTIN01 DISK FILE DATA A'

'FILEDEF SORTIN02 DISK FILE1 DATA A'

'FILEDEF SORTOUT DISK UPDATE DATA A'

'VMSORT (CTL TESTMERG' EXIT

The VMSORT command in the EXEC calls this control file:

MERGE FIELDS=(21,10,A,1,20,1),FILES=2

Existing Output Files

If you run this EXEC more than once, VM:Sort asks if you want to replace the sort and merge output files. The REPLACE
option replaces existing output files with new ones automatically, without prompts.

To automatically replace the sort output files, change the VMSORT commands in the EXEC to:

‘VMSORT EMPLOY DATA A FILE DATA A (FIELDS 21,10,A,1,20,A FORMAT CH REPLACE’ 

‘VMSORT NEWHIRE DATA A FILE1 DATA A (FIELDS 21,10,A,1,20,A FORMAT CH REPLACE’

Add this statement to the control file to automatically replace the MERGE output file:

OPTION REPLACE

If you do not want to replace existing output files and you do not want to be prompted, use the NOREPL option to
automatically terminate processing if a duplicate output file is found. To automatically terminate processing if the same
output files are found, change the VMSORT commands in the EXEC to:

‘VMSORT EMPLOY DATA A FILE DATA A (FIELDS 21,10,A,1,20,A FORMAT CH NOREPL’ 

‘VMSORT NEWHIRE DATA A FILE1 DATA A (FIELDS 21,10,A,1,20,A FORMAT CH NOREPL’

Add this statement to the control file to automatically terminate if the designated MERGE output file already exists:

OPTION NOREPL
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Controlling Messages

If you want to turn messages off, use the PRINT=NONE option on the OPTION control file statement. For example:

OPTION PRINT=NONE

This command has the same effect as the PRINT=NONE option:

vmsort employ data a (print none

If you want a printed record of the messages issued during the run, change the OPTION statement to:

OPTION ROUTE=PRT

This command has the same effect as the ROUTE option:

vmsort employ data a (route prt

Controlling Prompts

The NOPROMPT command option turns the prompts off. For example:

vmsort sortin sortout (noprompt

Prompts must still be answered. Add this line to the EXEC before each VMSORT command to respond YES to prompts:

PUSH ’YES’

Then, add NOPROMPT to the VMSORT command.

You can also control prompting by using one of the following:

• The REPLACE or NOREPL option to specify your response to an existing output file
• The DISKFULL option to specify your response when this product determines that it may not have enough room to

hold the output file.
Normally, this product asks if you want to continue. If past experience shows that you will have enough read/write disk
space to hold the output file and you want VM:Sort to continue, use the DISKFULL option on the command line or on
an OPTION control file statement. For example:

diskfull continue 

OPTION DISKFULL=CONTINUE

If you want VM:Sort to terminate instead, replace CONTINUE with STOP.
• The WORKFULL option to set the VM:Sort response when it determines that it may not have enough disk space to

hold all of its sort work files
Normally, VM:Sort asks if you want to continue. If past experience shows that you will have enough room to hold the
sort work files use one of the following:
– The WORKFULL option on the command line, for example:

workfull continue

– An OPTION control file statement, for example:

OPTION WORKFULL=CONTINUE
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If you want VM:Sort to terminate instead, replace CONTINUE with STOP.

• The CMS FILEDEF command to give VM:Sort a merge output file RECFM, LRECL, and BLKSIZE if the output differs
from any of the input files or if the output file is not a CMS disk file. For example:

filedef sortout disk update data a (blksize 2400 lrecl 80 recfm f

EMPLIST EXEC

Users want to use the EMPLOY DATA A file to make lists of employees in different departments but they do not want to
enter any VMSORT commands or create control statements. They want to enter a department name, then view a list of
employees in that department on the screen. Also, they want to only see the first name, last name, and department fields
listed in alphabetical order.

The EMPLIST EXEC in Figure 38:

1. Builds a temporary VM:Sort control file.
2. Runs VM:Sort specifying the control file.
3. Erases the control file.
4. Displays the output file on the screen.

A user does not have to know anything about this product or the design of EMPLOY DATA A to use the EXEC.

Procedure

A user enters emplist depname to use the EXEC, where depname is a department name, for example, SALES.
depname is passed to an INCLUDE statement in the temporary VM:Sort control file. An INREC statement rearranges the
qualifying records in first name, last name and department name order. The rest of the fields from EMPLOY DATA A are
excluded from the output file. Next, the file is sorted by last name and first name in ascending order. Finally, the output file,
EMPWORK OUTPUT, is XEDITed and displayed on the screen.

For example, a user enters:

emplist sales

The following is displayed on the screen:

|   +   1   +   2   +   3>  

DAN      ANDREWS SALES

JULIE    ANDREWS SALES

GRAHAM   GREENE  SALES

EDITH    JONES   SALES

TRISTRAM SHANDY  SALES

Output File Produced Using the EMPLIST EXEC

/*--------------------------------------------------------------------*/

EXEC to list employees for a specified department. 

* 

* The input database is called EMPLOY DATA. 

*

 * Syntax: EMPLIST depname 

*----------------------------------------------------------------------*/

address ’COMMAND’                
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/* Set command search order */  

/*---------------------------------------------------------------------

* Get the requested department name.

*----------------------------------------------------------------------*/

arg depname . 

if depname = ’’ then call exit 24, 

    ’Please try again specifying a department name’ 

/*----------------------------------------------------------------------

* Check for the input file.

*----------------------------------------------------------------------*/

database = ’EMPLOY DATA *’ 

outfile  = ’EMPWORK OUTPUT A’ 

’ESTATE’ database

if rc  := 0 then call exit rc,

    ’Employee database file’ database ’not found’   

/*----------------------------------------------------------------------

* Build a temporary Unicenter VM:Sort control file.

*----------------------------------------------------------------------*/

dep_start  = 21          

/* start position of DEPARTMENT field   */  

dep_length =  9                

/* length of DEPARTMENT field   */      

’ERASE EMPWORK SORTCTL A’ 

ctl.1 = " INCLUDE    COND=("dep_start","dep_length","||,

    "CH,EQ,C’"depname"’)"   

CTL.2 = ’ SORT FIELDS=(10,11,A,1,8,A),FORMAT=CH’ 

CTL.3 = ’ INREC FIELDS=(1:,12,8,10:,1,11,22:,21,10)’ 

CTL.0 = 3 ’EXECIO’ ctl.0 ’DISKW EMPWORK SORTCTL A (STEM CTL.’

/*-----------------------------------------------------------------------

* Select the records from the employee database.

*-----------------------------------------------------------------------*/

 ’ERASE’ outfile                        

/* Name of output file  */  

’VMSORT’ database outfile ’(’, 

    ’CTL EMPWORK’,          

/* point to EMPWORK SORTCTL     */  

    ’PRINT CRITICAL’    

/* only display problems    */  

/*  

* If there was a problem, exit and save the temporary 

*  CA VM:Sort control file.     */  

if rc := 0 then call exit rc, 

    ’Problem in selecting records from the database’    

else ’ERASE EMPWORK SORTCTL A’

/*--------------------------------------------------------------

* Check for an output file. The user might have requested 

* department not in the database, for example

*---------------------------------------------------------------*/
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’ESTATE’ outfile 

if rc  := 0 then call exit rc, 

’No records for department’ depname ’were found’

/*----------------------------------------------------------------

* Throw the user into XEDIT to view the output.

*----------------------------------------------------------------*/

’XEDIT’ outfile

call exit 0 

/* 

* Standard EXIT subroutine. 

* Check for exit message, and if specified, display it 

*/ 

exit: 

     parse arg exitrc exitmsg 

     if exitmsg := ’’ then say exitmsg’.’ 

     exit exitrc

 

COBOL
Contents

To use VM:Sort with COBOL, enter this CMS GLOBAL command to define the VM:Sort and COBOL text libraries:

global txtlib vmslib coblib

where vmslib  is the name of the VM:Sort text library and coblib is the name of your COBOL or VS COBOL II text library.
Define the VM:Sort text library before the COBOL library to prevent COBOL from using its own sort routines.

Setting Record Size and Storage Limits

If you are sorting more than 1,000 records, set the COBOL SORT-FILE-SIZE special register in your program before
sorting. You can also specify the virtual storage limit for this sort by setting the COBOL SORT-CORE-SIZE register.
VM:Sort ignores any storage specification under 200K.

FILEDEFs

You must issue FILEDEF commands for the sort input file and the sort output file. For example:

filedef sortin disk employ data a 

filedef sortout disk out file a

For VSCOBOL II, enter another FILEDEF command for the DDNAME IGZSRTCD. This additional DDNAME allows a
control file’s sort fields and record control statement to override those specified in the COBOL program. For example:

filedef igzsrtcd disk fileid

If you do not want to use a control file, use this FILEDEF command:

filedef igzsrtcd dummy
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NOTE
VM:Sort does not support use of the COBOL debugging facilities in either COBOL VS or COBOL II. Attempts to
use these facilities may cause VM:Sort to fail.

COBOL Program Example

IDENTIFICATION DIVISION.  

PROGRAM-ID. TESTSORT. 

*========================================================================*

*                      A T T E N T I O N                                                                           *    

*                                                                                      *    

*   THIS  MATERIAL IS THE CONFIDENTIAL TRADE SECRET AND PROPRIETARY                  *

*    INFORMATION OF COMPUTER ASSOCIATES,  IT MAY NOT BE REPRODUCED,               *

*   USED, SOLD, OR TRANSFERRED TO ANY THIRD PARTY WITHOUT THE PRIOR                *

*   WRITTEN CONSENT OF COMPUTER ASSOCIATES, INC.  ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.         *

*                                                                                       *   

*========================================================================*

INSTALLATION: COMPUTER ASSOCIATES, INC. 

DATE-WRITTEN. 02/17/91. 

DATE-COMPILED. 

REMARKS. 

    FUNCTION:   

        A PROGRAM TO TEST THE ACTIVITY OF Unicenter VM:SORT VS. 

        COBOL SORT.     

*------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

*

                EJECT   

*========================================================================*

*    PROCESSING COMPUTER AND FILE ASSIGNMENT                                                            *   

*========================================================================*

ENVIRONMENT DIVISION. 

CONFIGURATION SECTION. 

    SOURCE-COMPUTER. IBM-370.   

    OBJECT-COMPUTER. IBM-370.   

SPECIAL-NAMES. 

    C01 IS TOP-OF-PAGE.     

INPUT-OUTPUT SECTION. 

FILE-CONTROL. 

    SELECT VMACCOUNT-DATA ASSIGN TO UT-S-ACCOUNT.   

    SELECT TESTCOMP-FILE ASSIGN TO UT-S-TESTREPT.   

    SELECT SORT-UTILITY ASSIGN TO UT-S-SORTREPT.    

*========================================================================*

*    FILE AND RECORD DESCRIPTIONS                                                      *    

*========================================================================*

DATA DIVISION. 

FILE SECTION. 

* 

FD  VMACCOUNT-DATA 

    RECORD CONTAINS 240 CHARACTERS  

    BLOCK CONTAINS 0 RECORDS    

    LABEL RECORDS ARE STANDARD  
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    RECORDING MODE IS F     

    DATA RECORD IS VMACCOUNT-DATAREC.   

01  VMACCOUNT-DATAREC.

    05  VMACCT-COMMON-AREA. 

        10  ARECUSER-VMACCT-MACHINE-ID      PIC X(8).   

        10  ARECACCT-VMACCT-ACCT-NO     PIC X(8).   

        10  ARECEDAT-VMACCT-END-DATE        PIC X(6).   

        10  ARECETIM-VMACCT-END-TIME        PIC X(6).   

        10  AREC-UNDEFINED. 

            15 FILLER       PIC X(46).  

            15 ARECHTYP-RECORD-TYPE-HOLD        PIC X(2).   

            15  ARECHTRN-TRANS-TYPE-HOLD        PIC X(2).   

        10 ARECCODE-VMACCT-CARD-CODE        PIC X(2).   

            88  RESOURCE-REC    VALUE ’01’.     

            88  DEVICE-REC  VALUE ’02’.     

            88  TDISK-REC   VALUE ’03’.     

            88  INV-LOGON-REC   VALUE ’04’. 

            88  LINK-REC        VALUE ’05’.     

            88  INV-LINK-REC        VALUE ’06’.     

            88  VCNA-REC        VALUE ’07’.     

            88  VOLUME-REC      VALUE ’A3’.     

            88  MDISK-REC       VALUE ’A4’. 

            88  CHG-CRD-REC     VALUE ’A5’.     

            88  MOUNT-REC       VALUE ’A6’.     

            88  RSCS-REC        VALUE ’A7’.     

            88  PASS-REC        VALUE ’A8’.     

            88  ARCH-REC        VALUE ’A9’.     

            88  SQL-REC     VALUE ’AA’.     

            88  VMSPOOL-REC     VALUE ’AB’.     

            88  TSAF-REC        VALUE ’AC’.     

            88  SQLDB-REC       VALUE ’AD’. 

            88  VSE-EXEC-REC        VALUE ’DE’. 

            88  VSE-LIST-REC        VALUE ’DL’.     

            88  UNUSED-REC      VALUES LOW-VALUES THRU ’A[’ 

                        ’AE’ THRU ‘A2’  

                        ‘A8’ ‘A|’ THRU ‘DD’     

                        ‘DF’ THRU ‘DK’ ‘DM’ THRU ‘00’   

                        ‘04’ ‘06’ ‘08’  

                        THRU HIGH-VALUES.   

                            SKIP1   

        10 ARECTYPE-VMACCT-RECORD-TYPE      PIC X(2).   

            88  BATCH-SESSION-REC VALUE ‘C1’.   

        10 ARECFLG1-USER-EXIT-FLAG          PIC X.  

*--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------*

* Please note that the following values are hex values --      *    

* under CMS XEDIT, to verify values look at col 61 and 65      *    

* in hex mode the values should be:                                *    

*        VMBATCH-DATA = X’10’, X’11’, X’12’        *    

*                X’91’, OR, X’92’          *    

*                                  *    

*---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --- *
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        10 ARECFLG2-BILLING-DATA-FLAG       PIC X.  

            88 VMBATCH-DATA                     VALUES ’"’ ’"’  

                                     ’"’ ’j’    

                                     ’k’.   

        10  ARECFLG3-SURCHARGE-FLAGS            PIC X.  

        10  ARECDNUM-DAY-NUMBER-1-7 PIC X.  

        10  ARECBDAT-VMACCT-BEGIN-DATE  PIC X(6).   

        10  ARECBTIM-VMACCT-BEGIN-TIME  PIC X(6).   

        10  ARECSHFT-VMACCT-SHIFT-ID    PIC X(8).   

        10  ARECNODE-NODE-ID            PIC X(8).   

        10  ARECGRPN-GROUP-NAME     PIC X(8).   

        10  ARECCUST-VMACCT-CUSTOMER-ID PIC X(12).  

        10  ARECPROJ-VMACCT-PROJECT     PIC X(24).  

        10  ARECPKG-VMACCT-PACKAGE      PIC X(8).   

        10  ARECLINK-VMACCT-LINK-BACK-CODE PIC X(8).    

        10  ARECJOBN-VMBATCH-JOB-NUMBER PIC X(8).   

        10  ARECJOBC-VMBATCH-JOB-CLASS  PIC X.  

        10  ARECJOBP-VMBATCH-JOB-PRIORITY   PIC X.  

        10  ARECREJD-REJECT-REASON  PIC X(56).  

*  

FD  TESTCOMP-FILE   

    LABEL RECORDS ARE OMITTED   

    RECORD CONTAINS 133 CHARACTERS  

    BLOCK CONTAINS 0 RECORDS    

    DATA RECORD IS PRINT-LINE.  

01  PRINT-LINE  PIC X(133).     

* 

SD  SORT-UTILITY 

*   LABEL RECORDS ARE STANDARD  

    RECORD CONTAINS 240 CHARACTERS  

    DATA RECORD IS SORTED-LINE. 

1  SORTED-LINE. 

    05  SORTUSER-VMACCT-MACHINE-ID  PIC X(8).   

    05  SORTACCT-VMACCT-ACCT-NO         PIC X(8).   

    05  SORTEDAT-VMACCT-END-DATE        PIC X(6).   

    05  SORTETIM-VMACCT-END-TIME        PIC X(6).   

    05  SORT-UNDEFINED              PIC X(50).  

    05  SORTCODE-VMACCT-CARD-CODE   PIC X(2).   

    05  SORTTYPE-VMACCT-RECORD-TYPE PIC X(2).   

    05  SORTFLAG-BILLING-FLAGS          PIC X(3).   

    05  SORTDNUM-DAY-NUMBER-1-7     PIC X.  

    05  SORTBDAT-VMACCT-BEGIN-DATE  PIC X(6).   

    05  SORTBTIM-VMACCT-BEGIN-TIME      PIC X(6).   

    05  SORTSHFT-VMACCT-SHIFT-ID        PIC X(8).   

    05  SORTNODE-NODE-ID                PIC X(8).   

    05  SORTGRPN-GROUP-NAME         PIC X(8).   

    05  SORTCUST-VMACCT-CUSTOMER-NO PIC X(12).  

    05  SORTPROJ-VMACCT-PROJECT     PIC X(24).  

    05  SORTPKG-VMACCT-PACKAGE      PIC X(8).   

    05  SORTLINK-VMACCT-LINK-BACK-CODE  PIC X(8).   

    05  SORTJOBN-VMBATCH-JOB-NUMBER PIC X(8).   

    05  SORTJOBC-VMBATCH-JOB-CLASS  PIC X.  
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    05  SORTJOBP-VMBATCH-JOB-PRIORITY   PIC X.  

    05  SORTREJD-REJECT-REASON      PIC X(56).  

            EJECT   

*========================================================================*

*       PROGRAM WORKAREAS AND CONSTANTS                                                *    

*========================================================================*

     WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.   

    77  COPYRIGHT               PIC X(83)   VALUE   

        ’ COPYRIGHT 1994, COMPUTER ASSOCIATES, INC. LICENSED MATERIAL -     

        ’  PROPERTY OF COMPUTER ASSOCIATES, INC. ’. 

                     EJECT  

*------------------------------------------------------------------------*

*      PRINT LINE LAYOUTS                           *   

*------------------------------------------------------------------------*

01  PRINT-LINES.

    05  BLANK-LINE          PIC X(133) VALUE SPACES.    

*

    05  TEST-HDR1.  

        10  FILLER          PIC X(01) VALUE SPACES.     

        10  FILLER          PIC X(10) VALUE ’SEQUENCE: ’.   

        10  PRINT-SEQ           PIC X(30)  VALUE ’NONE’.    

        10 SEQ-ITEMS REDEFINES PRINT-SEQ OCCURS 6 TIMES.    

            15 SEQ-ITEM             PIC X(04).  

            15 PUNCT                PIC X.  

        10  FILLER          PIC X(10)  VALUE SPACES.    

        10  FI              PIC X(33)   

            VALUE ’VMACCOUNT RESOURCE BILLING SYSTEM’.  

        10  FILLER          PIC X(34)  VALUE SPACES.    

        10  FILLER          PIC X(6)   VALUE ’PAGE: ’.  

        10  PAGE-NUMBER         PIC ZZZ9.   

        10  FILLER          PIC X(4)   VALUE SPACES.    

        10  EOP-FILLER          PIC X      VALUE ’Y’.   

*

    05  TEST-HDR2.  

        10  FILLER          PIC X      VALUE SPACES.    

        10  FILLER          PIC X(15)  VALUE ’PERIOD DATE:  ’.  

        10  COUNT-DOWN          PIC X(110) VALUE ALL ’0123456789’.  

        10  FINAL-COUNT         PIC X(07)  VALUE ’ABCDEFG’. 

                            EJECT   

PROCEDURE DIVISION.

010-MAINLINE. 

    DISPLAY SPACE UPON CONSOLE.     

    DISPLAY ’TESTCOMP==> PROGRAM EXECUTION STARTED’ UPON CONSOLE.   

    MOVE 100000 TO SORT-CORE-SIZE.  

    MOVE 1800 TO SORT-FILE-SIZE.    

    OPEN OUTPUT TESTCOMP-FILE.  

    WRITE PRINT-LINE FROM TEST-HDR1     
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        AFTER ADVANCING TOP-OF-PAGE.    

    WRITE PRINT-LINE FROM TEST-HDR2     

        AFTER ADVANCING 1 LINES.    

    WRITE PRINT-LINE FROM BLANK-LINE    

        AFTER ADVANCING 1 LINES.    

    CLOSE TESTCOMP-FILE.    

    DISPLAY ’TESTCOMP==> SORT EXECUTION STARTING’ UPON CONSOLE.     

    SORT SORT-UTILITY ON ASCENDING KEY SORTACCT-VMACCT-ACCT-NO  

        USING VMACCOUNT-DATA    

        GIVING TESTCOMP-FILE.   

    IF SORT-RETURN NOT EQUAL TO ZERO,   

        DISPLAY ’UNSUCCESSFUL COBOL SORT’ UPON CONSOLE  

        GOBACK. 

    DISPLAY ’TESTCOMP==> PROGRAM EXECUTION ENDED’ UPON CONSOLE. 

    GOBACK. 

Easytrieve
Easytrieve’s installation procedure creates a sample EXEC named EZTPnnn EXEC. Use XEDIT and modify the GLOBAL
command in the EXEC to include:

GLOBAL TXTLIB VMSLIB

VM:Sort will be called whenever you use the EXEC to run EASYTRIEVE and you use a SORT or SEQUENCE statement
in your EASYTRIEVE programs.

If you run Easytrieve without the EZTPnnn EXEC, you must enter a CMS GLOBAL command for the VMSLIB TXTLIB
before running EASYTRIEVE. The VMSLIB TXTLIB must be on an accessed minidisk.

Please refer to your Easytrieve documentation for more information.

FORTRAN
Contents

Calls to VM:Sort from FORTRAN programs must contain the information needed for a SORT control statement and the
length of the statement. Before loading your program:

1. Enter FILEDEF commands for SORTIN and SORTOUT, for example:

filedef sortin disk employ data a (lrecl 80 blksize 80 recfm f)

filedef sortout disk output data a (lrecl 80 blksize 80 recfm f)

2. Enter this GLOBAL command to define the VMSLIB and FORTRAN TXTLIBs:

global txtlib vmslib fortlib cmslib

FORTRAN IV Example

This FORTRAN IV program sorts EMPLOY DATA A by last name. The program uses standard IBM conventions for testing
the return code.

REAL*8 SRTFLD(3)

DATA SRTFLD/'SORT FIE','LDS=(1,1','1,CH,A)'/
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ILNG = 24

IRETCD = 0

CALL FTSORT (SRTFLD,ILNG,&10,&10,&10,&10)

GOTO 50

10 IRETCD = IRETCD + 4

50 WRITE (6,100) IRETCD

100 FORMAT (' VMSORT RETURN CODE = ',I2)

STOP

END

FORTRAN 77 Example

This FORTRAN 77 program sorts EMPLOY DATA A by department (21,10,CH,A) and last name (1,11,CH,A). The
program uses standard IBM conventions for testing return codes.

C HARACTER*31 SRTFLD

DATA SRTFLD/'SORT FIELDS=(21,10,CH,A,1,11,CH,A)

ILNG=LEN(SRTFLD)

IRETCD=0

CALL FTSORT (SRTFLD,ILNG,*10,*10,*10,*10)

GOTO 50

10 IRETCD=IRETCD+4

50 WRITE(6,100) IRETCD

100 FORMAT('VMSORT RETURN CODE= ',I2)

STOP

END

PL/1
Contents

Use VM:Sort with a PL/1 program by calling PLISRTx, where x is A, B, C, or D. Follow these steps:

1. Structure your program to look for unsorted records in one file and put sorted records in another file. These files can
be disk, tape, reader, or punch files.

2. Before loading your program, use this GLOBAL command to allow CMS to search both the VM:Sort library and the
PL/1 library:

global txtlib vmslib pl1lib

The VM:Sort routines are in VMSLIB, a CMS TXTLIB.
3. Enter CMS FILEDEF commands for SORTIN and SORTOUT (or whatever DDNAMEs you specified in your program).
4. Start your program.

PLISRTA Arguments

SORT FIELDS

A character string in the format:

‘SORT FIELDS=(p1,l1,df,o1[,...p64,l64,df,o64]),[,SIZE=r]’

p1

is the starting column for a sort field.
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NOTE
The first four bytes of a variable-length record are normally reserved for the record descriptor word (RDW). Data
begins in byte 5 even in CMS disk files.

l1

is the number of columns in the sort field.

df

is the data format.

o1

is the sort sequence (A for ascending, D for descending).

r

is the number of records in the file. If sorting from a sequential device (not disk file) and you estimate that you are sorting
more than 1,000 records, use the SIZE parameter to indicate the number of records in your file.

NOTE
You can specify other subfields applicable under OS SORT/MERGE (for compatibility only).

RECORD statement statement
If you are sorting from a sequential device and the record length (LRECL) is not 80, use the LENGTH parameter
on the RECORD statement. The TYPE parameter is optional; if used, it can specify TYPE=V (variable) or
TYPE=F (fixed). TYPE=F is the default.

NOTE
You must use a RECORD statement or null string (’’).

CORE SIZE parameter (required)
If the value for this parameter is zero, VM:Sort uses all available memory less 98 kilobytes.
A character string in the format:
‘SORT FIELDS=(p1,l1,df,o1[,...p64,l64,df,o64]),[,SIZE=r]’

p1
is the starting column for a sort field.

• If the value for this parameter is positive, VM:Sort attempts to sort the data in the specified amount of memory.

• IIf the value for this parameter is negative, that amount of storage is reserved and unavailable to VM:Sort.

NOTE
Unless you have a reason to not do so, use zero as the value for this. If you do not specify a CORE SIZE
parameter, the default (zero) is used.

Return code variable
(required)
After the sort completes, this variable contains a VM:Sort return code.

• If the sort completes successfully, VM:Sort issues return code 0.

• If the sort fails, VM:Sort issues return code 16 and error messages explaining the problem.

• DDNAME string (optional)

The default DDNAMEs are SORTIN and SORTOUT for the input and output files. However, any character string up to four
characters that you specify for the DDNAME replaces the first four characters in the default names. For example, if you
use the string ABCD, the DDNAMEs for the sort are ABCDIN and ABCDOUT. This feature lets you perform more than one
sort in a program. The string must be enclosed in single quotes.
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User Exits

If you are using an E15 user exit, call PLISRTB and code the name of the user exit immediately after the return code
parameter.

If you are using an E35 user exit, call PLISRTC and code the name of the user exit immediately after the return code
parameter.

If you are using both an E15 and an E35 user exit, call PLISRTD and code the names of the input and output user exits, in
that order, immediately following the return code parameter.

PL/1 Program Example

This PL/1 program sorts EMPLOY DATA A by last name and writes the sorted records to OUT DATA A. You must issue a
FILEDEF command for the input file (EMPLOY DATA A) and the output file (OUT DATA A). For example:

filedef sortin disk employ data a

filedef sortout disk out data a

TEST: PROC OPTIONS(MAIN);

DCL RETURN_CODE FIXED BIN(31,0);

PUT SKIP LIST ('SORT ENTERED');

CALL PLISRTA ('SORT FIELDS=(1,11,CH,A) ',

'RECORD TYPE=F,LENGTH=80 ',

0,

RETURN_CODE,

'SORT');

IF RETURN_CODE = 16

THEN PUT SKIP LIST('SORT FAILED');

ELSE IF RETURN_CODE = 0

THEN PUT SKIP LIST('SORT COMPLETE');

ELSE IF RETURN_CODE = 8

THEN PUT SKIP LIST('MESSAGE CODE E');

ELSE PUT SKIP LIST('INVALID SORT RETURN CODE');

CALL PLIRETC(RETURN_CODE);

END TEST;

SAS
Contents

To use VM:Sort with SASR, put SORTLIB VMSLIB and SORTPGM SORT in your PROFILE SAS file, or in your SAS
program, depending on your site’s release of SAS. For more information, refer to your SAS documentation.

To avoid storage allocation conflicts, use one of the following methods:

• When issuing a call to VM:Sort, use the following parameters:

sas filename (vi0buf 0 leave 64k)

• Specify BLKSIZE 32760.
• Run SAS in segments.
• If possible, delete the work data set.
• If you must use a work data set, define it as a permanent data set, and erase it after the SAS job completes.
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Sample SAS Program

** This program sorts EMPLOY.DATA by three variables,

* DEPT, SALARY, and NAME. Sorted output is directed to

* a temporary SAS database, HOLD,for further SAS processing.

*

PROC SORT DATA = EMPLOY.DATA OUT = HOLD ;

BY DEPT SALARY NAME;

Supported Programs
VM:Sort can be called from any program conforming to OS simulation standards including:

VM:Sort can be called from any program conforming to OS simulation standards including:

• Assembly language 
• VS COBOL
• VS COBOL II
• EASYTRIEVE
• EXEC 2
• FORTRAN
• PL/1
• REXX
• SAS

TXTLIB and MODULE Files

When you are running VM:Sort from a program, you are calling the VMSLIB TXTLIB file. When you are running VM:Sort
as a stand-alone utility, you are calling the VMSORT MODULE file.

Configuration File Reference
VM:Sort dynamically allocates temporary disk space (TDISK) for work (spill) files according to the values in the TDISKS
and TDISKADR records in the VMSORT CONFIG file. You can change the values in these records so that VM:Sort uses
different types of TDISK in a different order, does not use a particular type of TDISK, begins searching at a different virtual
address for an available address at which to define TDISK, or does not use TDISK for holding sort or merge work files.

You do not need to change the TDISK record if you do not have a device type. VM:Sort detects this and uses the next
type of TDISK on the list.

Editing the VMSORT CONFIG File
To change the TDISK values, update the VMSORT CONFIG file, VMSORT MODULE, and VMSLIB TXTLIB files by
following these steps:

1. Log on to VMANAGER.
2. Copy the VMSORT CONFIG, VMSORT MODULE, and VMSLIB TXTLIB files to the VMRMAINT 191 disk.
3. Use XEDIT to edit the copy of the VMSORT CONFIG file. Add or change the TDISKADR record, the TDISKS record,

or both. See the following sections for descriptions of these records.
4. Apply the changes made to the VMSORT CONFIG file to the VMSORT MODULE and VMSLIB TXTLIB files by running

VMSCTD. VMSCTD MODULE was downloaded in the original installation procedure. It displays and changes the
TDISK values in the VMSORT MODULE and VMSLIB TXTLIB files according to the specifications in the VMSORT
CONFIG file. Use the following command to run VMSCTD:
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vmsctd change filemode

where filemode  is the read/write filemode of the VMSORT MODULE and the VMSLIB TXTLIB files. If filemode  is not
specified, A is assumed.
VMSCTD uses the normal CMS minidisk search order to find the VMSORT MODULE and VMSLIB TXTLIB files.
VMSCTD modifies the first version of both the VMSLIB TXTLIB file and the VMSORT MODULE file it encounters.
If you do not have a TDISKS record in the VMSORT CONFIG file, VMSCTD creates a TDISKS record with all 10 types
of temporary disks specified on it. If you do not want VM:Sort to use temporary disks for work files, you must specify a
TDISKS NONE record in the VMSORT CONFIG file.

5. VM:Sort sends this message stating when the change is successfully completed:

TDISK QUERY/ CHANGE COMPLETED WITHOUT ERROR

To verify the TDISK values, enter the following command:

vmsctd query filemode

where filemode is the filemode of the VMSORT MODULE file. For example, enter:

vmsctd query w

VM:Sort issues the following response:

VMSINS800I STARTING TDISK ADDRESS (TDISKADR) = 0100

VMSINS801I TDISKS TO BE USED (TDISKS) (IN ORDER OF USE):

T3370 T3310 T9332 T9335 T9313 T3380 T3375 T3350 T3340 T3330

VMSINS985I TDISK QUERY COMPLETED WITHOUT ERROR.

6. After modifying the VMSORT CONFIG file and running VMSCTD, move the modified copies of the VMSORT CONFIG,
VMSORT MODULE, and VMSLIB TXTLIB files to a public minidisk.

TDISKADR Record
Contents

The optional TDISKADR record in the VMSORT CONFIG file specifies the first virtual address VM:Sort tries to use when
defining temporary disk space (TDISK) for work files. If a given virtual address is already defined, VM:Sort skips to the
next sequential address. Therefore, the address specified in the TDISKADR record should be a relatively low address at
the beginning of a range not used by you. VM:Sort is shipped with a default value of X’100’.

A virtual machine defined without the ECMODE option in the directory has a maximum virtual address of X’5FF’.
Therefore, X’5FF’ is the highest virtual address that VM:Sort will use when trying to allocate TDISK for sort or merge work
space. For more information on the ECMODE option, refer to the IBM planning guide and reference appropriate for your
system.

Format

TDISKADR   vaddr

Definitions

vaddr

specifies the three-digit hexadecimal virtual address where  VM:Sort  begins searching for an address at which to define
TDISK.
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Example
This TDISKADR record sets the starting address at 101:

TDISKADR 101

TDISKS Record
Contents

The optional TDISKS record defines up to 10 types of temporary disk space (for example, 3370) and the order in which
VM:Sort allocates the space for work files. VM:Sort tries to use the first type of temporary disk specified. If none of that
type has been defined or it is unavailable, VM:Sort tries to use the next type of temporary disk specified on the TDISKS
record. VM:Sort continues until it finds the amount of TDISK it needs or the list is exhausted. If VM:Sort cannot find
enough temporary disk space, it terminates.

The installation procedure automatically determines the types of temporary disks available and creates the appropriate
TDISKS record. If you do not specify a TDISKS record, VMSCTD will create one specifying all 10 types of temporary
disks. If you want to preclude VM:Sort from using temporary disk space for work files, you must specify a TDISKS NONE
record.

You can specify only one TDISKS record.

Format

TDISKS    tdisk1 [tdisk2 ... tdisk10] | NONE

Definitions

tdisk1 [tdisk2 ... tdisk10]

specifies up to 10 types of temporary disk space for VM:Sort to use and the order in which VM:Sort should try to use
them. You can specify any of the following types:

T3310

T3380

T3330

T3390

T3340

T9313

T3350

T9332

T3370

T9335

T3375

T9336

NONE

specifies that VM:Sort will not use temporary disk space to hold work files during a sort or merge.
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Examples
This TDISKS record precludes VM:Sort from using temporary disk space:

TDISKS NONE

This TDISKS record makes VM:Sort use 3380s for temporary disk space:

TDISKS T3380

Year 2000 Support
VM:Sort provides support for sorting 2-digit year data as 4-digit years. This support enables you to correctly sort existing
2-digit year data that represents dates beyond the range 1900 to 1999 without having to modify the existing data.

VM:Sort uses a new command option, called the CENTWIN option, and several new date data types (including Y2B, Y2C,
Y2D, Y2P, Y2S, Y2Z, and PD0), to implement this support. This appendix describes how to use the CENTWIN option with
the date data types to correctly sort 2-digit year data as 4-digit years.

For compatibility with IBM’s DFSORT, VM:Sort accepts Y2PAST as an alias for the CENTWIN option. Command option
syntax for Y2PAST is identical to the syntax for CENTWIN.

CENTWIN Command Option and the Century Window
Contents

The CENTWIN command option enables you to define a century window, which is a 100-year date range used to
determine the century you want VM:Sort to use when interpreting 2-digit years. For example, if you have defined a century
window of 1942 to 2041, VM:Sort will interpret a 2-digit year of 98 as 1998, and a 2-digit year of 01 as 2001.

Following are some examples of how VM:Sort interprets 2-digit dates with a century window range of 1942 to 2041:

yy Is Interpreted as...
00 2000
20 2020
42 1942
75 1975
99 1999

Defining the Century Window

You define the range of the century window by specifying the starting year of the 100-year range. When you specify the
starting year, you can specify either a fixed starting year (for example, 1942) or a variable starting year (for example, the
current year minus 80 years).

• Defining a Fixed Starting Year Century Window
To define the century window with a fixed starting year, set the value of the CENTWIN command option to a 4-digit
number between 1000 and 3000, where the 4-digit number represents the starting year of the 100-year range. For
example, if the CENTWIN option is set to 1942, the fixed first year is 1942 and the century window will range from
1942 to 2041.

• Defining a Variable Starting Year Century Window
To define the century window with a variable starting year, set the value of the CENTWIN option to a 1- to 3-digit
number between 0 and 100. VM:Sort subtracts this number from the current year to determine the starting year of the
century window. For example, if the current year is 1998, and the CENTWIN option is set to 56, then the variable first
year of the century window is 1942, and the century window range is 1942 to 2041. When the current year changes
to 1999, the starting year of the century window changes to 1943, and the century window range changes to 1943 to
2042.
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For detailed information on CENTWIN (or Y2PAST) command option syntax, see the CENTWIN option.

Century Window Default Starting Year

The default value for the CENTWIN command option is 80. This value means that the default century window is defined
as a variable starting year window, with the starting year 80 years prior to the current year. For example, if the current year
is 1998, the starting year of the century window is 1918.

Use of Date Data Types
This section describes how to use the date data types. It also explains how VM:Sort uses these data types to interpret 2-
digit dates as 4-digit dates when sorting and comparing year values.

• Y2C (or Y2Z)
You can use this data type for any 2-digit character year field that can be represented as shown below, where x
represents a zone value of 0 to F, and y represents a number between 0 and 9.

X’xyxy’

When VM:Sort interprets this value for the purpose of comparing and sorting it, it ignores the x values, leaving a 2-digit
year. VM:Sort then sorts the 2-digit value as if it were a 4-digit year, according to the defined century window.
For example, if you are sorting a year value of X’F9F8’ using the Y2C (or Y2Z) data type, VM:Sort ignores the two
F zone values, which leaves a value of 98. VM:Sort then sorts 98 as a 4-digit year, according to the defined century
window. If the CENTWIN option is set to 1942, VM:Sort sorts the value 98 as 1998.

• Y2S
This data type is identical to the Y2C and Y2Z data types, except that it provides special sort processing for the
following characters:
– X’0000’ sorts as the lowest value
– X’4040’ sorts as the next to lowest value
– X’FFFF’ sorts as the highest value

• Y2D
You can use this data type for any 2-digit unsigned packed decimal year field that can be represented as shown below,
where yy represents a 2-digit year value.
X’yy’
VM:Sort sorts this 2-digit value as if it were a 4-digit value, according to the defined century window.
For example, if you are sorting a year value of X’98’ using the Y2D data type, VM:Sort interprets X’98’ as a 2-digit year
value of 98. VM:Sort then sorts 98 as a 4-digit year, according to the defined century window. If the CENTWIN option is
set to 1942, VM:Sort sorts the value 98 as 1998.

• Y2P
You can use this data type for any signed packed decimal 2-digit year field that can be represented as shown below,
where x represents a value between 0 and F, and where y represents a value between 0 and 9.
X’xyyx’
When VM:Sort interprets this value for the purpose of comparing and sorting it, it ignores the x values, leaving a 2-digit
year. VM:Sort then sorts the 2-digit value as if it were a 4-digit year, according to the defined century window.
For example, if you are sorting a year value of X’F00F’ using the Y2P data type, VM:Sort ignores the leading digit and
the trailing sign, leaving a 2-digit value of 00. VM:Sort then sorts 00 as a 4-digit year, according to the defined century
window. If the CENTWIN option is set to 1942, VM:Sort sorts the value 00 as 2000.

• Y2B
You can use this data type for any 1-byte binary 2-digit year field that can be represented as shown below, where hh
represents a hexadecimal value between X’00’ and X’FF’, and where the value represents a decimal value between
000 and 255.
hh
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When VM:Sort interprets this value for the purpose of comparing and sorting it, it interprets the hexadecimal value as a
3-digit decimal value, then ignores the first digit of the value, leaving a 2-digit year. VM:Sort then sorts the 2-digit value
as if it were a 4-digit year, according to the defined century window.
For example, if you are sorting a year value of X’0A’ using the Y2B data type, VM:Sort first interprets X’0A’ as
decimal 010, then ignores the first digit of the value, leaving a value of 10. VM:Sort then sorts 10 as a four-digit value,
according to the defined century window. If the CENTWIN option is set to 1942, VM:Sort sorts the value 10 as 2010.
Following is a table that shows the range of Y2B values.

Binary Values Decimal Values Two-digit (yy) Values
X’00’-X’63’ 00-99 00-99
X’64’-X’C7’ 100-199 00-99
X’C8’-X’FF’ 200-299 00-99

• PD0
The PD0 data format is similar to the PD data format except that:
– You can only use the PD0 data format for packed decimal fields from 2- to 8-bytes in length.
– VM:Sort ignores the leading digit and trailing sign when sorting data in the PD0 data format.
You can use the PD0 data format with the Y2P data format to sort date data that you previously sorted using the PD
data format. VM:Sort does not interpret data sorted in the PD0 format using the century window. Therefore, do not use
the PD0 data format to sort 2-digit year data because VM:Sort will not interpret your 2-digit year data as 4-digit years.
Use the PD0 data format for any 2- to 8-byte packed decimal field as shown below, where x is a hexadecimal value
between 0 and F, where d is a hexadecimal value between 0 and 9, and where s is a hexadecimal value between 0
and F.
P’dd...d’ (or X’xdd...ds’)
When VM:Sort sorts this field, it ignores the leading digit (x) and trailing sign (s) values, leaving a 2- to 6-digit unsigned
value. You can use this value to represent month and day data, such as mm, dd, mmdd, and ddmm, in fields such as
P’mmddyy’, P’ddmmyy’, P’yymmdd’, and P’yymm’.
If you have a date field in a format such as P’yymmdd’ (or X’0yymmddF’) that you previously sorted using the PD
format, perform the sort with two field specifications on the date field, one for the month and day and one for the year.
Use the PD0 data format to interpret the month and day values (the X’ymmddF’ section of the field). When VM:Sort
sorts this field, it ignores the starting y value and the ending F value, leaving a value of mmdd. Sort the year value (the
X’0yym’ section of the field) using the Y2P data format. For a detailed description of the Y2P data format, see the Y2P
data format section above.
For example, suppose you want to sort the field X’0980210F’, which is in the format X’0yymmddF’, and which
represents the date February 10, 1998.
You would sort the month and day section of the field by sorting X’80210F’ using the PD0 data format. VM:Sort ignores
the 8 and the F, leaving a value of 0210, or February 10. You would sort the year section of the field by sorting X’0980’
using the Y2P data format. VM:Sort ignores the leading digit (0) and the trailing sign (0), leaving a value of 98. If the
CENTWIN option is set to 1942, VM:Sort interprets 98 as 1998.
Assuming that this date field is located in bytes 1 through 4 of a record, you would specify the sort as follows:

sort fields=(1,2,y2p,a,2,3,pd0,a
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Quick Reference
This section describes the following quick reference topics:

• Data Format Quick Reference
• Command Quick Reference
• Control File Statement Quick Reference

Data Format Quick Reference
Contents

You can sort data in binary, character, fixed decimal, floating point decimal, hexadecimal, packed decimal, signed numeric
with trailing overpunch, zoned decimal, and various date formats.

VM:Sort does not check the input file to determine whether you specified the correct data format. If a data format code
conflicts with the input data, VM:Sort might terminate. You cannot determine a field’s format by looking at it. If you do not
know the format, try to find the file specifications or ask the person who created the file. Most files created in XEDIT are in
character format. Binary format is the next most popular format. The other formats-fixed decimal, floating point decimal,
packed decimal and zoned decimal are less common.

Use the alternate sequence (AQ) data format along with an ALTSEQ control file statement to change a field’s sort
sequence from the default EBCDIC sequence.

Using data types Y2B, Y2C, Y2D, Y2P, Y2S, and Y2Z, you can interpret and sort existing two-digit year dates as four-digit
year dates. VM:Sort interprets date data according to the century window. For information on how this product uses the
century window with the date data types to interpret two-digit dates as four-digit dates, see Appendix NO TAG, Year 2000
Support.

Type Code Length Interpretation of Field Data
Alternate Sequence AQ 1-256 bytes VM:Sort  Interprets values as

eight-bit EBCDIC values.
Binary BI 1-256 bytes VM:Sort  interprets values as

unsigned binary values.
Character CH 1-256 bytes VM:Sort interprets values as

eight-bit EBCDIC values.
Signed numeric with trailing
overpunch

CT
or
CTO

1-16 bytes VM:Sort interprets values as
four-bit binary integers. The
sign is represented by four bits
to the right of the low-order
digit. Decimal point alignment is
explicitly handled.

Fixed decimal FI 1-256 bytes VM:Sort interprets values
as their binary equivalents;
the sign indicator is in the
most significant bit position.
Negative numbers are in the 2s-
complement.
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Floating-point
decimal

FL 8 bytes VM:Sort interprets values
as a fixed number of bits
consisting of three components:
a fraction representing the most
significant digits of the number,
an exponent, and a sign.

Hexadecimal HX 1-256 bytes VM:Sort interprets hexadecimal
data the same way it interprets
character data except on the
SUM control file statement,
where it is interpreted as fixed
decimal data.

Packed decimal PD 1-256 bytes VM:Sort interprets values as
data encoded in the binary-
encoded decimal system. The
zone portion of the rightmost
byte contains the sign.

Packed decimal with first digit
and sign ignored

PD0 2-8 bytes VM:Sort interprets values the
same way it interprets packed
decimal data, except that sort
processing ignores the first
digit and the sign. Use this data
type with the Y2P data type to
represent 4-digit dates, where
Y2P is used to process the year
and PD0 is used to process the
month and day.

Binary year Y2B 1 byte VM:Sort interprets 1-byte,
binary, 2-digit year values as 4-
digit year values. This product
converts values from binary to
decimal, and uses the last two
digits of the resulting decimal
number as a two-digit year
value. For example, this product
interprets a binary value of x’62’
as decimal 98, or year ’98. The
product then interprets the 2-
digit year value as a 4-digit year,
according to the defined century
window. If the CENTWIN option
is set to 1942, then this product
interprets the year value as
1998.

Character year Y2C 2 bytes VM:Sort interprets 2-digit, 2-byte
date values as 4-digit dates,
according to the defined century
window. This product ignores
zones in the sorting process.

Decimal year Y2D 1 byte VM:Sort interprets 2-digit, 1-byte
date values as 4-digit dates,
according to the defined century
window.
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Packed decimal year Y2P 2 bytes VM:Sort interprets 2-digit, 2-byte
packed decimal year values
as 4-digit dates, according to
the defined century window. It
ignores the first digit and trailing
sign in the sorting process.

Zoned decimal year with special
indicators

Y2S 2 bytes VM:Sort interprets 2-digit, 2-
byte zoned decimal year values
as 4-digit years, according to
the defined century window.
Processing is identical to
processing for the Y2C data
type, except that the following
values are sorted with special
ordering as described below:
x’0000’ = lowest value
x’4040’ = next to lowest value
x’FFFF’ = highest value

Zoned decimal year Y2Z 1-16 bytes VM:Sort interprets 2-digit, 2-
byte zoned decimal year values
as 4-digit years, according to
the defined century window.
It ignores zones in the sort
processing. Processing is
identical to processing for the
Y2C data type.

Zoned decimal ZD 1-16 bytes VM:Sort interprets values as
4-bit binary integers. The sign
is represented by four bits to
the right of the low-order digit.
Decimal point alignment is
explicitly handled.

Examples
Tablcontains the binary, character, and hexadecimal representations of the different data formats:

• Data in alternate sequence format (AQ) has the same characteristics as character format data (CH).
• Data in hexadecimal format (HX) is the same as character format data except on the SUM control file

statement, where it is interpreted as fixed decimal format data (FI).
• Data in signed numeric format with trailing overpunch format (CT or CTO) is interpreted as zoned decimal

(ZD) format.
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Command Quick Reference
The VMSORT command consists of an input source (one or more disk and/or tape files and/or a reader file), an output
destination (a disk, print, punch, or tape file), and one or more options.

VMSORT ["Input Parms" ["Output Parms"]]  [( "Options"...]

Input Parms:

  fileid1 [...fileid16]

| tapein

| *

| [RDR | READER]

 

Output Parms:

  fileid
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| tapeout

| *

| PUNch     

| [PRT | PRINTER]

Options:

[APPEND]

[BLKSIZE number]

[CENTWIN number]

[CMSSORT]

[CTL filename]

[DDNAME string]

[DEN {800 | 1600 | 6250 | 38K}]

[DISKFULL [ CONTINUE | SKIP | PROMPT]] 

[{ E11 | E15 | E35} exitname]

[EQUALS | NOEQUALS]

[FIELDS {"Fields"}]

[[FILSZ | SIZE [ E ] number ]] 

[INCORE]

[LRECL number]

[NOREPL]

[NOTDISK]

[PRINT [ALL | CRITICAL | NONE]] 

[PROMPT | NOPROMPT]

[{ R11 | R15 | R35} exitname]

[RECFM [ F | V | FB | VB]] 

[REPLACE]

[ROUTE [ PRT | LOG | BOTH ]] 

[SERIAL]

[SKIPREC number]

[SORTWK {TAP0,TAP1,TAP2,[TAP3,...,TAPF] | vaddr1,vaddr2,vaddr3 [vaddr3, ...,vaddr16]}]

[STOPAFT number]

[TEMPINFO]

[WORKFULL [CONTINUE | STOP | PROMPT]] 

[Y2PAST number]

 

Fields:

  p1,l1,df1,o1,[,...p64,l64,df64,o64]

| p1,l1,o1[,...,p64,l64,o64]FORMAT df

| p1,e1[,...,p64,e64]

| COPY

Input Parameters

If you do not specify an input parameter, VM:Sort searches for the default input file FILE SORTIN A. If this parameter is
not found, the software terminates.

Input specifications that are made on the command line override those made in a previous CMS FILEDEF command.
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fileid1 ... fileid16
One to sixteen input file IDs. Do not use TAPE, READER, or RDR as a filename. If you are sorting more than one
disk file, you can specify all of the input file IDs on the command line. If you are sorting one or more tape files and/
or a reader file with one or more disk files, you must specify all of the input files on CMS FILEDEF commands and
not on the command line.
All input files must have the same record format. You can mix fixed-blocked with fixed-length records or variable-
blocked with variable-length records.
If no input file is specified, the default is FILE SORTIN A.
Example: See Sorting in Ascending and Descending Order.

*
If you use an exclusive E15 or R15 user exit, specify * (asterisk) for input.
Example: See Changing Data With User Exits.

tapein
The symbolic name of a tape containing the input data. Use TAP0 through TAP7 for virtual addresses 180 through
187 or TAP8 through TAPF for virtual addresses 288 through 28F. You cannot specify the same drive for input and
output. To sort more than one tape file, with or without disk files or a reader file, you must issue a CMS FILEDEF
command for each input file.
Example: See Using Tape Files.

RDR | READER
Specifies the virtual reader as the input source. Reader files must be punched to your reader for the software
to process them. VM:Sort cannot sort reader files in NETDATA or DISK-DUMP format (those sent by the CMS
SENDFILE or DISK DUMP commands). Reader files are processed in first-in, first-out (FIFO) order. CMS deletes
reader files after they are processed by the software.
To sort a reader file along with other tape or disk files, specify each input file and the output file on a CMS
FILEDEF command. You can specify only one reader file.
Example: See Using Reader, Punch, and Print Files.

Output Parameters

If you do not specify a value for output , VM:Sort creates the default output file FILE SORTOUT A.

Output specifications that are made on the command line override those made in a previous CMS FILEDEF command.

file ID
Output file ID. Do not use TAPE, PUNCH, PUN, PRINTER, or PRT as filenames. These are command line
keywords for VM:Sort. If you use them as filenames, the program will terminate. If you do not specify an output file
ID, the default is FILE SORTOUT A.
An equal sign (=) duplicates the input filename, filetype, or filemode. Using all three replaces the input file. You will
be prompted before VM:Sort replaces the input file unless you specify the REPLACE option.
If the output file already exists, the software asks if you want to replace it, unless you used the REPLACE or the
NOREPL command line or control file option. Answering no or n to the prompt terminates processing without
replacing the output file. Answering yes or y to the prompt replaces the output file.
If you are sorting more than one disk file on the command line you must include the output file ID on the command
line. Otherwise, the software interprets the last specified input file ID as the output file ID. If you are sorting more
than one input file, and one of them is a tape or reader file, you must specify the output with a CMS FILEDEF
command. You cannot specify it on the command line. The output data set name is SORTOUT.
If you use the APPEND command line or control file option, the output is added to the end of the specified output
file or to the default output file, FILE SORTOUT A, if no output was specified on the command line or in a CMS
FILEDEF command. If you specify an output file that does not exist and you are using the APPEND option,
VM:Sort creates the specified output file.
Example: See Sorting in Ascending and Descending Order.
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*
If you use an exclusive E35 or R35 user exit, specify * (asterisk) for output.
Example: See Changing Data With User Exits.

tapeout
The symbolic name of a tape where the output data is to be sent. Use TAP0 through TAP7 for virtual addresses
180 through 187 or TAP8 through TAPF for virtual addresses 288 through 28F. You cannot use the same tape
drive for input and output.
If you are sorting more than one input file, and one of them is a tape or reader file, you must specify the output
tape with a CMS FILEDEF command. Do not specify an output tape on the command line unless all of the input
files are disk files. If you are sorting only disk files, you can specify an output tape on the command line.
Example: See Using Tape Files.

PRT | PRINTER
Sends output to your virtual printer. Records longer than 132 bytes are truncated to 132 bytes. If you are sorting
more than one input file, and one of them is a tape or reader file, you must specify the printer as the output with a
CMS FILEDEF command.
Do not specify the virtual printer on the command line unless all of the input files are disk files. If you are sorting
only disk files you may specify the virtual printer on the command line.
Example: See Using Reader, Punch, and Print Files.

PUNch
Sends output to your virtual punch. Records longer than 80 bytes are truncated to 80 bytes.
If you are sorting more than one input file, and one of them is a tape or reader file, you must specify the virtual
punch with a CMS FILEDEF command. Do not specify the virtual punch on the command line unless all of the
input files are disk files.
Example: See Using Reader, Punch, and Print Files.

Options

Replace  options with one or more of the items from the following table. Conflicting options are noted.

APPEND
Adds the records from the input file to the end of the output file. You can use APPEND with any command line
option or control file statement except for the NOREPL or REPLACE options. You can use APPEND only with
disk or tape output files. If you use APPEND and do not specify an output file, VM:Sort will append the processed
records to the default output file FILE SORTOUT A. If you specify APPEND and the specified output file or the
default output file does not exist, VM:Sort will create it.
Example: See Appending Files.

BLKSIZE
Specifies the blocksize of a non-CMS file or a tape input or output file. If RECFM is VB, add 4 to number to
account for the block descriptor word (BDW). If RECFM is V, add 4 to number to account for the record descriptor
word (RDW).
Example: See Using Tape Files.

CENTWIN
Defines the century window you want  VM:Sort  to use to interpret two-digit year values.
A century window is the 100-year date range you want VM:Sort to use when interpreting the century of two-digit
years. For example, if you define a century window as 1942 through 2041, VM:Sort would interpret a two-digit
year of 98 as 1998, and a two-digit year of 01 as 2001. You can define the century window with either a fixed first
year or a variable first year. For more information about the century window, see Appendix NO TAG, Year 2000
Support.
number specifies the first year of a 100-year range. It can be either a 1- to 3-digit number, which is used to define
a variable first year, or a 4-digit number, which is used to define a fixed first year.
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1- to 3-digit number
A 1- to 3-digit number between 0 and 100 is subtracted from the current year to define the variable first
year of a 100-year range. For example, if the current year is 1998, and the CENTWIN option is set to 56,
the variable first year of the century window is 1942.

4-digit number
A 4-digit number between 1000 and 3000 is used to define the fixed first year of a 100-year range. For
example, if the CENTWIN option is set to 1942, then the fixed first year of the century window is 1942.

The default value for the CENTWIN command option is 80.
CMSSORT

Converts CMS SORT field specifications (starting column number and column number) to VM:Sort format.
Assumes character data format and ascending sort order.
The software prompts for the starting and ending column numbers. You cannot use the CMSSORT option with the
CTL option or with VM:Sort format sort fields specified on the FIELDS option.
Example: See Simulating the CMS SORT Command.

CTL
Passes processing to a control file; filename is a one-to eight-character control file filename. The filetype must be
SORTCTL.
Example: See Saving and Reusing Sort Specifications.

DDNAME
A new four-character DDNAME (data definition name) for both input and output. string replaces SORT in the
default data definition names (DDNAMES), SORTIN (input) and SORTOUT (output); string must be the same as
the data set name specified in a previous CMS FILEDEF command.
Example: See Using Tape Files.

DEN
Output tape or tape cartridge data density at 800, 1600, 6250 bytes per inch (BPI), or 38K for cartridges. The
default is the density of the mounted tape or cartridge.
Example: See Using Tape Files.

DISKFULL
Example: See Calling VM:Sort From an EXEC
CONTINUE

VM:Sort tries to continue processing and does not prompt when it determines that there may not be
enough disk space for the output file. If there is not enough disk space, the program terminates.

STOP
VM:Sort terminates without prompting when it determines that there may not be enough disk space for
the output file.

PROMPT
VM:Sort  asks if you want to continue processing if it determines that there may not be enough disk
space for the output file.

E11 | E15 | E35
Specifies an assembly language user exit type: E11, E15, or E35 and its filename. The filetype must be TEXT.
Assembly language user exits are OS and DOS compatible.
Example: See Changing Data With User Exits.

EQUALS |
NOEQUALS
EQUALS

Specifies that the order of records with duplicate sort fields is the same in the output file as in the input
file.
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NOEQUALS
Specifies that the input order sequence is not maintained.

FIELDS
Fields can come from anywhere in the record, they can overlap, and they need not be contiguous.Example: See
Sorting in Ascending and Descending Order.
p1

Sort field starting column (or byte) relative to 1. For binary format fields this is expressed as bytes.bits,
where bytes is the starting byte number from 1 through 256, and bits is the starting bit number from 0
through 7. When sorting variable-length records, add 4 to the sort field starting position to account for the
record descriptor word (RDW).

l1
Sort field length in columns (or bytes). For binary format fields, this is expressed as bytes.bits, where
bytes is an number from 1 through 256, and bits is a number from 0 through 7. The combined length of all
sort fields cannot exceed 4,096 bytes.

df1
Data format. If you use PD and the sort field is not in packed data format, VM:Sort terminates.

o1
Sort order: A for ascending order or D for descending order. You can specify up to 64 sort fields in
descending order of priority.

(FIELDS p1,l1,o1[, ..., p64,l64,o64] FORMAT df
Use this syntax when the data format is the same for all of the sort fields.

(FIELDS p1,e1[ , ..., p64, e64]
Simulates the CMS SORT command where p1 is the starting column (or byte) number and e1 is the
ending column (or byte) number. If input is in variable-length format, add 4 to both p1 and e1 to account
for the RDW. Sort order is ascending. Data format is character. You cannot mix CMS SORT simulation
and VM:Sort field specifications in the same command.

(FIELDS COPY
Copies input to output without sorting.

FILSZ | SIZE [ E ]
Number of input records after input user exit (E15 or R15) or INCLUDE or OMIT control file statement processing;
number is always an estimate even if E is not specified. If FILSZ | SIZE is smaller than input, VM:Sort tries to
finish instead of terminating. If input is a disk file and there are no user exits, you do not need to use the FILSZ |
SIZE option. FILSZ is OS compatible and SIZE is DOS compatible.
Example: See Sorting Large Files.

INCORE
Restricts sorting or merging to virtual storage. Temporary and permanent disk space are not used for work space.
If the virtual machine is not large enough to accommodate the sort or merge, VM:Sort terminates.
Example: See Sorting Large Files.

LRECL
Input record logical record length. The maximum for tape and OS files is 32K. The maximum for CMS disk files
is 64K. The maximum for reader files is 80 bytes. Increase number by 4 if RECFM is V to account for the RDW.
Increase number by 4 if RECFM is VB to account for the BDW.
Example: See Using Tape Files.

NOREPL
VM:Sort terminates without prompting if a specified output file already exists. You cannot use NOREPL with the
APPEND or REPLACE options.
Example: See Replacing Output Files.
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NOTDISK
Inhibits temporary disk (TDISK) use for work files. If the sort is too large for virtual storage you need enough disk
space to hold all of the work files. VM:Sort automatically allocates TDISK for work files when it is configured to do
so. For more information, see Configuration File Reference.

PRINT
You can specify your answers to prompts with the REPLACE, NOREPL, DISKFULL, or WORKFULL
options.Example: See Calling VM:Sort From an EXEC.
ALL

All messages are displayed.
CRITICAL

Only error (E) and severe error (S) messages are displayed.
NONE

No messages are displayed.
PROMPT | NOPROMPT

Example: See Calling VM:Sort From an EXEC .
PROMPT

VM:Sort prompts for required information when it is missing.
NOPROMPT

Turns prompting off. When running VM:Sort from your terminal, you still have to answer a prompt even
though it does not appear on the screen. Use NOPROMPT when running VM:Sort from an EXEC.

R11 | R15 | R35
Specifies a REXX user exit type, R11, R15, or R35, and its filename. The filetype must be EXEC.
Example: See Changing Data With User Exits.

RECFM
Example: See Using Tape Files.
F

Fixed length records.
V

Variable-length records. When using V, increase LRECL by 4 to account for the RDW.
FB

Fixed blocked records.
VB

Variable blocked records. When using VB, increase BLKSIZE and LRECL by 4 to account for the BDW.
REPLACE

Replaces existing output files without prompting. By default, VM:Sort prompts before replacing an existing output
file.
Example: See Replacing Output Files.

ROUTE
VM:Sort uses FILEDEF SYSOUT for routing messages.
Example: See Calling VM:Sort From an EXEC.
PRT

Sends messages to your virtual printer.
LOG

Displays messages on your terminal.
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BOTH
Displays messages on your terminal and sends them to your virtual printer.

SERIAL
Make VM:Sort ignore columns 73 through 80 in a control file. This option is useful when you have control files with
serial numbers in columns 73-80.
Example: See Saving and Reusing Sort Specifications.

SKIPREC
Skips over number records in the beginning of input before sorting. SKIPREC is processed before an INCLUDE
or OMIT control file statement or an E15 or R15 user exit. If you are sorting more than one input file, SKIPREC
operates only on the first specified input file.
Example: See Skipping Records.

SORTWK {TAP0,TAP1,TAP2,[TAP3,...,TAPF] | vaddr1,vaddr2,vaddr3 [vaddr4, ...,vaddr16]}
Sends work (spill) files to tape. A minimum of three tape drives is required. You can specify up to 16 tape drives.
Restrictions: The tape drives specified on this option cannot be the same as those specified for input or output.
You cannot use this option with the EQUALS option or the WORKFULL STOP option.
Example: See Sending Spill Files to Tape.

STOPAFT number
Stops sorting input after number records. STOPAFT is processed after an INCLUDE or OMIT control file
statement, an E15 or R15 user exit, and SKIPREC.
Example: See Skipping Records.

TEMPINFO
Displays information about a temporary disk’s virtual address, the device type, and the number of blocks
or cylinders used when VM:Sort allocates TDISK for work space. Normally, VM:Sort does not display this
information.
Example: See Sorting Large Files.

WORKFULL
Example: See Calling VM:Sort From an EXEC.
CONTINUE

VM:Sort tries to continue processing and does not prompt when it determines that there may not be
enough space for the sort or merge work files.

STOP
VM:Sort terminates without prompting when it determines that there may not be enough space for the sort
or merge work files.

PROMPT
VM:Sort asks if you want to continue processing if it determines that there may not be enough space for
the sort or merge work files.

Y2PAST
The Y2PAST option is identical to the CENTWIN option. It is included to provide compatibility with IBM’s DFSORT.
For a description of the Y2PAST option format, see the CENTWIN option.

Control File Statement Quick Reference
This article lists and describes the  VM:Sort  control file statements in alphabetical order.

Words in lowercase letters are variables. Words in uppercase letters are control file statement keywords and options.
Control file statements must be entered in uppercase letters. When writing control files, start control file statements in
column 2 or beyond. For more information on creating and using control files, see Saving and Reusing Sort Specifications.
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 * 

An asterisk specifies a comment

* text

Comments start in column 1 with an asterisk (*) and are not processed by VM:Sort. Comments can appear anywhere in a
file. Comments are optional.

ALTSEQ

ALTSEQ changes the sort sequence.

ALTSEQ FIELDS=(ccpp1[,...,ccpp256])

cc
The EBCDIC hexadecimal code for the character being moved. A character can be moved only once per sort. You
can move up to 256 characters.

pp
The character’s new position expressed as an EBCDIC hexadecimal code. The data format code for the field or
fields changed by ALTSEQ must be AQ.

END

END ends the control file.

END

 END is optional. If it is used, it must be the last statement in the file because VM:Sort will not process any control file
statements after it.

INCLUDE

INCLUDE selects records for processing.

INCLUDE COND="Conditions"

Conditions:

  (field1,oper,field2 [[,lc,field,oper,field]) [,FORMAT=df]] 

| (field1,oper,X|C’string ’ [[,lc,field2,oper,X|C’string])

| (field1,oper, [+] |-number [,lc,field2,oper, [+]|-number])

field1
A comparison field. Fields are specified as p,l,df:
p

Is the field’s starting column number (or byte), a number from 1 through 4096. INCLUDE is processed
after an E15 or R15 user exit. If you use an E15 or R15 user exit, specify starting positions and lengths
that are valid after E15 or R15 user exit processing. Add 4 to p to account for the record descriptor word
(RDW) in variable-length records.

l
Is the field’s length in columns (or bytes).

df
Is the field’s data format. If all the fields have the same format use: (p,1,oper,p,1), FORMAT=df
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oper
A comparison operator. Compares one field to a second field or to a constant. The comparison operators
are:
EQ Equal
NE Not equal
LT Less than
LE Less than or equal to
GT Greater than
GE Greater than or equal to

field2
Another field to which the comparison field is compared. If the lengths of the first and second fields differ,
the shorter field is padded with zeros or blanks to the right.
You can always compare fields with the same data format. You can compare binary format (BI) fields
to character format (CH) fields or vice versa. You can compare packed decimal format (PD) fields to
zoned decimal format (ZD) fields or vice versa. Hexadecimal format (HX) fields are treated the same as
character format fields on an INCLUDE or OMIT control file statement.
Note: If you perform a comparison using an INCLUDE or OMIT statement on data in packed decimal
format (PD), the data must be valid packed decimal data. Otherwise, a data exception will result.

X|C’string
A character constant (C) or a hexadecimal constant (X) to which the comparison field is compared.
Character and hexadecimal constants are enclosed in single quotation marks. A single quotation mark
within a character constant is represented by two single quotation marks. For example, the word can't is
represented by 'can''t'.
If you need to continue a constant, put an asterisk (*) in column 72 and continue the constant on the
next line starting in column 16. You can use a hexadecimal constant with a comparison field in any data
format. You can use a character constant with a comparison field in CH or BI format only.
Use an even number of characters in hex constants. Constants are truncated or padded to match the
length of the comparison field.
Character constants shorter than the comparison field are padded with blanks on the right. Hexadecimal
constants shorter than the comparison field are padded with binary zeros on the left. A constant can
be up to 256 bytes long. The sum of all constants specified on an INCLUDE or OMIT statement cannot
exceed 2,000 bytes.

[+]|-number
A numeric constant. +, or no sign identifies a positive numeric constant. - identifies a negative numeric
constant. Numeric constants can be used with FI, PD, or ZD data fields. Numeric constants are padded or
truncated on the left to fit the comparison field’s length.

• lc
One of the following logical connectors:
AND  or &
OR  or |
Records are selected with an AND connector only if all of the comparison conditions are met. Records are selected
with an OR connector if any one of the comparison conditions are met. AND is evaluated before OR. You can control
selection order with parentheses. Inner parentheses are evaluated before outer parentheses. Parentheses do not need
to be separated by commas. You can link up to 64 comparisons with logical connectors.
Note: The syntax and rules for using the OMIT statement are the same as those for the INCLUDE statement. You can
specify either an INCLUDE statement or an OMIT statement in a control file, but not both.

INPFIL

INPFILE describes input files.

INPFIL option [,...,option]
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BLKSIZE=
number
Input file blocksize. BLKSIZE is required if input is tape and the blocksize was not defined in a previous CMS
FILEDEF command or on the command line.

BYPASS
Discards any variable-length record that is specified on the RECORD control file statement and has a length less
than L2 or greater than L4. If VM:Sort encounters such a record and the BYPASS option was not specified, the
sort terminates with an error message. Refer to the RECORD control file statement on page 38 for the default
values for the L2 and L4 record lengths.

CLOSE= RWD | NORWD | UNLD
RWD

Rewinds the input tape after reading it. This is the default.
NORWD

Does not rewind the input tape after reading it.
UNLD

Unloads the input tape after reading it.
OPEN=RWD | NORW

RWD
Rewinds the input tape before reading it. This is the default.

NORWD
Does not rewind the input tape before reading it.

OS/DOS compatibility only:
BUFLIM=n|255 

CRDSIZE=80 

EXIT 

NOCHAIN 

PRESEQ 

SYSIPT 

VOLUME=n|VOLUME=(n,...)

INREC

INREC reformats records before sorting.

INREC FIELDS= "Fields"

Fields:

  ([c1:],p1,l1,[a1]    [,...,[c128:],p128,l128  [a]] )

| ([c1:],nX1   [,...,[c128:],nX128])

| ([c1:],nZ1   [,...,[c128:],nZ128])

c1:
Starting column number in the new record. If omitted, the first field starts in column one. The next field starts in the
next available column unless you specify a different column position with c2.

p1
Starting position of the field in the original record.

l1
Length of the field in the original record, a number from 1 through 256. If the reformatted record is in variable-
length format, p1,l1 must be specified as 1,4 to account for the RDW. The first data field starts in column 5.
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a1
Boundary alignment in the new record: halfword, (H), fullword (F), or doubleword (D). Unused space before an
alignment is padded with binary zeros.

nX
Number of spaces inserted after a field in the new record.

nZ
Number of binary zeros inserted after a field in the new record.
INREC is processed before MERGE, SORT, and SUM but after INCLUDE or OMIT. The reformatted input record
consists only of the fields specified on the INREC control file statement.

NOTE
The syntax and rules for using the OUTREC statement are the same as those for the INREC statement. You can
specify up to 128 INREC and OUTREC fields in a control file.

MERGE

MERGE combines presorted files.

MERGE FIELDS= "Fields"

Fields:

  (p1,l1,df1o1 [,...,p64,l64,df64,o64]), F[,...,p64,l64,o64]), FORMAT=df,FILES=nn...[,"Options"]

| FILES=nn[,options]

p1,l1,df1,o1
A merge field. A merge field consists of:
p1

The merge field starting position. If the merge input files use variable-length records, add 4 to p to
account for the RDW.

l1
The merge field length.

df1
The data format.

o1
The merge order: A for ascending merge order or D for descending order.

You can specify up to 64 merge fields. The merge fields must be the same as the sort fields originally used to sort
the input files.

FILES=nn
Number of merge files, from 2 through 16. If you are merging all disk files and the merge output file is also a
disk file, you can specify all of the fileids on the command line. If any of the input files or the output file is a
tape, reader, punch, or print file, you must use a CMS FILEDEF command to define the data definition names
(DDNAMES) for each merge input file and the merge output file. The input DDNAMES are SORTIN01 through
SORTIN16. The output file’s DDNAME is SORTOUT.

(p1,l1,o1[,...p64,l64,o64]),FORMAT=df
Use this syntax if all of the merge fields have the same data format.
You cannot use a MERGE and a SORT control file statement in the same control file.
Options:
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EQUALS|NOEQUALS
EQUALS

Records with duplicate merge fields are written in the order of the input files (records from the first file are
written first, records from the second input file are written next, and so on).

NOEQUALS
The order of records with identical merge fields is not maintained. This is the default.

FILSZ|SIZE=number|Enumber
The number of output records in the merged file. FILSZ is OS compatible and SIZE is DOS compatible. They are
used for Enumber is an estimate of the number of records in the merged file. resource allocation calculations.

NOTDISK
Inhibits temporary disk (TDISK) use for work files. If the merge is too large for virtual storage, you need more disk
space to hold all of the work files. VM:Sort automatically allocates TDISK for work files if it is configured to do so.
For more information, see Editing the VMSORT CONFIG File.

MODS

MODS calls user exits

MODS "Parms"

Parms:

  Enn=(a_filename[,size])[,Enn=(a_filename[,size])]]  [,Enn=[(a_filename[,size)]

| Rnn=(r_filename)[,Rnn=(r_filename)][,Rnn=(r_filename)]]    

| Enn=(filename[,size])

Enn
Assembly language user exit number: E11, E15, or E3.5

a_filename
Assembly language user exit filename. The filetype must be TEXT.

size
Exact or estimated assembly language user exit size.

Rnn
REXX user exit number, R11, R15, or R35.

r_filename
REXX user exit filename. The filetype must be EXEC.
You can use each type of user exit -- E11 or R11, E15 or R15, or E35 or R35 -- only once in a sort. However, you
can use both assembly language and REXX user exits in a sort.

OS/DOS compatibility only:

 

ddname 

N|S|T

OMIT

OMIT excludes record sorting

OMIT COND= "Conditions"

Conditions:

  (field1,oper,field2[,lc,field,oper,field])[,FORMAT=df]
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| (field1,oper,X|C’string’[,lc,field2,oper,X|C’string])[,FORMAT=df]

| (field1,oper,+|-number[,lc,field2,oper,+|-number])[,FORMAT=df]

 

The rules and format for OMIT are the same as those for INCLUDE. You cannot use an OMIT and an INCLUDE control
file statement in the same control file. See the INCLUDE statement.

OPTIONS

OPTIONS specifies miscellaneous options for sort processing

OPTION option [,...,option]

 

APPEND
Adds the records from input to the end of output. You can use APPEND with any command line option or control
file statement except for the NOREPL or REPLACE options. You can use APPEND only with disk or tape output
files. If you use APPEND and do not specify an output file, VM:Sort will append the processed records to the
default output file FILE SORTOUT A. If you use APPEND and the specified output file or the default output file
does not exist, VM:Sort will create it.

CENTWIN
=number
Defines the century window you want VM:Sort to use to interpret two-digit year values.
A century window is the 100-year date range you want VM:Sort to use when interpreting the century of two-digit
years. For example, if you define a century window as 1942 through 2041, the program would interpret a two-digit
year of 98 as 1998, and a two-digit year of 01 as 2001. You can define the century window with either a fixed first
year or a variable first year. For more information about the century window, see Appendix NO TAG, Year 2000
Support.
number specifies the first year of a 100-year range. It can be either a 1- to 3-digit number, which is used to define
a variable first year, or a 4-digit number, which is used to define a fixed first year.
1- to 3-digit number

A 1- to 3-digit number between 0 and 100 is subtracted from the current year to define the variable first
year of a 100-year range. For example, if the current year is 1998, and the CENTWIN option is set to 56,
the variable first year of the century window is 1942.

4-digit number
A 4-digit number between 1000 and 3000 is used to define the fixed first year of a 100-year range. For
example, if the CENTWIN option is set to 1942, the fixed first year of the century window is 1942.

The default value for the CENTWIN control file statement is 80.
DISKFULL=CONTINUE | STOP | PROMPT

CONTINUE
VM:Sort tries to continue processing and does not prompt if it determines that there may not be enough
disk space for the output file. If there is not enough disk space, it terminates.

STOP
VM:Sort asks if you want to continue processing if it determines that there may not be enough disk space
for the output file. This is the default.

PROMPT
VM:Sort terminates without prompting if it determines that there may not be enough disk space for the
output file.
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EQUALS | NOEQUALS
EQUALS

Specifies that the order of records with duplicate sort fields is the same in the output file as in the input
file.

NOEQUALS
Specifies that the input order sequence is not maintained. This is the default.

FILSZ|SIZE
=number|Enumber Allocates resources. FILSZ is OS compatible and SIZE is DOS compatible. number is the
number of input records and Enumber is an estimate of the number of input records.
NOREPL

VM:Sort terminates without prompting if a specified output file already exists. You cannot use NOREPL
with the APPEND or REPLACE options.

NOTDISK
Inhibits temporary disk (TDISK) use for work files. If the sort is too large for virtual storage, you need
more disk space to hold all of the work files. VM:Sort automatically allocates TDISK for work files if it
is configured to do so. For more information on the VMSORT CONFIG file, see Editing the VMSORT
CONFIG File.

PRINT= ALL | CRITICAL | NONE
ALL

All messages are displayed. This is the default.
CRITICAL

Only E (error) and S (severe error) messages are displayed.
NONE

No messages are displayed.
You can specify your answers to prompts with the REPLACE, NOREPL, DISKFULL, or WORKFULL
options.

REPLACE
Replaces existing output files without prompting. By default, VM:Sort prompts before replacing an output file.

ROUTE=LST | PRT | LOG | BOTH
LST|PRT

Sends messages to your virtual printer.
LOG

Displays messages on your terminal. This is the default.
BOTH

Displays messages on your terminal and send them to your virtual printer.
VM:Sort uses FILEDEF SYSOUT for routing messages.

SORTIN=input
Specifies the input DDNAME. It must be the same as that defined in a previous CMS FILEDEF command. The
default DDNAME is SORTIN.

SORTOUT
=output
Specifies the output DDNAME. It must be the same as that defined in a previous CMS FILEDEF command. The
default DDNAME is SORTOUT.
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SORTWK=(TAP0 | vaddr1,TAP1 | vaddr2,TAP2 | vaddr3[,..., TAPF | vaddr16])
Send work (spill) files to tape. A minimum of three tape drives is required. You can specify up to 16 tape drives.
The tape drives specified on this option cannot be the same as those specified for input or output. You cannot use
this option with the EQUALS option or the WORKFULL=STOP option.

STORAGE|MAINSIZE=n|nK
Maximum virtual storage allocated to VM:Sort. n is the amount of storage in bytes and K is the amount of storage
in kilobytes. By default, VM:Sort uses all available virtual storage.

TEMPINFO
Displays information about a temporary disk’s virtual address, the device type, and the number of blocks or
cylinders used when VM:Sort allocates TDISK for work space. The program does not normally display this
information.

VSCORE|RESINV|RESALL=number | numberK
Virtual storage reserved for processes other than VM:Sort. number is the number of bytes reserved for other
processes, and K is the number of kilobytes reserved for other processes. Normally, VM:Sort uses all available
virtual storage.

WORKFULL=CONTINUE|STOP|PROMPT
CONTINUE

VM:Sort tries to continue processing and does not prompt if it determines that there may not be enough
work space for the sort or merge work files.

STOP
VM:Sort terminates without prompting if it determines that there may not be enough work space for the
sort or merge work files.

PROMPT
VM:Sort asks if you want to continue processing if it determines that there may not be enough work space
for the sort or merge work files. This is the default.

OS/DOS compatibility only:

DEVIN=nn 

DEVOUT=nn 

DIAG 

DUMP|NODUMP 

FILNM=output 

INCORE=OFF 

KEYLEN=n 

LABEL=(input,output) 

NOFIXLST 

NOTPMK 

POOL 

WORKNM=work 

Y2PAST=number
The Y2PAST option control file statement is identical to the CENTWIN control file statement. It is included to
provide compatibility with IBM’s DFSORT. For a description of the Y2PAST control file statement format, see the
CENTWIN control file statement above.
NO TAG

OUTFIL

OUTFIL describes output.

OUTFIL option [,...,option]
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BLKSIZE
=number
Output file blocksize in bytes. BLKSIZE is required if output is to tape and NOPROMPT is used on the command
line.

 

CLOSE= RWD | NORWD | UNLD
RWD

Rewinds the output tape after writing to it. This is the default.
NORWD

Does not rewind the output tape after writing to it.
UNLD

Unloads the output tape after writing to it.
LRECL

=number
Output logical record length. LRECL is required if the output record has a record length different from the l1 value
specified on the RECORD control file statement.

OPEN= RWD|NORWD
RWD

Rewinds the output tape before writing to it. This is the default.
NORWD

Does not rewind the output tape before writing to it.

OS/DOS compatibility only:

BUFLIM 

CARDS=c 

EXIT 

LTM=YES|NO 

NOTPMK 

PAGES=p 

TAPE|DISK|PRINT|PUNCH

OUTREC

OUTREC reformats records after sorting.

OUTREC FIELDS= "Fields"

Fields:

  ([c1:],p1,l1,[a1][,...,[c128:],p128,l128,[a]] )

| ([c1:],nX1    [,...,[c128:],nX128]) 

| ([c1:],nZ1     [,...,[c128:],nZ128])

 OUTREC uses the same syntax as INREC. See the INREC statement. If you use OUTREC, the only fields in the output
record are those specified on the OUTREC control file statement.
OUTREC is processed before an E35 or R35 user exit. Field specifications in a E35 or R35 user exit must refer to the
reformatted output record. You can specify up to 128 INREC and OUTREC fields in a control file.

RECORD

RECORD describes input and output record type and length
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RECORD TYPE=F|V|FB|VB,LENGTH=(l1[,l2,l3,l4,l5,l6,l7])

TYPE=F|V|FB|VB
Input record type. TYPE is: 
F

Fixed-length records
V

Variable-length records
FB

Fixed-length blocked records
VB

Variable-length blocked records
LENGTH=(l1[,l2,l3,l4,l5,l6,l7])

One or more of the record length parameters:
l1

Input file logical record length (LRECL). If TYPE is V, l1 is the length of the longest record plus the four-
byte RDW. l1 is the only required length value. If you use an estimate for l1, VM:Sort will complete only
if l1 is greater than or equal to the actual length of the longest record. The input LRECL determines the
output LRECL.

l2
Maximum input logical record length after E35 or R15 processing. If omitted, l2 is equal to l1.

l3
Maximum output logical record length after E35 or R35 processing.

l4
Minimum logical record length if TYPE is V after E15, R15, E35, or R35 processing. By default, this is the
minimum length needed to hold all of the fields from the SORT or MERGE, OMIT or INCLUDE, and SUM
control file statements.

l5
Average input record length. If omitted, l5 equals half the sum of l1 and l4.

l6 and l7
included for OS/DOS compatibility only.
The maximum logical record length depends on the device type. For CMS disks, the maximum is 64K.
For tapes, the maximum is 32K.
If you use more than one length parameter and omit others between, use commas as placeholders for
the missing length values. In the following example, the values for l2 and l3 are represented by the two
commas between 80 and 40:
RECORD TYPE=V,LENGTH=(80,,,40)

SORT

SORT specifies sort fields.

SORT FIELDS= "Fields"

Fields:

  (p1,l1,df1,o1[[,...,p64,l64,df64,o64]) [,options] [,FILES=nn]] 

| (p1,l1,o1 [[,...,p64,l64,o64]), FORMAT=df [,options] [,FILES=nn]] 

| (COPY) [[options] [,FILES=nn]] 
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p1
Sort field starting column (or byte), relative to 1. For binary format fields, this is expressed as bytes.bits, where
bytes is the starting byte number, from 1 through 256, and bits is the starting bit number, from 0 to 7. When sorting
variable-length records, add 4 to the sort field starting position to account for the RDW.

l1
Sort field length in columns (or bytes). For all field formats except binary, length is expressed in bytes as a
number from 1 to 256. For binary format fields, length is expressed as bytes.bits, where bytes is a number from
1 through 256 and bits is a number from 0 through 7. The combined length of all sort fields cannot exceed 4,096
bytes.

df1
Data format. See the Data Format Quick Reference on page 11 for more information. If you use PD and the sort
field is not in packed data format, VM:Sort terminates.

o1
Sort order: A for ascending order or D for descending sort order.
You can specify up to 64 sort fields in descending order of priority. Fields can come from anywhere in the record,
they can overlap, and they need not be contiguous.

(p1,l1,o1[,...,p64,l64,o64]),FORMAT=df
Use this syntax when the data format is the same for all of the sort fields.

FILES=nn
Number of input files when sorting more than one input file. nn is a number from 1 through 16. Use this option
when sorting multiple input files and the input filenames are specified on CMS FILEDEF commands and not on
the command line.
You must use this option when sorting any combination of disk, tape, and reader files.

COPY
Copies input to output without sorting.

EQUALS | NOEQUALS
EQUALS

Specifies that the order of records with duplicate sort fields is the same in the output file as in the input
file.

NOEQUALS
Specifies that the input order sequence is not maintained. This is the default.

FILSZ | SIZE=number | Enumber
FILSZ|SIZE is used for allocating resources. FILSZ is OS compatible and SIZE is DOS compatible. number is the
number of input records and Enumber is an estimate of the number of input records.

NOTDISK
Inhibits temporary disk (TDISK) use for work files. If the sort is too large for virtual storage, you need more disk
space to hold all of the work files. VM:Sort automatically allocates TDISK for work files when it is configured to do
so. See Editing the Configuration File for more information.

SKIPREC=number
Skip over number records in the beginning of input before sorting. Records are skipped before INCLUDE or OMIT
control file statement processing and E15 or R15 user exit processing. When sorting multiple input files, SKIPREC
operates only on the first specified input file.

STOPAFT=number
Stop sorting input after number records. The record count starts after INCLUDE or OMIT control file statement
processing, E15 or R15 user exit processing, and SKIPREC processing.

OS/DOS compatibility only:
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BIAS 

DYNALLOC

SUM

SUM summarizes numeric fields.

SUM FIELDS= "Fields"

Fields:

  (p1,l1,df1[,...,pn,ln,dfn])

| (p1,l1[,...,pn,ln]),FORMAT=df 

| (NONE)|NONE

p1
Sum field starting position. If the input uses variable-length records, add 4 to p to account for the RDW. Sum fields
cannot overlap other sum fields or any sort fields. A sum field cannot be the same as a sort field.

l1
Sum field length in bytes or columns. If the data format is BI, FI, or HX, l1 can be 2, 4, or 8. If the format is FL, l1
can be 4, 8, or 16. If the format is PD, ZD, or CH, l1 can be 1 through 16.

df1
One of the numeric data formats: BI, FI, HX, FL, PD, ZD, or CH.
Use this syntax if the data format is the same for all of the fields.

(NONE)
Deletes records with duplicate field values.
If you use the EQUALS option on the command line or on an OPTION or SORT control file statement, the
record selected to contain the summary total is the first record with equal sort fields. Under the default value,
NOEQUALS, this record is randomly selected.
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Messages
 Contents 

  

This documentation lists all VM:Sort messages in numerical order and explains them when the message itself cannot fully
describe the situation. The Cause explains what the message means and what VM:Sort does after issuing the message.
The Response describes what, if anything, you need to do in response to the message.

VM:Sort Messages

While using VM:Sort, you will be receiving messages that do one of the following:

• Inform you of the status and progress of the function or task
• Prompt you for information about your system
• Indicate if an error occurred
• Provide instructions for resolving errors

All messages are in the following format:

• A 3-letter product identifier
• The code of the routine or module that issued the message
• The message number
• The severity code
• A space
• The message text

This format is shown in the following figure:

  

Severity Codes

You can tell the type of message by its last letter, which is its severity code. The severity code can be one of the following:

A
Action message. You need to perform an action, for example, moving the cursor or entering information.

E
Error message. The function or task can continue normally if you correct the error. The function or task may end.
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I
Informational message.  VM:Sort  initialization has completed or a task that VM:Sort is executing has completed.
When an informational message appears immediately after a severe error message (severity code S), it tells you
how to correct the problem the severe error message identified.

R
Response message. Requests information. You need to respond to a VM:Sort message.

S
Severe error message. An error preventing the function or task from continuing has occurred. You are returned to
CMS and must restart the procedure after correcting the error.

T
Terminal error message. A serious internal error has occurred, preventing the VM:Sort service virtual machine
from continuing execution.

W
Warning message. An abnormal condition has occurred. The function or task continues although the results may
be affected by the abnormal condition.

CMS HELP Facility and System Messages

The CMS HELP facility provides information on VM:Sort commands and system messages. The information is the same
as that in this documentation.

To use the CMS HELP facility for a VM:Sort message, enter help followed by a space, then the three-character product
identifier (vms), the message number, and the severity code. Do not type the three-letter code displayed after the product
identifier; this code is the routine or module that issued the message.

For example, to get help on the message VMSCOM1091E, enter the following from CMS:

help vms1091e

When you are finished reading the message help, press PF3 to exit the CMS HELP facility.

For more information on using the CMS help facility, see the CMS user’s guide appropriate for your system.

002I
VM:SORT IS PROCESSING THE COMMAND LINE.

Reason:

This message is displayed just before VM:Sort processes the command line.

Action:

None.

003I
VM:SORT IS PROCESSING THE CONTROL FILE.

Reason:

This message is displayed just before VM:Sort processes the control file.

Action:

None.
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004I
VM:SORT IS PROCESSING THE PARAMETER LIST.

Reason:

This message is displayed just before VM:Sort processes the parameter list.

Action:

None.

005I
VM:SORT HAS FINISHED PROCESSING THE COMMAND LINE.

Reason:

VM:Sort has processed the command line.

Action:

None.

006I
VM:SORT HAS FINISHED PROCESSING THE CONTROL FILE.

Reason:

VM:Sort has processed the control file.

Action:

None.

007I
VM:SORT HAS FINISHED PROCESSING THE PARAMETER LIST.

Reason:

VM:Sort has processed the parameter list.

Action:

None.

010I
ZAP zap HAS BEEN APPLIED.

Reason:

You entered vmsort (zaplist and the indicated ZAPs have been successfully applied.

Action:

None.

011I
NO ZAPS HAVE BEEN APPLIED.
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Reason:

You entered the command vmsort (zaplist, but no ZAPs were applied.

Action:

None.

020I
RECORDS IN=number1, RECORDS OUT=number2.

Reason:

This message shows the number of records that were input to VM:Sort and the number of records that were output.

Action:

None.

021I
[before|after] SORT: INSERTED RECORDS=number1, DELETED RECORDS=number2.

Reason:

This message shows the number of records inserted or deleted before or after sorting.

Action:

None.

022I
VM:SORT HAS COMPLETED [incore].

Reason:

VM:Sort has finished processing. If incore is displayed, the entire sort or merge was done in virtual storage.

Action:

None.

023I
MERGE HAS COMPLETED.

Reason:

VM:Sort has finished merging.

Action:

None.

024I
THERE IS NOT ENOUGH VIRTUAL STORAGE TO PERFORM AN INCORE SORT.

Reason:

There is not enough virtual storage for an incore sort. If you used the INCORE command option, VM:Sort terminates.
Otherwise, VM:Sort tries to use temporary or R/W disk space to finish processing.
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Action:

If VM:Sort terminates, increase your machine size, or make temporary or R/W disk space available to VM:Sort. Then, run
VM:Sort again.

031E
VM:SORT IS TERMINATING.

Reason:

This message is displayed with other VM:Sort messages that explain why the sort or merge failed.

Action:

None.

035R
ENTER THE SORT FIELDS: (ENTER QUIT TO END WITHOUT SORTING.)

Reason:

The sort fields were not specified on a FIELDS command option or a SORT control statement, or you used the CMSSORT
command option.

Action:

Enter the sort fields or QUIT to return to CMS.

038I
statement

Reason:

This message echoes command line options and control file statements as they are processed.

Action:

None.

042W
OUTPUT FILE filename filetype filemode ALREADY EXISTS.

Reason:

The output file you specified already exists. This message is followed by 043R.

Action:

None.

043R
DO YOU WANT TO ERASE IT? ENTER YES OR NO:

Reason:

The output file you specified already exists.

Action:
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Answer YES (or Y) if you want to replace the output file. Answer NO (or N) if you do not want to replace the output file. If
you enter NO, VM:Sort terminates.

045R
DO YOU WANT TO CONTINUE? ENTER YES OR NO:

Reason:

There is not enough space to continue with the sort.

Action:

Enter YES (or Y) to continue or NO (or N) to return to CMS. If you have user exits that delete records, there might be
enough space to complete the sort.

050E
MORE THAN 64 [sort|merge] field FIELDS WERE SPECIFIED.

Reason:

You specified more than 64 sort or merge fields; 64 is the maximum.

Action:

Specify no more than 64 fields.

051E
COMBINED LENGTH OF ALL SORT FIELDS IS GREATER THAN 4095 BYTES.

Reason:

The combined length of the sort fields exceeds 4095 bytes, which is the maximum.

Action:

Edit your sort field specifications and make sure the combined length of the sort fields is no more than 4095 bytes.

061R
ENTER THE RECORD FORMAT (RECFM) FOR MERGE DDNAME ddname.

Reason:

VM:Sort could not find a merge input file’s (ddname) record format (RECFM).

Action:

Enter the merge input file’s record format.

062R
ENTER THE LOGICAL RECORD LENGTH (LRECL) FOR MERGE DDNAME ddname.

Reason:

VM:Sort could not find a merge input file’s (ddname) logical record length (LRECL).

Action:

Enter the merge input file’s logical record length.
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063R
ENTER THE BLOCKSIZE (BLKSIZE) FOR MERGE DDNAME ddname.

Reason:

VM:Sort could not find a merge input file’s (ddname) blocksize (BLKSIZE).

Action:

Enter the merge input file’s blocksize.

087S
VM:SORT REQUIRES AT LEAST RELEASE 2 OF CMS.

Reason:

VM:Sort needs CMS Release 2 or later to run.

Action:

Make sure you have CMS Release 2 or later available for VM:Sort.

089I
(label)

Reason:

This is a general purpose substitution message used with other messages.

Action:

None.

090E
CONTROL STATEMENT LABEL label IS TOO LONG.

Reason:

A control statement label exceeds the allowable length. The label and the control statement name must fit on the same
line.

Action:

Edit the control file and shorten the indicated label to 79 characters minus the length of the control statement name.

094I
quantity RECORDS WERE READ FROM FROM INPUT FILE NUMBER number.

Reason:

VM:Sort read the indicated number of records from input file number.

Action:

None.
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095I
number RECORDS HAVE BEEN MERGED.

Reason:

VM:Sort has merged the indicated number of records into the merge output file.

Action:

None.

096I
number RECORDS HAVE BEEN WRITTEN TO SORTOUT.

Reason:

VM:Sort has written the indicated number of records to the output file.

Action:

None .

098I
END OF FILE HAS BEEN REACHED FOR INPUT FILE NUMBER number.

Reason:

This message is displayed when VM:Sort reaches the end of an input file and before proceeding to the next input file. This
message is displayed only when sorting more than one input file.

Action:

None.

099I
number1 RECORDS ARE IN CORE. number2 RECORDS ARE IN SPILL FILES.

Reason:

This message, which is displayed when VM:Sort uses spill (work) files, indicates the number of records (number1) in
virtual storage (core) and the number of records (number2) in the spill files.

Action:

None.

100I
PROCESSING [input|output] FILE number.

Reason:

VM:Sort issues this message when it processes an input or output file. If there are errors, noting which file was in
processing when the errors occurred will help in correcting the errors.

Action:

None.
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101E
SORT AND MERGE CONTROL STATEMENTS CANNOT BE USED TOGETHER.

Reason:

You used a SORT and a MERGE control statement in a control file. You cannot sort and merge records at the same time.

Action:

Edit the control file and delete either the SORT or the MERGE control statement.

102E
MORE THAN ONE statement STATEMENT WAS FOUND IN THE CONTROL FILE.

Reason:

The control file contains duplicate statements. A control statement can be used only once in a control file.

Action:

Edit the control file and delete one of the duplicate control statements.

103E
EQUAL SIGN IS MISSING.

Reason:

An equal sign was omitted in a control statement displayed in an earlier message.

Action:

Edit the control file and supply the missing equal sign.

104E
COMMA IS MISSING.

Reason:

A comma was omitted from a control statement, in response to a prompt, or on the VM:Sort command line.

Action:

Correct the statement, response, or command option by inserting the missing comma.

105E
statement IS NOT A RECOGNIZED CONTROL STATEMENT.

Reason:

The first word in a control file statement is not a valid VM:Sort control file statement keyword. This can occur if a control
file statement keyword:

• Starts in column one
• Is misspelled
• Contains lowercase letters
• Is split across two lines

Action:
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Edit the control file and make sure the control statement keyword begins in column 2, is spelled correctly, is in all
uppercase letters, and is contained on a single line.

106E
parameter IS NOT A RECOGNIZED PARAMETER.

Reason:

The indicated parameter is misspelled or it is not valid for a control statement or for the command line. Control statement
parameters are invalid if they contain lowercase letters.

Action:

Correct the control statement or command line.

107E
MORE THAN 256 ENTRIES WERE SPECIFIED ON THE ALTSEQ STATEMENT.

Reason:

More than 256 entries were specified on the ALTSEQ control statement; 256 is the maximum.

Action:

Edit the ALTSEQ statement and use no more than 256 entries.

108E
LEFT PARENTHESIS MUST PRECEDE OPTIONS ON THE VM:SORT COMMAND LINE.

Reason:

A left parenthesis was omitted between the input and output specifications and the options on the VM:Sort command line.

Action:

Insert the missing left parenthesis on the VM:Sort command line.

109E
THE APPEND OPTION CANNOT BE USED WITH THE option OPTION.

Reason:

You cannot use the indicated command line or control file option with the APPEND option.

Action:

Run the sort again without either the indicated option or the APPEND option.

110E
NO SORT OR MERGE CONTROL STATEMENT WAS FOUND.

Reason:

You did not supply sort or merge instructions; therefore, VM:Sort cannot continue.

Action:

Specify a SORT or MERGE control statement or the FIELDS command option.
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112E
statement STATEMENT NEEDS MORE INFORMATION.

Reason:

A required parameter for the indicated control statement was omitted.

Action:

Edit the control file and supply the missing parameters for the indicated control statement.

113W
option1 CANNOT BE USED WITH option2, option1 IGNORED.

Reason:

option1 cannot be used with option2. option1 is ignored and VM:Sort continues processing.

Action:

Nothing, unless you wanted to use option1.

114W
DUPLICATE PARAMETER parameter IGNORED.

Reason:

The same parameter was used more than once on the VM:Sort command line. VM:Sort ignores the second parameter
and continues.

Action:

None, unless the second parameter was the correct one. In this case, correct the command line and enter the command
again.

115E
data format IS NOT A VALID DATA FORMAT.

Reason:

You specified an invalid data format. Valid data formats are AQ, BI, CH, HX, FI, FL, PD, and ZD.

Action:

Specify a valid data format.

116E
UNRECOGNIZED FORMAT/COLLATION SEQUENCE FOUND WITH FIELDS PARAMETER.

Reason:

The sort order parameter on either a FIELDS command option, a SORT statement, or a MERGE statement is invalid. Sort
or merge order is specified as A for ascending order or D for descending order.

Action:

Edit the control file or the command line and use A or D for the sort order.
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117E
STARTING COLUMN AND LENGTH ON THE statement STATEMENT MUST BE GREATER THAN 0.

Reason:

A 0 (zero) was used as the starting column or length specification for the FIELDS parameter on an INCLUDE, MERGE,
OMIT, SORT, or SUM control file statement; on the FIELDS command line option; or in response to a prompt.

Action:

Correct the appropriate specification.

118E
INVALID FIELDS WERE SPECIFIED ON THE statement STATEMENT.

Reason:

Invalid field specifications were used for the FIELDS parameter on an INCLUDE, OMIT, MERGE, or SORT statement or
on the command line.

Action:

Correct the fields specification on the indicated statement.

119E
LENGTH length CANNOT BE USED WITH DATA FORMAT data format ON THE SUM STATEMENT

Reason:

An invalid data format and field length combination was specified on the SUM statement. For example, a field length of 17
is invalid with a floating point decimal format field (FL).

Action:

Edit the SUM control statement and use a valid field length and data format combination.

120E
NO DATA FORMAT WAS SPECIFIED.

Reason:

A data format was not specified for the FIELDS option on a SORT, MERGE, INCLUDE, or OMIT statement; on the
command line; or in response to a prompt.

Action:

Correct the appropriate statement, command, or response and include a data format.

122E
RECORD TYPE MUST BE F FOR FIXED OR V FOR VARIABLE.

Reason:

The record type on the RECORD control statement must be F (fixed-length) or V (variable-length).

Action:

Correct the RECORD control statement.
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123E
THE LRECL OF THE OUTPUT DATA MUST MATCH THE APPENDED FILE.

Reason:

The logical record length of the output records must be same as the logical record length of the file to which they are
appended.

Action:

Use the CMS FILEDEF command to make the logical record lengths the same.

124E
THE RECFM OF THE OUTPUT DATA MUST MATCH THE APPENDED FILE.

Reason:

The record format of the output records must be the same as the record format of the file to which they are appended.

Action:

Use the CMS FILEDEF command to make the record formats the same.

125E
FIRST LENGTH (L1) MUST BE SPECIFIED.

Reason:

The LENGTH option on the RECORD control statement did not include a value for L1.

Action:

Specify a value for L1 on the RECORD statement.

126E
statement FIELD(S) EXTEND BEYOND THE MAXIMUM RECORD LENGTH length.

Reason:

A field specification in the indicated statement is longer than the input record’s logical record length.

Action:

Correct the fields in the statement so that they do not exceed the record length.

127E
FIELD STARTING POSITION number EXCEEDS THE MAXIMUM VALUE OF 4096.

Reason:

A SORT or MERGE field specification uses a field starting position that is greater than 4,096. A field starting position
cannot exceed 4,096.

Action:

Correct the SORT or MERGE field specification.
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128E
USER EXIT userexit ON THE MODS STATEMENT IS NOT RECOGNIZED.

Reason:

An unsupported user exit was specified on the MODS control statement. VM:Sort supports E11, R11, E15, R15, E35, and
R35 user exits.

Action:

Correct the MODS control statement.

130W
MORE THAN 64 CONDITIONS WERE SPECIFIED ON THE statement STATEMENT.

Reason:

More than 64 comparison conditions (for example, field1,EQ,field2) were specified on an INCLUDE or OMIT control
statement. The maximum number of comparison conditions is 64.

Action:

Edit the INCLUDE or OMIT control statement to specify no more than 64 comparison conditions.

132E
parameter IS NOT RECOGNIZED.

Reason:

This is a general purpose message for identifying invalid parameters.

Action:

Correct the indicated parameter.

133I
THIS IS A [reader|punch|print|disk] FILE.

Reason:

VM:Sort issues this message when it processes an input or output file. If there are errors, noting the type of file in
processing when the error occurred will help in correcting the errors.

Action:

None.

134I
RECFM=recfm, LECRL=lecrl, BLKSIZE=blksize.

Reason:

VM:Sort displays the file attributes. If there are errors, noting the file attributes when they occurred will help in correcting
the errors.

Action:

None.
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135E
CMS SHARED FILE SYSTEM RETURN CODE IS code, REASON CODE IS reason.

Reason:

A CMS error occurred.

Action:

Look up the return code in IBM documentation on CMS messages and codes for more information.

136S
VM:SORT CANNOT PROMPT FOR INFORMATION WHEN THE USER IS DISCONNECTED.

Reason:

VM:Sort tried to get some critical information, but because your userid was disconnected, VM:Sort could not obtain it.

Action:

Run the sort again from a connected console or supply VM:Sort with the information for which it tried to prompt.

137W
VM:SORTCOULD NOT LOAD DMSCSL FOR USE OF THE CMS SHARED FILE SYSTEM.

Reason:

VM:Sort could not find DMSCSL or it lacked the space to load it. This is very unusual. Processing continues.

Action:

Make a note of this message and any others that accompany it and contact your VM:Sort system administrator.

138E
MORE THAN 7 LENGTHS WERE SPECIFIED ON THE RECORD STATEMENT.

Reason:

You specified eight or more different length values on a RECORD control statement. The maximum number of length
statements that you can specify is seven.

Action:

Correct the RECORD control statement to include no more than seven length statements.

139E
A ROLLBACK WAS ISSUED FOR sortout BY THE CMS SHARED FILE SYSTEM.

Reason:

VM:Sort was unable to create sortout because another user was accessing the file.

Action:

Try the sort again when you have exclusive access to the file or rename sortout.
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140E
FILE fileid IS LOCKED BY ANOTHER CMS SHARED FILE SYSTEM USER.

Reason:

The indicated file was locked by another user or the file is in use by another user.

Action:

Take steps to remove the lock or run the sort when the file is not in use.

141E
ERROR error OCCURRED WHILE TRYING TO ERASE FILE fileid.

Reason:

The indicated error occurred when VM:Sort tried to erase the indicated file.

Action:

Refer to IBM system messages and codes documentation for more information.

142E
ERROR error OCCURRED WHILE TRYING TO CLOSE FILE fileid.

Reason:

The indicated error occurred when VM:Sort tried to close the indicated file.

Action:

Refer to IBM system messages and codes documentation for more information.

147E
field CONTAINS A NON-NUMERIC OR BLANK CHARACTER.

Reason:

An option on the VM:Sort command line or on a control file statement needs a numeric value. VM:Sort found a non-
numeric value or a blank.

Action:

Use a numeric value for the indicated field.

150S
SORT CONTROL FILE filename SORTCTL WAS NOT FOUND.

Reason:

You used the CTL filename command line option but the file does not exist as specified, does not have a filetype of
SORTCTL, or is not on an accessed disk.

Action:

Make sure the sort control file exists as specified, has a filetype of SORTCTL, and is on an accessible disk.
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153E
REXX USER EXIT userexit EXEC WAS NOT FOUND ON AN ACCESSED MINIDISK.

Reason:

VM:Sort was not able to find the indicated REXX user exit on an accessed minidisk.

Action:

Make sure you have access to the minidisk where the user exit resides or that it exists as specified.

155E
PARENTHESIS IS MISSING.

Reason:

A required parenthesis was omitted.

Action:

Supply the missing parenthesis.

156E
MAXIMUM LRECL (L1) IS LESS THAN THE MINIMUM LRECL (L4).

Reason:

The value for the maximum logical record length (LRECL), L1, is less than the minimum LRECL (L4) on the RECORD
control statement.

Action:

Change the RECORD control statement so that L1 is greater than or equal to L4.

157E
parameter IS NOT SUPPORTED. VM:SORT WILL TERMINATE.

Reason:

The indicated parameter or function is not supported in this release of VM:Sort.

Action:

Remove the unsupported parameter.

158W
parameter IS NOT SUPPORTED. VM:SORT WILL CONTINUE.

Reason:

The indicated parameter is not supported in this release of VM:Sort.

Action:

None.
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159E
UNABLE TO LOCATE OR LOAD A USER EXIT. NOTE THE CMS MESSAGE ABOVE.

Reason:

VM:Sort cannot find the assembly language user exit specified on the MODS control file statement or the command line.

Action:

Check the MODS control statement or command line to make sure the user exit exists as specified, is on an accessed
minidisk, and has a filetype of TEXT.

160E
value IS LONGER THAN 8 CHARACTERS.

Reason:

A value, such as a user exit filename or option, has more than eight characters, which is the maximum number of
characters allowed.

Action:

Correct the indicated value.

161E
filemode IS NOT A VALID CMS FILEMODE.

Reason:

The filemode is unrecognized or is missing for the input or output file specified on the VM:Sort command line. This can
happen if you use TAPE as an input filename.

Action:

Correct the filemode on the VM:Sort command line.

162E
DEVICE AT VIRTUAL ADDRESS vaddr IS NOT A device.

Reason:

The device at vaddr is not the device you specified. For example, you might have a minidisk at virtual address 181 and
you specified TAP1 as the output device.

Action:

Make sure the device at the indicated virtual address is what you think it is.

163S
PARAMETER LIST PASSED TO VM:SORT WAS NOT IN A VALID FORMAT.

Reason:

A program called VM:Sort but it did not have the proper parameter list (PLIST) format.

Action:

Correct the parameter list.
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165W
COMMAND LINE OPTION option OVERRIDES CONTROL FILE SPECIFICATION.

Reason:

Command line options override similar control file statements.

Action:

None, unless the control file statement was correct. In this case, terminate processing and run VM:Sort again without the
indicated option on the command line.

167E
NO VALUE WAS SPECIFIED FOR THE parameter PARAMETER.

Reason:

A value was not specified for the indicated parameter.

Action:

Make sure that all parameters have values specified for them.

169E
SKIPREC VALUE EXCLUDES THE ENTIRE INPUT FILE.

Reason:

The SKIPREC value skips over the entire input file.

Action:

Use a smaller value for SKIPREC.

170E
tape CANNOT BE USED FOR BOTH SORTIN AND SORTOUT.

Reason:

You cannot use the same tape device (for example, TAP1) for both input and output.

Action:

Use different tape devices for input and output.

172E
MINIDISK filemode IS NOT ACCESSED.

Reason:

VM:Sort tried to read from or write to an unaccessed minidisk.

Action:

Access the minidisk or change the filemode.
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180E
USE DATA FORMAT BI INSTEAD OF data format FOR FIELD BIT POSITIONING.

Reason:

You used a data format other than BI (binary data) but you used the bytes.bits format to describe a field starting position
or length.

Action:

Change the data format to BI or change the field specifications.

182E
BIT DISPLACEMENT displacement IS INVALID. USE A NUMBER FROM 0 TO 7.

Reason:

You specified a BI format (binary data) sort field starting position or field length using the bytes.bits format and the bit
displacement value was not a number from 0 through 7.

Action:

Specify a valid bit displacement.

184E
A STARTING COLUMN IS MISSING FROM THE FIELDS PARAMETER.

Reason:

A starting column number was not specified on the FIELDS parameter.

Action:

Specify a starting column number.

185E
column IS AN INVALID STARTING COLUMN. USE A NUMBER FROM 1 TO 4095.

Reason:

An unrecognized value, such as a letter, was found for the starting column parameter of the FIELDS option.

Action:

Specify a correct value for the starting column parameter.

186E
A LENGTH IS MISSING FROM THE FIELDS PARAMETER.

Reason:

VM:Sort cannot find a value for the length parameter on the FIELDS parameter.

Action:

Specify a value for the length parameter.
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187E
length IS NOT A VALID LENGTH FOR THE FIELDS PARAMETER.

Reason:

An invalid value was specified for the length parameter of the FIELDS parameter. You may have forgotten to put a comma
after the length parameter and before the next parameter.

Action:

Specify a correct value for the length parameter.

188E
MISSING A DATA FORMAT OR COLLATION SEQUENCE ON THE FIELDS PARAMETER.

Reason:

VM:Sort cannot find the data format or sort order parameters.

Action:

Correct the FIELDS parameter.

190E
COLLATION SEQUENCE WAS NOT FOUND.

Reason:

One of the valid sort order specifications, A (ascending sort order) or D (descending sort order), was omitted on the
FIELDS parameter.

Action:

Add a valid sort order specification.

191E
value IS NOT A VALID COLLATION SEQUENCE. USE A OR D.

Reason:

An invalid sort order specification was specified on the FIELDS parameter.

Action:

Specify one of the valid sort order specifications, A (ascending sort order) or D (descending sort order).

192E
CMSSORT-SIMULATION ENDING COLUMN IS LESS THAN THE STARTING COLUMN.

Reason:

When simulating a CMS sort, the ending column number must be greater than the starting column number.

Action:

Correct the fields specification for the CMSSORT option.
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193E
CTL AND CMSSORT CANNOT BE USED TOGETHER.

Reason:

The CTL and CMSSORT command options cannot be used at the same time.

Action:

Use either the CTL option or the CMSSORT option, but not both.

194W
IMBEDDED FORMATS OVERRIDE FORMAT PARAMETER ON statement STATEMENT.

Reason:

You specified the data format for sort fields using the following syntax on the command line or in a control file:

FIELDS p1,l1,df1,o1[,...,p64,l64,df64,o64] FORMAT df

VM:Sort ignores the data format specified with the FORMAT parameter and uses the data format specified as df1.

Action:

If the correct data format was specified as df1, no action is required. Otherwise, end processing, correct the control
statement or command line, and run the sort again.

197E
NO PARAMETERS WERE FOUND FOR THE option OPTION.

Reason:

An option was used without parameters.

Action:

Correct the option and add the appropriate parameters.

198E
value IS NOT A VALID VALUE FOR THE parameter PARAMETER.

Reason:

An invalid value was specified for the indicated parameter.

Action:

Correct the parameter.

199E
parameter SHOULD NOT BE FOLLOWED BY AN EQUAL SIGN.

Reason:

The indicated parameter was used with an equal sign.

Action:
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Delete the equal sign.

200E
option CANNOT BE USED FROM THE [command line|control statement].

Reason:

A control statement option was used on the command line or a command option was used in a control file.

Action:

Correct the command line or control statement.

201E
INPUT RECORD LENGTH length IS LESS THAN THE MINIMUM length.

Reason:

VM:Sort found a variable-length input record whose logical record length (LRECL) is one of the following:

• Less than the minimum length (L4) specified on the RECORD statement
• Less than the default value, if no minimum length is specified

Action:

Change the LENGTH option on the RECORD statement to reflect the input data.

210E
RC=code FROM EXIT userexit IS INVALID. VM:SORT IS DOING EXCLUSIVE EXIT [input|output].

Reason:

An exclusive input user exit (E15 or R15) can insert records (return code 12), but cannot delete records (return code 4) or
accept records (return code 0). An exclusive output user exit (E35 or R35) can delete records but cannot accept or insert
records.

Action:

Correct the user exit so that it returns valid return codes.

211E
USER EXIT userexit TRIED TO [delete|accept] A RECORD PAST THE END OF DATA (EOD).

Reason:

When there are no more records to be passed to a user exit, VM:Sort sends an end-of-data (EOD) condition instead. The
user exit cannot accept (return code 0) or delete a record (return code 4) after an end-of-data condition.

Action:

Correct the user exit so that it closes the user exit (return code 8) or inserts a new record (return code 12) after receiving
an end-of-data condition.

212E
RETURN CODE 12 RECEIVED FROM EXIT userexit BUT NO RECORD WAS RETURNED.

Reason:
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VM:Sort expected the indicated user exit to insert a new record but the record was not sent.

Action:

Make sure the user exit inserts records when returning return code 12.

213E
RETURN CODE code FROM userexit IS NOT SUPPORTED BY VM:SORT.

Reason:

The indicated user exit returned an invalid return code. Valid return codes are 0, 4, 8, 12, or 16.

Action:

Correct the user exit to return valid return codes.

214E
INPUT RECORD LENGTH length IS GREATER THAN THE MAXIMUM length.

Reason:

VM:Sort found a variable-length input record with a logical record length (LRECL) greater than the maximum specified in
the RECORD statement.

Action:

Change the RECORD statement to reflect the input data.

215E
USER EXIT userexit DID NOT COMPLETE SUCCESSFULLY. SEE THE PRECEDING REXX MESSAGES.

Reason:

A REXX user exit failed and terminated. When a REXX exec fails, error messages are displayed.

Action:

For more information on the REXX error messages, refer to IBM system product interpreter documentation. Correct the
user exit as indicated by the REXX error messages.

216E
userexit IS DOING EXCLUSIVE EXIT OUTPUT AND MUST DISPOSE OF ALL RECORDS.

Reason:

An exclusive output user exit, E35 or R35, passes records to the output device and deletes the sorted records. The user
exit passed back a return code of 8, which stops exit processing before all of the records are deleted.

Action:

Correct the user exit so that it deletes all of the records before terminating.

217E
THERE IS NOT ENOUGH VIRTUAL STORAGE AVAILABLE TO PERFORM THE SORT.

Reason:
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There is not enough storage for VM:Sort to perform the sort.

Action:

Increase the size of your virtual machine or, if applicable, decrease the VSCORE, RESALL, RESINV, or X01 value.

224W
NO RECORDS WERE INPUT TO SORT.

Reason:

No records were sent to VM:Sort, an INCLUDE statement includes no records, or an OMIT statement has omitted all
records.

Action:

If this is not the expected response, review the INCLUDE or OMIT statement.

226E
VM:SORT TERMINATION REQUESTED BY USER EXIT userexit WITH RETURN CODE 16.

Reason:

A user exit routine passed VM:Sort a return code of 16. VM:Sort ends.

Action:

None.

228E
ERROR code OCCURRED POSITIONING TAPE tape TO DATA SET data set.

Reason:

The indicated error occurred while VM:Sort was positioning a tape.

Action:

Correct the source of the tape position error.

229E
ERROR code OCCURRED READING DATA SET data set FROM TAPE tape.

Reason:

The indicated error occurred while VM:Sort was reading data from a tape.

Action:

Correct the source of the tape read error.

230E
DATA SET data set ON TAPE tape HAS NO STANDARD LABELS.

Reason:
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You instructed VM:Sort to use tape input but did not provide information about the record format and record length through
a CMS FILEDEF command, the LRECL and RECFM command options, or on the RECORD control statement. VM:Sort
expected to find this information on a standard tape label but there was no label.

Action:

Specify the record format and length on a CMS FILEDEF command, on the VM:Sort command line, or on a RECORD
control statement.

231E
NO DATA FOUND FOR DATA SET data set ON TAPE tape.

Reason:

The data set you specified is empty or it does not exist on the indicated tape.

Action:

Check the tape or specify a different data set.

232E
END-OF-VOLUME ENCOUNTERED ON TAPE tape AFTER DATA SET data set.

Reason:

The data set you specified does not exist on the indicated tape. An end-of-volume condition was found first.

Action:

Correct the tape or data set specifications.

233E
ERROR error FROM command COMMAND ON TAPE DEVICE tape device.

Reason:

The indicated error occurred when VM:Sort tried to execute a tape command (for example, rewind) on the indicated tape
device.

Action:

Make a note of the error and refer to the IBM system messages and codes documentation for more information.

234E
END-OF-TAPE ENCOUNTERED ON TAPE tape AFTER DATA SET data set.

Reason:

The data set you specified does not exist on the indicated tape. An end-of-tape condition was found first.

Action:

Correct the tape or data set specification.

236E
NO DEVICE IS ATTACHED AT VIRTUAL ADDRESS vaddr.

Reason:
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An input or output device specified on the command line or by a CMS FILEDEF command is not attached to your userid.

Action:

Attach the device at the indicated virtual address or specify the correct virtual address.

237E
[input|output] device DEVICE device IS NOT SUPPORTED.

Reason:

You specified an input or output device that is not supported by VM:Sort.

Action:

Change your input or output device specification to one supported by VM:Sort.

239E
INPUT FILE filename filetype filemode WAS NOT FOUND ON AN ACCESSED DISK.

Reason:

VM:Sort cannot find the input file you specified.

Action:

Make sure that the input file was correctly specified or that the file is on an accessed minidisk.

240E
ERROR error OCCURRED ISSUING THE ddname FILEDEF.

Reason:

An error occurred while dynamically issuing a FILEDEF command.

Action:

Copy this message and ask your VM:Sort system administrator to contact Broadcom Support.

241E
OUTPUT TO OS AND DOS MINIDISKS IS NOT SUPPORTED.

Reason:

VM:Sort does not support OS/DOS output files.

Action:

None.

242E
VALUE SPECIFIED FOR DDNAME OPTION MUST BE 4 CHARACTERS LONG.

Reason:

The value specified for the DDNAME option was less than or greater than four characters.

Action:
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Make sure the DDNAME specification is four characters long.

244E
NO FILEDEF WAS FOUND FOR THE [input|output] DDNAME.

Reason:

No CMS FILEDEF command was issued for the input or output data definition name (DDNAME) specified on the
DDNAME command option or on the OPTION control statement.

Action:

Issue a CMS FILEDEF command for the indicated DDNAME.

245W
NO FILEDEF WAS FOUND FOR THE ddname MESSAGE DDNAME.

Reason:

You specified an alternate DDNAME for the MESSAGE data set, but the alternate DDNAME was not found. VM:Sort tries
to continue processing, using SYSOUT as the message destination.

Action:

If the sort fails, redefine the message DDNAME with the CMS FILEDEF command or use the default.

246S
LOGICAL RECORD LENGTH ON THE MESSAGE FILEDEF IS GREATER THAN 256.

Reason:

The logical record length specified for the message data set on a CMS FILEDEF command is greater than 256.

Action:

Clear the FILEDEF for the message data set and enter a corrected CMS FILEDEF command that specifies a logical
record length less than or equal to 256.

247S
ddname DATA SET WAS NOT OPENED SUCCESSFULLY.

Reason:

The data set characteristics specified on the command line did not match the actual characteristics of the data set.

Action:

Examine the data set and correct the errors on the command line.

249I
TYPE HELP message FOR AN EXPLANATION OF THE PRECEDING MESSAGE.

Reason:

An I/O error involving a non-CMS device or data set occurred.

Action:
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Type HELP followed by the indicated message number for more information.

250S
ERROR error OCCURRED WHILE WRITING MESSAGES TO THE VIRTUAL PRINTER.

Reason:

Messages are not being printed because the printer cannot be accessed.

Action:

Correct the printer problem or reroute the messages with the ROUTE option.

251S
I/O ERROR code ON filename filetype filemode EXECUTING operation.

Reason:

This is a general purpose I/O error message specifying the return code (code), fileid (a CMS disk, tape, reader, printer, or
punch file), and operation that caused the error (FSREAD, FSWRITE, FINIS, or FSOPEN).

Action:

The action required depends on the error and the operation performed. Refer to the IBM documentation on CMS
commands and macros for more information.

252S
TEMPORARY-DISK I/O ERROR OCCURRED. STATUS IS status; RC IS code.

Reason:

This is a general purpose I/O error message. The message contains the contents of the status register and the return
code. These are used for debugging the problem.

Action:

Copy this message and ask your VM:Sort system administrator to contact Broadcom Support.

253E
CSW IS ’nnnnnnnn nnnnnnnn’; FAILED CCW IS ’mmmmmmmm mmmmmmmm’.

Reason:

This is a general purpose I/O error message. The message contains the channel status word (CSW) and the channel
command word (CCW) that failed. These are used for debugging the problem.

Action:

Copy this message and any others you might have received, and ask your VM:Sort system administrator to contact
Broadcom Support.

254S
NOTIFY YOUR VM:SORT SYSTEM ADMINISTRATOR.

Reason:
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A VM:Sort error occurred that requires your VM:Sort system administrator’s attention. VM:Sort may have terminated; refer
to the other messages you received.

Action:

Note the other VM:Sort messages you received and contact your VM:Sort system administrator.

255E
OUTPUT MINIDISK filemode IS READ-ONLY.

Reason:

The output filemode you specified is for a read-only minidisk.

Action:

Obtain write access to the minidisk or specify another filemode.

256I
VM:SORT HAS ESTIMATED THE INCORE STORAGE VALUE IS numberK.

Reason:

VM:Sort displays this message when it begins processing. If the amount of storage available to VM:Sort is less than
number, and you have not specified the INCORE option, VM:Sort uses TDISK (if so configured) for work space. If you
specified the INCORE option, VM:Sort will terminate. This message may be displayed with 257W and 258I.

Action:

None.

257W
SPECIFIED STORAGE LIMIT limit IS TOO SMALL AND IS IGNORED.

Reason:

The storage limit specified on the STORAGE option of the OPTION control statement was too small for the sort to begin.
VM:Sort defaults to an internally defined storage minimum and continues.

Action:

None.

258I
VM:SORT HAS ESTIMATED THE MINIMUM STORAGE VALUE IS numberK.

Reason:

VM:Sort has started processing and estimates that its minimum storage value is number. This message may be
displayed with message 257W.

Action:

None.

259E
THERE IS NOT ENOUGH VIRTUAL STORAGE AVAILABLE TO BEGIN THE SORT.
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Reason:

There is not enough storage to begin the sort. At least 40K is required. If you specified a file size with the FILSZ option,
reduce or remove the file size specification. You may also need to increase size of your virtual machine.

Action:

Increase the size of your virtual machine or specify the file size again with the FILSZ option.

260E
THERE IS NOT ENOUGH VIRTUAL STORAGE AVAILABLE TO COMPLETE THE SORT.

Reason:

Either the value for the FILSZ option, if used, is less than the number of existing records, or your virtual machine is too
small.

Action:

If the value for the FILSZ option is too small, delete it or use a number that is closer to the actual number of records. If
your virtual machine is too small, increase its size.

263E
VIRTUAL READER IS EMPTY OR NOT READY.

Reason:

You specified your virtual reader as the input source but it is empty or not ready.

Action:

Change the input source or make sure that your virtual reader contains a file.

264W
OUTPUT RECORD LENGTH OF length IS TOO LARGE FOR THE VIRTUAL device.

Reason:

The indicated record length is too long for the virtual punch or virtual printer. Files sent to the punch cannot be longer than
80 bytes; print files cannot be longer than 132 bytes. VM:Sort truncates the records to 80 bytes for punch files and 132
bytes for print files, and continues processing.

Action:

Use a CMS FILEDEF command or the RECORD control file statement and redefine the output record logical record
length.

265W
OUTPUT RECORDS WILL BE TRUNCATED TO THE MAXIMUM LENGTH OF length.

Reason:

This message accompanies 264W. If an output file’s logical record length exceeds 80 for punch files or 132 for print files,
VM:Sort truncates the records to 80 bytes or 132 bytes, depending on the output device, and continues processing.

Action:

Use a CMS FILEDEF command or the RECORD control file statement and redefine the output record logical record
length.
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266E
EXIT exit: RECORD LENGTH length IS LESS THAN THE MINIMUM length.

Reason:

This message is issued from a user exit when processing variable-length records. You supplied a record with a logical
record length that is invalid for one of the following reasons:

• The record length is less than the minimum length (L4) specified in the RECORD control statement.
• If no minimum length is specified, the record length is less than the default value.

Action:

Adjust the logical record length or correct the RECORD statement.

267E
EXIT userexit: RECORD LENGTH length IS GREATER THAN THE MAXIMUM length.

Reason:

This message is issued from a user exit when processing variable-length records. VM:Sort found a record with a logical
record length that is longer than the specified maximum.

Action:

Adjust the logical record length or correct the record.

268E
OUTPUT RECORD LENGTH length IS GREATER THAN THE MAXIMUM length.

Reason:

An output record was longer than the maximum length specified on the L3 parameter of the RECORD statement.

Action:

Examine the data and set L3 to the actual maximum length of the output record.

271E
ddname RECFM DOES NOT MATCH THE FILEDEF SPECIFICATION.

Reason:

The sort input or output (ddanme) record format (RECFM) does not match the record format specified on a CMS
FILEDEF command.

Action:

Clear the incorrect FILEDEF and issue a new one specifying the correct record format.

272E
RECORD FORMAT (RECFM) OF input DATA MUST BE FIXED OR VARIABLE.

Reason:

VM:Sort found input records that were not in fixed-length or variable-length format.

Action:
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If the input is one of the two, specify RECFM as fixed-length (F) or variable-length (V).

273E
RECORD FORMAT (RECFM) OF ddname DATA WAS NOT SPECIFIED.

Reason:

VM:Sort was unable to determine the input record format (RECFM).

Action:

Specify the input RECFM on the command line, on the RECORD control statement, or on a CMS FILEDEF command.

274E
ddname LRECL length, NOT EQUAL TO FILEDEF SPECIFICATION length.

Reason:

The actual input or output logical record length (LRECL) is not the same as that specified on a CMS FILEDEF command.

Action:

Correct the LRECL specification on the FILEDEF command line.

275E
ddname LRECL length NOT EQUAL TO LRECL OF READER FILE.

Reason:

The logical record length (LRECL) of the reader file input to VM:Sort is not the same as that specified on a CMS FILEDEF
command.

Action:

Examine the reader file and specify the correct LRECL on a CMS FILEDEF command.

276E
LOGICAL RECORD LENGTH (LRECL) OF ddname DATA WAS NOT SPECIFIED.

Reason:

You did not specify the input logical record length (LRECL) on the command line, in an INPFIL control statement, or with a
CMS FILEDEF command.

Action:

Specify the input LRECL.

277E
ddname BLKSIZE size NOT EQUAL TO FILEDEF SPECIFICATION size.

Reason:

The input or output file’s blocksize (BLKSIZE) is not the same as that specified on a CMS FILEDEF command.

Action:

Correct the blocksize specification on the CMS FILEDEF command.
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281E
ddname BLKSIZE size IS LESS THAN THE LRECL length.

Reason:

The specified blocksize is less than the specified logical record length (LRECL). BLKSIZE must be an even multiple of
LRECL.

Action:

Specify the correct blocksize on a CMS FILEDEF command, on the command line, or on an INPFIL or OUTFIL control
statement.

282E
ddname RECFM MUST BE FB (FIXED BLOCKED) OR VB (VARIABLE BLOCKED).

Reason:

The record format (RECFM) must be blocked (FB or VB), but you specified an unblocked record format (F or V).

Action:

Correct the record format on the command line, on a RECORD control statement, or on a CMS FILEDEF command.

283E
BLKSIZE FOR ddname MUST BE AN EVEN MULTIPLE OF THE LRECL.

Reason:

The BLKSIZE you specified was not a multiple of the record length (LRECL).

Action:

Correct the blocksize specification on a CMS FILEDEF command, on the VM:Sort command line with the BLKSIZE option,
or on an INPFIL or OUTFIL control statement.

310W
route IS NOT A VALID ROUTE VALUE. ROUTE LOG WILL BE USED.

Reason:

An invalid destination was used for the ROUTE option. You can use LOG, PRT, or BOTH on the command line or LOG,
LST|PRT, or BOTH on the OPTION control statement. VM:Sort defaults to LOG and continues.

Action:

None, unless you wanted to send messages to your virtual printer.

326E
OUTPUT MINIDISK filemode IS FULL. THE SORT CANNOT BEGIN.

Reason:

There is not enough room on the output minidisk to hold the output file.

Action:

Specify another output minidisk or make more room on the indicated minidisk.
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327W
MINIDISK mode HAS number BLOCKS AVAILABLE BUT AN ESTIMATED number ARE NEEDED FOR THE OUTPUT
FILE.

Reason:

VM:Sort estimates the number of blocks needed to hold the output file, based on the number of records to be sorted and
the average length of the output records. VM:Sort asks if you want to continue or end the sort.

Action:

Respond to the prompt.

328E
NO MINIDISKS ARE AVAILABLE FOR THE SORT WORK SPACE.

Reason:

There is no sort work space available.

Action:

Give VM:Sort enough read/write minidisk space to sort the records.

329W
MINIDISK mode HAS number BLOCKS AVAILABLE BUT AN ESTIMATED number ARE NEEDED FOR THE SORT
WORK SPACE.

Reason:

VM:Sort estimates the number of blocks needed to accommodate its work files. This message is issued if a large enough
read/write minidisk is not available for the work files. VM:Sort asks if you want to continue or end the sort.

Action:

Respond to the prompt.

330I
AN ESTIMATED number SPILL FILES ARE NEEDED BASED ON AVAILABLE STORAGE.

Reason:

VM:Sort estimates the number of spill (work) files needed based on available storage and the size of the file being sorted.
If records will be deleted, the estimate will be high.

Action:

None.

331E
THE SPILL FILE LIMIT IS number BASED ON AVAILABLE STORAGE.

Reason:

VM:Sort calculates the number of work (spill) files it can merge, based on the storage available and the minimum storage
required for each spill file. This message is issued when the number of spill files needed to complete the sort exceeds the
spill file limit.
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Action:

Increase the size of your virtual machine. Doubling the amount of storage available to VM:Sort will quadruple the number
of records that can be sorted with spill files.

332I
AN ESTIMATED number SPILL FILES CAN BE USED GIVEN THE STORAGE AVAILABLE.

Reason:

VM:Sort displays this message when it uses or creates spill files.

Action:

None.

347W
CONTACT YOUR LOCAL VM:SORT SYSTEM ADMINISTRATOR.

Reason:

This message follows message 346W; refer to that message.

Action:

Refer to message 346W.

350E
MORE THAN 1 MERGE INPUT MUST BE SPECIFIED BY THE FILES PARAMETER.

Reason:

You specified 1 for the FILES parameter on the MERGE statement.

Action:

Use a number from 2 to 16 for the FILES parameter.

351E
MORE THAN 16 MERGE INPUTS WERE SPECIFIED BY THE FILES PARAMETER.

Reason:

You specified a value greater than 16 for the FILES parameter on the MERGE statement. You can merge from 2 to 16
files.

Action:

Correct the FILES parameter on the MERGE statement.

352E
FILEDEF FOR MERGE INPUT ddname DOES NOT SPECIFY A FILEID.

Reason:

You issued a CMS FILEDEF command for a merge input file, but did not specify a fileid.

Action:
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Issue a new CMS FILEDEF command and specify the merge input fileid.

353E
ddname MERGE INPUT FILE filename filetype filemode WAS NOT FOUND.

Reason:

VM:Sort could not find the indicated merge input fileid.

Action:

See if the merge input exists as specified on the CMS FILEDEF command or if it exists on an accessed minidisk.

354E
NO FILEDEF WAS FOUND FOR ddname.

Reason:

VM:Sort could not find the merge input file you specified as ddname. This message also appears when no CMS FILEDEF
command was issued for a merge input file.

Action:

Check that the merge input fileid was correctly specified with the CMS FILEDEF command.

355E
DEVICE SPECIFIED ON THE ddname FILEDEF CANNOT BE USED FOR INPUT.

Reason:

The input device specified for ddname is invalid. Valid input devices include disk files, tape drives, and the virtual reader.

Action:

Specify a valid input device.

356E
DEVICE SPECIFIED ON THE ddname FILEDEF CANNOT BE USED FOR OUTPUT.

Reason:

The output device specified for ddname is invalid. Valid output devices include disk files, tape drives, the virtual punch,
and the virtual printer.

Action:

Specify a valid output device.

360E
RECFM OF ddname DATA NOT MATCH THE RECFM OF THE PREVIOUS DDNAME.

Reason:

All merge input files and the merge output file must have the same record format (RECFM).

Action:

Make sure that the indicated merge input file has the same RECFM as the other merge input files and the output file.
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361E
RECFM OF ddname DATA DOES NOT MATCH THE RECFM ON THE FILEDEF.

Reason:

The record format (RECFM) of a merge input file does not match the RECFM specified for it with a CMS FILEDEF
command.

Action:

Correct the RECFM specification on the CMS FILEDEF command.

365E
RECORD FORMAT (RECFM) OF THE [merge|sort] INPUT AND OUTPUT DOES NOT MATCH.

Reason:

The record format (RECFM) specified for the merge input files and the merge output file must match.

Action:

Issue CMS FILEDEF commands for the merge input files and the merge output file using the same RECFM.

367E
TYPE SPECIFIED ON THE RECORD STATEMENT DOES NOT MATCH THE RECFM OF THE INPUT DATA.

Reason:

A RECORD control statement specifies a value for the TYPE option that does not match the input data’s record format
(RECFM).

Action:

Examine the input file and correct the RECORD statement.

370E
LRECL OF ddname DOES NOT MATCH THE LRECL OF THE PREVIOUS DDNAME.

Reason:

This message is issued only when the merge input files use fixed-length records. All fixed-length merge input logical
record lengths (LRECL) must be the same.

Action:

Use CMS FILEDEF commands to adjust the input files so that they all have the same LRECL.

371E
LRECL OF ddname DATA DOES NOT MATCH THE LRECL ON THE FILEDEF.

Reason:

A merge input file’s logical record length (LRECL) does not match the LRECL specified on a CMS FILEDEF command.

Action:

Issue a new FILEDEF command for the indicated file and make sure the LRECL specification matches the actual LRECL.
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372E
LRECL OF ddname DATA DOES NOT MATCH THE SPECIFIED LRECL.

Reason:

A merge input file’s logical record length (LRECL) does not match the LRECL specification on a RECORD or OUTFIL
statement, on the command line, or on a CMS FILEDEF command.

Action:

Correct the appropriate LRECL specification.

374E
LRECL OF THE [merge|sort] INPUT AND OUTPUT DOES NOT MATCH.

Reason:

This message is issued only when the merge input files use fixed-length records. The logical record length (LRECL) of the
merge output file must be the same as the LRECL of the merge input files.

Action:

Use CMS FILEDEF commands to standardize the logical record length of the merge input files and the merge output file.

380E
WILL NOT PROMPT FOR ddname INFORMATION BECAUSE OF ERRORS.

Reason:

This message is issued when merging files. A prompt for record length (LRECL), blocksize (BLKSIZE), or record format
(RECFM) was needed but did not occur because of previous errors.

Action:

None.

385E
MAXIMUM LRECL (L1) WAS NOT SPECIFIED ON THE RECORD STATEMENT.

Reason:

A value was not specified for the L1 parameter of the LENGTH option on the RECORD control statement. If you use the
LENGTH option, L1 is required.

Action:

Specify a value for the L1 parameter on the RECORD control statement.

386E
MERGE ddname RECORD LENGTH IS LESS THAN THE MINIMUM length.

Reason:

The indicated merge input file has a logical record length (LRECL) less than the minimum (L4) specified on the RECORD
control statement.

Action:
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Correct the minimum length (L4) specification on the RECORD control statement.

387E
MERGE ddname RECORD LENGTH IS GREATER THAN THE MAXIMUM length.

Reason:

The indicated merge input file has an actual record length (LRECL) greater than the maximum LRECL (L2) specified on
the RECORD control statement.

Action:

Correct the maximum LRECL (L2) specification on the RECORD control statement.

388E
DUPLICATE MERGE INPUT FILE filename filetype filemode WAS SPECIFIED.

Reason:

Two or more merge input CMS FILEDEFs referred to the same file or you told VM:Sort to merge two tape files on the
same tape device.

Action:

Correct the merge input FILEDEFs or specify different tape devices for the input tape files.

389E
filename filetype filemode CANNOT BE SPECIFIED FOR BOTH INPUT AND OUTPUT.

Reason:

The same fileid was used for both input and output.

Action:

Use different fileids for input and output.

398E
FIELDS=COPY CANNOT BE USED ON THE MERGE STATEMENT.

Reason:

You cannot use the FIELDS=COPY option on the MERGE statement.

Action:

Correct the MERGE statement and specify the merge fields.

399E
FIELDS PARAMETERS FOR A MERGE MUST BE SPECIFIED IN CONTROL FILE.

Reason:

You cannot use MERGE on the command line. Merge fields are specified on a MERGE control statement.

Action:

Specify the merge fields on a MERGE control statement.
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400E
parameter PARAMETER FOLLOWED BY AN INVALID DELIMITER AND IS IGNORED.

Reason:

You specified an invalid delimiter, such as a misplaced comma, parenthesis, or equal sign, after the indicated parameter.
The delimiter is ignored.

Action:

Delete the invalid delimiter.

405S
NO MORE VIRTUAL ADDRESSES ARE AVAILABLE TO DEFINE WORK DISKS.

Reason:

VM:Sort reached the maximum virtual address while trying to define temporary disks for the sort work files.

Action:

Reduce the starting virtual address by modifying the TDISKADR record in the VMSORT CONFIG file, or free up a virtual
address before 5FF.

406S
ERROR OCCURRED DEFINING A TEMPORARY DISK. SEE HCPnnnE FOR DETAILS.

Reason:

The error referenced in HCPnnnE occurred while VM:Sort was defining temporary disk space.

Action:

For an explanation of the CP error code, refer to the IBM system messages and codes documentation.

407S
THERE IS NO MORE TEMPORARY DISK SPACE AVAILABLE TO VM:SORT.

Reason:

VM:Sort was unable to allocate the type of temporary disk space (TDISK) specified on the TDISKS record in the VMSORT
CONFIG file.

Action:

Wait until temporary disk space is available or use the NOTDISK option to keep VM:Sort from trying to use temporary disk
space.

409I
devtype TDISK DEFINED AT VIRTUAL ADDRESS vaddr FOR nnn [blocks|cylinders].

Reason:

VM:Sort defined a temporary disk with the indicated device type (for example, 3370, 3375, or 3380) at vaddr for nnn
blocks or cylinders. The temporary disk is used for sort work files.

Action:
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None.

410S
ERROR DURING [read|write] OF [ckd|fba] TEMPORARY DISK AT VIRTUAL ADDRESS vaddr.

Reason:

A read or write error occurred on the indicated temporary disk. This information is used for debugging the problem.

Action:

Copy this message and ask your VM:Sort system administrator to contact Broadcom Support.

411S
THE TEMPORARY DISK IS A devtype RUNNING UNDER [vm/sp|vm/xa|xa 370].

Reason:

This message follows a temporary disk failure. This message gives you information on the temporary disk’s device type
(for example, 3380) and the system under which it was running. This information is used for debugging the problem.

Action:

Copy this message and ask your VM:Sort system administrator to contact Broadcom Support.

412S
THE ERROR WAS DETECTED AT OFFSET offset.

Reason:

This message follows a temporary disk failure. OFFSET is the hexadecimal VM:Sort check that detected the error. This
information is used for debugging the problem.

Action:

Copy this message and ask your VM:Sort system administrator to contact Broadcom Support.

420E
INCORRECT DELIMITER WAS FOUND WHERE A LEFT PARENTHESIS WAS EXPECTED.

Reason:

The last displayed control statement is missing a left parenthesis.

Action:

Correct the control statement by supplying the missing parenthesis.

422E
TOTAL OF MORE THAN 512 INREC AND OUTREC FIELDS WERE SPECIFIED.

Reason:

The INREC and OUTREC control statements contain too many data fields or padding fields.

Action:

Specify fewer INREC and OUTREC fields.
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423E
parameter IS NOT A VALID COLUMN. USE A NUMBER FROM 1 TO number.

Reason:

An INREC or OUTREC control statement contains an invalid column specification. Column specifications are numbers
between 1 and 4096.

Action:

Correct the INREC or OUTREC control statement.

424E
parameter IS NOT A VALID PAD COUNT. USE A NUMBER FROM 1 TO number.

Reason:

An INREC or OUTREC control statement contains an invalid pad count. The pad count is a number between 1 and 256.

Action:

Correct the INREC or OUTREC control statement.

426E
parameter IS NOT A VALID FIELD LENGTH. USE A NUMBER FROM 1 TO number.

Reason:

An INREC or OUTREC control statement is missing a field length parameter or the parameter is out of place. The field
length parameter is a number between 1 and 256.

Action:

Correct the INREC or OUTREC control statement.

427E
[inrec|outrec] MUST INCLUDE THE RDW AND AT LEAST ONE DATA FIELD.

Reason:

When using variable-length records with an INREC or OUTREC control statement the first field in the reformatted record
must be the four-byte record descriptor word (RDW) in columns 1 through 4. The first data field starts in columns 5.

Action:

Edit the INREC or OUTREC statement and specify the RDW in columns 1 through 4 and include at least one data field
starting in column 5.

449E
PARAMETER parameter IS INVALID OR OUT OF PLACE.

Reason:

The last statement displayed contains a parameter that is invalid or out of place.

Action:

Correct the control statement.
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450E
ONE OF THE FOLLOWING PARAMETERS WAS EXPECTED:

451I
nn: A LEFT PARENTHESIS: ( .

452I
nn: A RIGHT PARENTHESIS: ).

453I
nn: A LOGICAL AND OPERATOR: AND OR &.

454I
nn: A LOGICAL OR OPERATOR: OR OR |.

455I
nn: A COMPARISON OPERATOR: EQ, NE, LT, LE, GT, OR GE.

456I
nn: A CONSTANT: FOR EXAMPLE, C’SYBIL’ OR X’E2E8C2C9D3’.

457I
nn: A FIELD POSITION: A NUMBER FROM 1 TO number.

458I
nn: A FIELD LENGTH:

459I
nn: A FIELD DATA FORMAT: BI, FI, FL, PD, ZD, or AQ.

460I
A NUMERIC CONSTANT: FOR EXAMPLE, 123456 OR -123456.

Reason:

An INCLUDE or OMIT control statement contains an invalid or missing parameter. VM:Sort displays one or more of the
messages listed, 451I through 460I, to indicate the errors.

Action:

Make the necessary corrections to the INCLUDE or OMIT control statement.
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461E
constant MUST NOT BE LONGER THAN 256 BYTES.

Reason:

The indicated constant exceeds the 256-byte maximum.

Action:

Correct the constant. Make sure that the ending single quote mark is included.

463E
character IS NOT A VALID CHARACTER FOR A HEXADECIMAL CONSTANT.

Reason:

An INCLUDE or OMIT control statement hexadecimal constant contains an invalid character.

Action:

Correct the constant.

464E
HEXADECIMAL CONSTANT constant HAS AN ODD NUMBER OF DIGITS.

Reason:

A hexadecimal constant in an INCLUDE or OMIT statement ends in the middle of a byte instead of at the byte boundary,
which causes an odd number of hex digits.

Action:

Correct the constant. It must have an even number of digits.

465E
statement CONTROL STATEMENT ENDED BEFORE EXPECTED.

Reason:

VM:Sort expected more parameters on the indicated control statement.

Action:

Add the missing parameters to the control statement.

466E
FIELD LENGTH MUST BE AT LEAST 1.

Reason:

An INCLUDE or OMIT control statement contains a field length parameter that is less than 1. The minimum field length is
1.

Action:

Correct the INCLUDE or OMIT statement by specifying a field length of at least 1.
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467E
FIELD LENGTH length CANNOT BE USED WITH THE data format DATA FORMAT.

Reason:

Some data formats must have specific lengths defined for them. The field length specified on an INCLUDE or OMIT
statement is incompatible with the data format specified.

Action:

Correct the INCLUDE or OMIT control statement.

468E
data format AND data format DATA FORMATS CANNOT BE USED TOGETHER.

Reason:

A comparison specified on an INCLUDE or OMIT control statement uses fields with incompatible formats.

Action:

Correct the INCLUDE or OMIT control statement.

469W
ADDITIONAL PARAMETERS FOUND WHEN NONE WERE EXPECTED.

Reason:

The last echoed control statement contains more parameters than VM:Sort allows or expects. The extra parameters are
invalid.

Action:

Edit the control statement and remove the extra parameters.

470E
UNEXPECTED OR UNBALANCED PARENTHESIS WAS FOUND.

Reason:

A parenthesis on an INCLUDE or OMIT statement is unbalanced or missing. For example, the statement contains three
left parentheses but only two right parentheses.

Action:

Correct the INCLUDE or OMIT control statement by adding or deleting a parenthesis.

471E
data format FORMAT FIELD CANNOT BE COMPARED WITH A constant CONSTANT.

Reason:

An INCLUDE or OMIT control statement contains incompatible data formats and constants. The specified field’s data
format is not compatible with the type of constant. For example, you cannot compare a floating-point decimal field to a
character constant.

Action:
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Correct the INCLUDE or OMIT control statement. Make sure that the field’s data format is compatible with the type of
constant.

472S
INTERNAL LOGIC ERROR number OCCURRED.

Reason:

VM:Sort found an internal problem that could not be resolved.

Action:

Copy this message and ask your VM:Sort system administrator to contact Broadcom Support.

473E
MORE THAN 16 INPUT FILES WERE SPCEIFIED ON THE COMMAND LINE.

Reason:

You specified more than 16 sort input files. You can sort 1 to 16 files.

Action:

Run the sort again with no more than 16 input files.

474E
MULTIPLE INPUT USING [tape|reader] IS NOT SUPPORTED ON THE COMMAND LINE.

Reason:

You specified a tape or reader file as one of a group of sort input files. You cannot specify tape or reader files on the
command line when sorting more than one file.

Action:

Specify all of the input files with CMS FILEDEF commands, specify the sort fields on a SORT control file statement, and
run the sort again.

475E
EXCLUSIVE E15 EXIT IS NOT SUPPORTED WITH MULTIPLE INPUT FILES.

Reason:

You specified an exclusive input user exit and more than one input file. You cannot specify an exclusive input user exit
with multiple input files.

Action:

Specify only one input file (* on the command line) or do not specify the exclusive user exit.

479I
number WORK FILES ARE AVAILABLE FOR SORTWK PROCESSING.

Reason:

This is a diagnostic message issued during SORTWK processing.

Action:
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None.

480I
SORTWK BREAK POINT number HAS BEEN COMPLETED.

Reason:

This is a diagnostic message issued during SORTWK processing.

Action:

None.

481I
SORTWK PROCESSING HAS STARTED FOR LEVEL number.

Reason:

This is a diagnostic message issued during SORTWK processing.

Action:

None.

482I
SORTWK PROCESSING HAS STARTED FOR RUN number.

Reason:

This is a diagnostic message issued during SORTWK processing.

Action:

None.

483I
SORTWK PROCESSING HAS ENDED FOR RUN number.

Reason:

This is a diagnostic message issued during SORTWK processing.

Action:

None.

484I
SORTWK PROCESSING HAS ENDED FOR LEVEL number.

Reason:

This is a diagnostic message issued during SORTWK processing.

Action:

None.
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485I
SORTWK TAPE FILE fileid HAS BEEN WRITTEN TO tape device.

Reason:

This is a diagnostic message issued during SORTWK processing.

Action:

None.

486I
SORTWK INPUT FILE number WILL BE READ FROM tape device FILE number.

Reason:

This is a diagnostic message issued during SORTWK processing.

Action:

None.

487I
SORTWK OUTPUT FILE number WILL BE WRITTEN TO tape device FILE number.

Reason:

This is a diagnostic message issued during SORTWK processing.

Action:

None.

488I
END-OF-FILE READING SORTWK DATA FROM tape device FILE number.

Reason:

This is a diagnostic message issued during SORTWK processing.

Action:

None.

489E
THE WORKFULL=STOP OPTION IS NOT VALID WHEN SORTWK IS SPECIFIED.

Reason:

You specified WORKFULL=STOP either on an OPTION control statement or on the command line along with a SORTWK
specification. You cannot use this option in the same command with SORTWK.

Action:

Delete either WORKFULL=STOP or the SORTWK specification.
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490E
THE SORTWK VALUE value IS NOT A VALID TAPE DEVICE.

Reason:

The indicated value is not a valid tape device. You can specify tape drives from TAP1 through TAPF or virtual address 181
through 28F.

Action:

Correct the SORTWK specification.

491E
THE SORTWK TAPE DEVICE device HAS ALREADY BEEN SPECIFIED FOR [input|output|sortwk].

Reason:

The indicated device has already been specified. You can specify tape devices only once.

Action:

Correct the SORTWK specification.

492E
AT LEAST 3 TAPE DEVICES MUST BE SPECIFIED WITH SORTWK.

Reason:

You must specify at least three tape devices for SORTWK. You specified fewer than three.

Action:

Correct the SORTWK specification.

493E
THE MAXIMUM NUMBER OF TAPE DEVICES ALLOWED WITH SORTWK IS 16.

Reason:

You can specify up to 16 devices for SORTWK. You specified more than 16.

Action:

Correct the SORTWK specification.

494E
THE SORTWK OPTION DOES NOT SUPPORT EQUALS PROCESSING FOR SORT KEYS.

Reason:

You cannot use the EQUALS command line or control file option with SORTWK.

Action:

Delete the EQUALS command line or control file option.
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495W
MINIDISK filemode DOES NOT HAVE ENOUGH FREE BLOCKS FOR A SORT WORK BUFFER.

Reason:

The indicated minidisk is full. VM:Sort asks if you want to continue.

Action:

Respond to the prompt.

496E
THE SORTWK TAPE DEVICE IS NOT AVAILABLE OR HAS HAD AN I/O ERROR.

Reason:

This message accompanies 233E. The tape device indicated in that message is unavailable for SORTWK processing.

Action:

Refer to message 233E for the unavailable tape device, then specify a different tape device or fix the tape device’s
problem.

497I
THE [spill file|sort core] BUFFER SIZE IS numberK BYTES.

Reason:

This is a diagnostic message.

Action:

None.

498I
VM:SORT DID number SIOS FOR [reads from|writes to] TDISK.

Reason:

VM:Sort displays this message when it uses temporary disk (TDISK) for spill (work) files.

Action:

None.

500E
THE FILEDEF FOR VMSPERTR MUST SPECIFY A DISK FILE.

Reason:

You tried to use a device other than a disk file in your CMS FILEDEF command for a VM:Sort PER trace.

Action:

Enter the CMS FILEDEF command again using a disk file.
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501S
csect DOES NOT EXIST.

Reason:

The CSECT name you specified for a VM:Sort PER trace does not exist.

Action:

Specify the correct CSECT name.

960S
member MEMBER IN txtlib TXTLIB mode NOT FOUND.

Reason:

The installation EXEC could not find the indicated member in the text library on the indicated minidisk.

Action:

Make sure the correct text library exists on the indicated minidisk.

961S
FILE txtlib TXTLIB mode NOT FOUND.

Reason:

The installation EXEC could not find the indicated text library on the indicated minidisk.

Action:

Make sure the text library exists on the indicated minidisk.

962S
FILE VMSLIB TXTLIB filemode NOT FOUND.

Reason:

The installation EXEC could not find the VMSLIB TXTLIB on the indicated minidisk.

Action:

Make sure VMSLIB exists on the indicated minidisk.

963S
INVALID OPTION option.

Reason:

The installation EXEC would not accept the indicated option.

Action:

Correct this option.

965S
ERROR error OCCURRED WHILE PROCESSING txtlib TXTLIB filemode.
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Reason:

The indicated error occurred while executing MOVEFILE with the indicated TXTLIB.

Action:

Look up the error in the IBM system messages and codes documentation and take the appropriate action.

970S
ERROR error OCCURRED IN XEDIT OF DMSIBM TEXT filemode.

Reason:

The VMSPLI EXEC failed. This is a CMS error.

Action:

Look up the error in the IBM system messages and codes documentation and take the appropriate action.

975S
ERROR error OCCURRED IN TXTLIB ADD txtlib DMSIBM.

Reason:

The VMSPLI EXEC failed. This is a CMS error.

Action:

Look up the error in the IBM system messages and codes documentation and take the appropriate action.

990S
ERRORS ENCOUNTERED. VM:SORT INSTALLATION TERMINATED.

Reason:

This message comes after another explanatory message.

Action:

Refer to the previous messages and correct the errors.
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Documentation Legal Notice
This Documentation, which includes embedded help systems and electronically distributed materials, (hereinafter referred
to as the “Documentation”) is for your informational purposes only and is subject to change or withdrawal by Broadcom
at any time. This Documentation is proprietary information of Broadcom and may not be copied, transferred, reproduced,
disclosed, modified or duplicated, in whole or in part, without the prior written consent of Broadcom.

If you are a licensed user of the software product(s) addressed in the Documentation, you may print or otherwise make
available a reasonable number of copies of the Documentation for internal use by you and your employees in connection
with that software, provided that all Broadcom copyright notices and legends are affixed to each reproduced copy.

The right to print or otherwise make available copies of the Documentation is limited to the period during which the
applicable license for such software remains in full force and effect. Should the license terminate for any reason, it is your
responsibility to certify in writing to Broadcom that all copies and partial copies of the Documentation have been returned
to Broadcom or destroyed.

TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, BROADCOM PROVIDES THIS DOCUMENTATION “AS
IS” WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OR NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT WILL
BROADCOM BE LIABLE TO YOU OR ANY THIRD PARTY FOR ANY LOSS OR DAMAGE, DIRECT OR INDIRECT,
FROM THE USE OF THIS DOCUMENTATION, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, LOST PROFITS, LOST
INVESTMENT, BUSINESS INTERRUPTION, GOODWILL, OR LOST DATA, EVEN IF BROADCOM IS EXPRESSLY
ADVISED IN ADVANCE OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH LOSS OR DAMAGE.

The use of any software product referenced in the Documentation is governed by the applicable license agreement and
such license agreement is not modified in any way by the terms of this notice.

The manufacturer of this Documentation is Broadcom Inc.

Provided with “Restricted Rights.” Use, duplication or disclosure by the United States Government is subject to the
restrictions set forth in FAR Sections 12.212, 52.227-14, and 52.227-19(c)(1) - (2) and DFARS Section 252.227-7014(b)
(3), as applicable, or their successors.

Copyright © 2005–2023 Broadcom. All Rights Reserved. The term “Broadcom” refers to Broadcom Inc. and/or its
subsidiaries. All trademarks, trade names, service marks, and logos referenced herein belong to their respective
companies.
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